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O IMR. WALTER S. S C H M I D T , Class of 1905, we 
dedicate The Musketeer of 1927 in recognition of 
his admirable character and his superb loyalty to 
our Alma iMater. Through his untiring efforts and inspiring 
devotion to her he has proven himself a generous friend of the 
Faculty, a beloved comrade of his Alumni, and a truly noble 
and eloquent ideal of the undergraduate body. We trust that 
Mr. Schmidt will accept this modest tribute as a token of the 
esteem and affection which the Faculty and the student body 
of St. Xavier College will always hold for him. 
T H E EDITOR. 
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MR. WALTER S. SCHMIDT 
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"One day, with life and heart, Is more than 





E have conscientiously tried to w^eave into the pages 
of The Musketeer ot 1927 that inimitable spirit of good 
fellowship so characteristic of St. Xavier College. But 
now that our task is ended we realize the futility of 
attempting to transcribe such a precious and intangible thing 
upon a mere printed page. 
However we feel somewhat satisfied, justly we hope, that a 
certain degree of success has been attained in chronicling and 
presenting a representative cross section of our college life. And 
so in giving you The Musketeer of 1927, a book of memories— 
memories of the friends and comrades we love and of the days 
that are fled—we hope that it may be a reminder of our work 
and play together, a reminder that will ever keep our hearts alert 
to answer the inspiring call of our glorious Alma Mater. 
T H E EDITOR. 
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The Musketeer Staff 
WILLIAM F. J. M C C A R T H Y 
Editor- in-Chief 
EDWARD J. M C G R A T H 
Business M a n a g e r 
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT 
Walter A. Ryan, Jr Liberal Arts 
John A. Sack Assistant Liberal Arts 
Thomas D. Clines Sports 
Joseph Kelly Assistant Sports 
William Clines Assistant Sports 
Ra^'mond Daley Alumni 
John T. Gaynor Law 
Ronald Jeanmougin Commerce 
ART D E P A R T M E N T 
Edward Burns Charles Roth 
Mark A. Schmidt, Photography 
Miss Lucretia Kinney 
Alfred J. Berger 
BUSINESS D E P A R T M E N T 
James Quill Assistant Business Manager 
Francis X. McCarthy Advertising Manager 
Richard Downing Assistant Advertising Manager 
Joseph O'Connor Assistant Advertising Manager 
Gordon Nead Assistant Advertising Manager 
Morse J. Conroy Assistant Advertising Manager 
James L. Nolan Circulation Manager 
Gregory Holbrock Assistant Circulation Manager 
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"The doings oj men, their prayers, jear, wrath, 
pleasure, delights, and recreations, are the 
subject oj this book." J U V E N A L . 
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The Rev. Hubert F. Brockman, S J . , A.M., LL.D 
President of the combined departments of St. Xavier College, 
whose capable hands have directed the College 
through a period of unparalleled progress. 
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'!Tl, -page thirty-five 
REV. DANIEL M. O'CONNELL, 
S.J., A.M. , 
Dean of the College of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences 
REV. GEORGE R. KISTER, s.j., A.M.. 
Dean of the Normal School 
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EDWARD P. MOULINIER, A.M., LL.D. 
Dean of the College of Law 
J. DOMINIC CLOUD, A.M., C.P.A. 
Dean of the School of Commerce 
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REV. ORMUND P. D'HAENE, 
S.J., A.M. , 
Regent of the College of Law 
and School of Commerce 
RONALD JEANMOUGIN, A.B.. 
Registrar of the College of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences 
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CHARLES H. PURDY, A.B., LL.B. 
Secretary of the College of Law 
and School of Commerce 
I 
WILLIAM T. BURNS, A.B.. 
Registrar of the Normal School 
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OfFicers of Administration 
The Board oj Trustees 
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JOHN A. BRENNAN, S.J., A.M. . . . 
GREGORY J. DERSCHUG, S.J., A.M 
ALPHONSE L . F ISHER, S.J., A.M. . 
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JOSEPH F . K I E F E R , S.J., A.M Greek 
P E T E R M C C A R T N E Y , S.J., A.M French 
CLEMENT M A R T I N , S.J., A.M L^atin, Greek 
CHARLES A. M E E H A N , S.J., A..M Psychology 
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JOHN F . WALSH, S.J., A.M Philosophy 
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ORMOND P . D ' H A E N E , S.J., A..AI Logic, Ethics 
JOSEPH P. GOODENOUGH, A.B., LL.B Commercial Ljaw 
WILLIAM HARVY, LL.B Corporations, Legal, Bibliography 
W I R T D . HORD Investments 
WILLIAM H . M O E L L E R Accounting 





H O N . D E N N I S J . RYAN, A.B., LL.B . Constitutional Law 
J. E. O ' C O N N E L L , A.B., LL.B Business English 
H O N . WALTER A. RYAN, LL.B Commercial Law 
ROBERT G . THAYER, A.B., LL.B Economic Resources, Marketing 
JULIUS SAMUELS, A.B., LL.B Real Property 
CLARENCE SPRAUL, A.B., LL.B Insurance 
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To study for honors, to be inspired by the love of fame and reputation, if it be the reputation 
of acquirements that are in themsehes good and noble, is no unworthy aim. But there is 
an intellectual virtue that is higher and purer than these, without some touch of which you 
can be no true student. For, as the highest patriotism is that of the man who thinks not 
of honor or rewards, but so loves his country that he is content to be forgotten, to lose himself 
altogether in the larger, dearer life for which he lives; so he only rises to the true nobility of 
the student 's calling who catches some sympathetic spark of that pure intellectual love, that 
love of knowledge for its own sake, which lifts him out of self into fellowship with those in all 
















To the St. Xavier Alumni Association, the College owes its present civic position and its 
prominence in educational and athletic circles. Never since its organization in 1899 has the 
Alumni Association failed to support every activity in the College. 
It was only through the efforts of the Alumni Association that the expansion program of the 
College has been successfully carried on. The new Alumni Science Hall is a gift of the Alumni 
Association. When a new athletic field and dormitory were needed, the Alumni Association 
responded with Corcoran Field and Elet Hall. The new Library was made possible largely by 
gifts of the Alumni. The new Gymnasium, now being erected, is also a gift of one of the Alumni. 
This is not all the Alumni has done. Rev. William J. Poland, S. J., a member of the Class 
of '87, endowed the Junior and Senior classes ot the Liberal Arts College. The Alumni Lecture 
Course inaugurated a few years ago, was made possible by the Alumni Association. 
However, it is needless to mention more. Everyone familiar with St. Xavier College knows 
that the Alumni Association has done more than its share of the work which has given the 
College such an excellent reputation. The Alumni Association is a band of men, small in 
numbers but mighty in deeds. 
If the hopes of the Alumni Association, expressed at this year 's most successful Alumni 
Banquet, are realized, St. Xavier College shall take its rightful place amOng the foremost Cath-
olic educational institutions of the countrv. 
—page fijty-six 
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President of Alumni Association 
FRANCIS A. GAUCHE -
While a student at St. Xavier College, Francis A. Gauche was a leader. He held offices in 
the Senior Glee Club, the Acolytical Society and the Philopedian Society. His scholastic 
standing was high and he attained prominence as an elocutionist and orator. In 1903 he 
received his Bachelor of Arts degree from the College. 
His interest in the activities of the College did not cease with his graduation. He always was 
an active alumnus and has held the office of secretary. Mr. Gauche has always been one of 
the foremost workers among our graduate body, serving on many committees of various 
interests. 
Realizing his ability and appreciating his services, the Alumni Association elected him to 
be its president for the year 1926-1927. Even as in his college days, xMr. Gauche proved his 
loyalty and love for "Old Xavier" by leading the St. Xavier Alumni Association in one of its 
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Xavier Foundation 
Supporting every activity and endorsing every idea that promotes the welfare of St. Xavier 
College, is the Xavier Foundation. Sponsored by the College, it promotes everything for the 
{progress of the institution: endowments, scholarships, equipment, buildings, the new stadium; 
—in short, whatever is to the interest of the College is the business of the Xavier Foundation. 
It numbers among its ranks not only alumni but other generous patrons of education. It 
welcomes to its numbers all friends of St. Xavier College. Its aspiration is that the College 
may take a deserved place among other educational institutions, and so promote its own fame, 
and the fame of the community in which it has place. 
Members of Xavier Foundation 
R E V . H U B E R T F . BROCKMAN, S.J. 
R E V . JOSEPH P. D E SMEDT, S.J. 
R E V . FRANCIS J. F I N N , S.J. 
R E V . GEORGE R . KISTER, S.J. 
WILLIAM H . ALBERS 
EDWARD J. BABBITT 
J. DOMINIC CLOUD 
LOUIS COFFIN 
SIR RICHARD CRANE, K.C.S.G. 
JOHN M . CRONIN 
OSCAR J. D R E Y E R 
ANTHONY B . DUNLAP 
ANTHONY E . ELSAESSER 
WILLIAM E . FOX 
THOMAS GEOGHEGAN 
JOHN J. GILLIGAN 
W. D. GROTE, SR. 
D R . THOMAS P. HART 
JOHN HOBAN 
JOSEPH HUMMEL, JR. 
JOSEPH L . LACKNER 
ALBERT W . LEIBOLD 
JAMES L . LEONARD 
LOUIS LEVASSOR 
HARRY .MCLAUGHLIN 
FREDERICK M A C K E N T E P E 
THOMAS F . M A H E R 
G E N . P . LINCOLN MITCHELL 
JOHN E . M U S S I O 
E . C . MOORMANN 
EDWARD M O U L I N I E R 
ROBERT M U L L A N E 
JOHN P. M U R P H Y 
D. J. O ' C O N N E R 
HOWARD N . RAGLAND 
JAMES A. REILLY 
ANDREW ROHAN 
WALTER A. RYAN 
WALTER S. SCHMIDT 
JAMES SEBASTIANI 
JOHN E . SULLIVAN 
JOHN C . THO.MPSON 
L E O J. VAN LAHR 
JOSEPH B . VERKA.MP 
ALBERT WESSEL.MAN 
MORGAN W . WILLIAMS 
D R . THEODORE H . W E N N I N G 
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Dr. Cooper's Lecture 
The Third Annual Series of Lectures sponsored by the St. Xavier College Alumni Associa-
tion was opened on Sunday evening, January 23, 1927, in the Ballroom of the Hotel Sinton, by 
Dr. John M. Cooper, professor of religious education and anthropology of the Catholic 
University of America, Washington, D. C. 
"The Catholic Missionary and the Science of M a n " was the topic discussed by Dr. Cooper. 
"The first task of the missionary is to spread the light of the gospel, not to carry the torch 
of science. Nevertheless, the Catholic missionary has for centuries been a pioneer in a score 
of scientific fields, ranging from geography to agriculture, from geology to prehistory, from 
weather science to botany, from linguistics to astronomy," the speaker said. 
" In no field, however, have his original and invaluable contributions to research and to the 
sum of human knowledge been more outstanding and significant than in the field of anthro-
pology and ethnology, the science of man and his ways and customs. One has, for instance, 
only to finger rapidly the magnificent seventy-three volume collection of Thwaites' edition of 
the Jesuit Relations or the fifty-five volume collection of Blair and Robertson's Philippine 
Islands to get an idea of the enormous mass of grist that the Catholic missionary of the past 
has brought to the ethnological mills. And these great collections are only scattered fragments 
of the vast multitude of original and indispensable data for which the modern science of man 
and his culture and languages is forever indebted to the scientific labors of the heralds of 
Christ ," Dr. Cooper continued. 
He then pointed out that the interest of the Catholic missionary in science is on the increase. 
Only recently the Catholic Anthropological Conference was founded. Twenty-five different 
missionary orders and societies have enlisted in the work of the Conference. 
The conclusion of Dr. Cooper's lecture was stated in these words: "All interested in the 
new project realize, first, that it will take time to get a full start, and secondly, that the 
standards must be kept up to the highest scientific and technical level. The rapid develop-
ments during the ten months, since the first organization of the Conference, give promise of a 
future that will reflect high credit upon our missionaries, their orders and societies, and upon 
the Church's historic sympathy with an encouragement of the increase of human knowledge." 
-page fijty-nine 
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Father Wilson's Lecture 
"College Life in Colonial Colleges" was the subject of the second St. Xavier College Alumni 
Association lecture given at the Hotel Sinton on Sunday evening, February 13, 1927. Rev. 
Samuel K. Wilson, S.}., historian, was the speaker. 
Father Wilson in his lecture said: "A country is governed, regardless of what leader holds 
the highest office, by the undercurrent of public sentiment. Colleges, while not reflecting 
accurately the underflowing, seemingly lifeless sentiment, nevertheless do reflect a cross 
section of it; and that cross section is usually the best of it. Now Colonial colleges are consid-
ered here because the sentiment which they reflect is the sentiment which founded the great 
country in which we live to-day. Records show that the greatest number of leaders during 
the War of Independence were graduates of Colonial colleges." 
Father Wilson stated that Colonial colleges were founded chiefly by religious denominations 
for the purpose of training their clergymen. Their entrance examinations were difficult in 
the extreme; students entered at a comparative young age; the daily routine was monotonous 
—there were study and prayer but no athletic activities or outside amusement; and the laws 
and penalties were burdensome, he pointed out. 
The academic influences, he continued, under which Colonial colleges sprang into being 
were at first, and for over a century, almost wholly English. In fact the colleges never got 
quite awaj' from the English tradition, and today the tendency is to revert closer to the methods 
of Oxford and Cambridge. 
"College Life in Colonial Colleges" gave the parent and student an insight into the real 
college life in America during the past three centuries. It brought ou t the value of our college 
education as compared with that of our forefathers. 
—page sixty 
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Father Lord's Lecture 
Rev. Daniel A. Lord, S.J., writer and lecturer, deli\'ered the third Alumni lecture at the 
Hotel Sinton Ballroom on Sunday evening, February 27, 1927. Father Lord's subject was the 
"Philosophy of George Bernard Shaw". 
The speaker termed Mr. Shaw a "brilliant destructionist" for whom one feels a little sorry. 
He said that Mr. Shaw lays down his premises and then follows them out to their consequences, 
no matter how unpleasant those consequences may be. 
"George Bernard Shaw is probably the most logical man living to-day," Father Lord said. 
"While Mr. Shaw starts wrong he keeps bravely on the wrong track and has the courage of his 
own convictions. 
"He IS certainly the only logical Socialist writing to-day. He believes that every child 
from birth should be given fifty pounds a year, and if he does not earn his money with advancing 
years he should promptly be sent to the lethal chamber. This is Socialism in its most perfectly 
logical form and in consequence of his holding it so flatly, Mr. Shaw is none too frequently 
quoted by his fellow Socialists. 
"Long ago he said, 'Like Shelley, I am an atheist, ;i socialist and a vegetarian.' He might 
have added that he is a pantheist, eugenist and anti-vivisectionist, a created evolutionist, an 
anti-Christian, and a sort of synthesis of modern heresy. 
"Mr. Shaw IS, of course, a complete unbeliever, but, like many unbelievers, his unbelief 
often is more emotional than intellectual, at least in its background. Doubt is usually the 
child of some emotional difliculty rather than of intellectual difficulty. It is easy enough to 
see this from the fact that most doubters grow highly excited when their doubt is assailed. 
Mr. Shaw doubts religion, capitalism and patriotism. 
"Since selective breeding has bred race horses and blooded stock, selective breeding should 
be applied to human beings as a substitute for marriage. This is an important but much 
slurred side of Mr. Shaw's philosophy. 
"One begins to read Mr. Shaw with something like a fierce resentment. Then he begins 
to understand his viewpoint and the reasons that led him to it. For when Mr. Shaw gave up 
Christianity he logically gave up all that Christianity stands for, unlike most anti-Christians 
who ^alk anti-Christian philosophy and lead Christian lives. One ends by feeling a little 
sorry Jor Mr. Shaw when one realizes that this brilliant destructionist, who has spent his talents 
lavishly for his ideals, has ended by writing 'Heartbreak House' and the despairing 'Back to 







Dr. PhilKps Lecture 
The fourth and last Alumni lecture was delivered by Dr. Charles Phillips, professor of 
English at Notre Dame University. Dr. Phillips, who will be remembered for his talk on 
"Mexico" in the Alumni Series of Lectures last year, spoke on "The True Washington" at the 
Hotel Sinton on Sunday evening, March 13, 1927. 
George Washington is accused of snobbishness because he once wrote that only gentlemen 
should be commissioned officers in the army. " In those days the term gentlemen meant men 
who were educated and polished and had the ability to lead other men," Dr. Phillips answers. 
"Washington had no intention of restricting the higher positions in the army to a group of 
well-born Americans. 
"They accuse Washington of marrying for wealth and they accuse his wife of marrying for 
position. They cannot find any indiscretions in the courtship so they invent as much of a bad 
tale as they can. 
"They call Washington an opportunist and a military blunderer because of the length of the 
Revolutionary War. They forget that with all the modern means of warfare the World War 
lasted SIX years. They forget his stroke at Trenton, probably one of the greatest pieces of 
strategy in military history. They say that he had luck when he won. But what is the 
definition of luck if it is not making use of one's opportunities?" 
Dr. Phillips brought up, one by one, the objections of modern historians to Washington's 
greatness, and, with abundant evidlence and real logic, he answered them all. 
That the Alumni lectures as a whole, and Dr. Phillips' lecture in particular, were a success 
is evident from an editorial which appeared in the Cincinnati Enquirer under the head "Helpful 
Lectures". 
In part the editorial read: " In agreeable contrast with the plethora of internationalist 
thought and sentiment, so persistently in evidence in discussion of public questions by imported 
lecturers coming to Cincinnati, was the splendidly patriotic address delivered Sunday evening 
at the Hotel Sinton by Dr. Charles Phillips The lecturer remorselessly exposed the 
ghastly flimsiness of the fabric of criticism employed by the detractors of Washington, de-
claring that if even all the things said by them could be taken to be true, Washington still would 
loom mightiest in stature above the majority of the world's most eminent characters. 
-page sixty-two 
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0 blessed Jriendships which had their roots on earth, which 
blossom in heaven, whose fruits ripen in the everlasting years! 
CARDINAL GIBBONS. 
Four years have we struggled together. Class of '27—four years of toil, not unmixed with 
pleasure. We have had our worries and our arguments, but our friendships have endured. 
Honors have come our way, but no dishonor: for when we lost, in the classroom or on the 
gridiron, it was an honest defeat, a defeat which was accepted gracefully. Let us review those 
years, and see what they have held for us; let us find what we have done for our College, what 
it has done for us. 
For four years the Class of '27 has manned the athletic squads and contributed a great deal 
to the success of our teams. In Freshman year, of course, we were not permitted to play on the 
varsity teams, but the spirited scrimmages, the "fight" of the Freshman teams helped make the 
successful teams of that year. 
In Sophomore year the football team was composed almost entirely of the members of our 
class. Being a somewhat untried team, it was not very successful. But the outstanding work 
of Rapp, Beatty, Schmidt, Kelly, Gosiger and Steinbicker promised a team which would, and 
finally did, excel any other team which Xavier ever had. 
In Junior year misfortune seemed to dog the team. Injury followed injury, those of Wenzel 
and King being the most serious. However, we lost but two games that year, and those to 
two of the best teams in the country—Ohio Wesleyan and the Haskell Indians. In defeat, as 
in victory, the great work of " H u b " Rapp stood out. Too much praise cannot be given him: 
he has brains as well as brawn, he is as fast with his head as he is on his feet. His courageous 
team-mates gave their best, and no one can detract from their glory. 
The pinnacle of success in football was reached in senior year. Nine straight victories— 
including the vaunted Quantico Marines and West Virginia Wesleyan, made athletic history 
for the College. There was but one drop of gall in our cup of joy: the victory of the Haskell 
Indians. Outweighed, but not out-fought, the team went down to defeat. The absolute 
deluge that swept the field was too great a handicap for St. Xavier's best and gamest team. 
Space does not permit full mention of the outstanding work of Kelly in basket-ball and of 
Schmidt, Rapp, Kelly, Morrissey and Phelon in baseball. I t is enough to say that they will 
be missed in those sports almost as much as in football. 
We must acknowledge that the Senior Class cannot boast the supremacy in scholastic 
activities that it can in athletics, ^owever , those who did represent the class in academic 
activities, did so with distinction. The Masque Society was founded in our Freshman year, 
with Perazzo, Fern and Ryan as charter members. Perazzo was also a popular lecturer with 
the Dante Club, and was elected president in his Senior year. Bonte won a place in the Inter-
collegiate English Contest. Carl Steinbicker won gold medals both as the winner of the 
Verkamp Debate and the Washington Oratorical Contest. Besides this, Carl was the capable 
editor of the Xaverian News, assisted by John Blom as business manager. The other jour-
nalist of the class, William McCarthy, is editor of this Annual, and on his staff are Kelly, 




Our parting gift to the College, the product of our last year, should not be overlooked 
either. The Clef Club, the newly-organized glee club, will have an important place in College 
activities, second only to the athletic teams. Its success this year promises a bright future. 
This is our statement of what we have done for St. Xavier College. We are not giving 
ourselves unearned praise; we are simply stating facts. We do not praise ourselves for the 
patience with which we listened to the boring stories, oft told, and the hoary jokes of some of 
our professors; we do not mention the admirable restraint with which we endured their "would-
be" wit and withering sarcasm, to which we could have retorted, and didn't—out of respect 
for them. We love them all, and we are grateful to them; for freely have they given us of their 
love, advice, knowledge and friendship. Friendship, what a treasure! Were it only for the 




O Xavier! you have given us a purpose in life: to be men, conscious of public good, yet 
fearless of public opinion; to lead exemplary lives which will inspire our countrymen; to be 
generous with our love and niggardly with our hate; to worship our God; to serve our country 
—and to love you, our Alma Mater. 
Four years! Some will say, " I t seemed ten!" but they don't mean it. For when we are 
happy, care-free and content, time flies. So were we. Now we must fight, not for a half day 
on the gridiron, but all the time; not with the help and encouragement of ten others, but alone. 
May we all reach our goals, rnay none of us show the white feather in the game of life. May 
we regard our college days, our college friendships, our College, as the happiest days, the truest 
friendships we have had, and St. Xavier as the best of colleges. 
Men of '27, let us not say good-bye, but "a demain", for to-morrow we shall meet again, 
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E U G E N E B. B E C K M A N 
Sodality, C. S. M. C , Senior " H o p " Committee. 
A quiet likable chap, except when he is on dance committees. 
Then he arouses the ire of some with that caustic comment 
and spirited repartee which has made him famous as a psy-
chology lecturer. "Gene" is quite an authority on radios and 
electricity, so that the domestic door-bell is never out of com-
mission. It IS his ambition to invent some new "hook-up" 
which will completely revolutionize the radio industry. May 
he succeed in eliminating static. 
A L F R E D J. B E R G E R 
Sodality, College Band, Clef Club, Musketeer Staff IV, 
C. S. M. C. 
" H a m " or "Lim", as he is affectionately styled, spends most of 
his class hours in fancy lettering. Rolls up to the door every 
morning in a Packard, with all the easy nonchalance of the 
man-al)out-town. He may be seen at a dance almost any 
night with some beautiful girl (or girls). 
JOHN W. BLOM 
Sodality, Xaverian New. 
C. C. S. M. 
Business Manager, IV; 
"Father John" hasn't missed Sodality in four years. As bus-
iness manager of the News he considers it his duty to appear 
dignified. A ready smile and a blooming complexion are 
among John's chief charms. He has developed a great deal of 
muscle from his labor in the French class, but cannot pro-
nounce "monsieur" correctiv after three vears in the class. 
B E R N A R D A. BONTE 
Sodality, C. S. M. C , Contributor to Athenaeum 
and Xaverian X^ews. 
Our walking encyclopedia. He has an inexhaustible store of 
information at his finger tips, and can answer any question on 
an^' subject—from the number of Israelites in the Exodus to 
the dark past of Blasco Ibanez. He admits that he has read 
the "Catholic's Ready Answer", Dr. Eliot's five-foot shelf, and 







E D W A R D H. BRINK, JR. 
C. S. M. C , Freshman Sodality, Ring Committee. 
" E d " IS the class pessimist and skeptic. His manner is rather 
oratorical and pompous, no doubt because he intends to adorn 
the "Bench" some day. Without a doubt, he is the best 
spear-holder in the Passion Play. Though " E d " is primarily 
a "Man ' s man", nevertheless he has no trouble with the fair sex. 
R O B E R T E. CLARK 
Sodality, C. S. M. C. 
" B o b " would like to be " tough", but simply cannot make the 
grade. Another intellectual, he does not believe in concealing 
his knowledge. Like the man from Missouri, he has to be 
shown. He has no bad habits that we are aware of, but you 
never can tell. 
L A W R E N C E E. COLLINS 
Sodality, C. S. M. C. 
"La r ry" is a favorite with every one. Perfectly harmless, 
unless you take his tips. Quite an orator, he is an athlete as 
well. He thinks the Irish are the best people on earth, and 
St. Patrick the greatest of saints. Begorra, we agree with him. 
FRANCIS PAUL C R O N I N 
Freshman Sodality, C. S. M. C , K. of C. Club. 
Our only commuter. Travels back and forth to Hamilton 
(Ohio) every day. His most envied possessions are a heavy 
beard (nay, he shaves), beautiful and soulful eyes, and a 
hearty laugh. In almost every way he is an exemplary char-
acter, and, though his isolation from the school world keeps 
him out of many activities, nevertheless he manages to shine 










JAMES H. C U R R A N 
Sodality, Student Manager of Athletics, I I I , IV; 
C. S. M. C , " X " Club, Senior Hop Committee. 
" J i m m y " is chief sweep, ball-chaser, and general house-keeper 
for the athletes. These honors have gone to his head just a 
little, but he still deigns to converse with a few of us. He 
will be a good poker player some day, if he lives long enough. 
He says he is "Joe ' s" right-hand man, but we know better— 
"Poke" Manlev is. 
G E O R G E E D W A R D F E R N 
Sodality, Circulation and Business Manager of the 
Athenaeum, Masque Society, Philopedian Society, I. 
The most popular member of the class, because he doesn t 
"wise crack" or argue. His aesthetic sense is much in evidence 
at any of those functions, social or theatrical, which he has 
decorated, literally and figuratively. His friends are legion; 
his enemies, none. In after life, we can picture George as a 
prominent clubman, with nothing to do but at tend conventions. 
E D W A R D H. FOSS 
Sodality, C. S. M. C. 
" E d " is the noisiest man in the class. Thinks lectures are 
opportune moments to make up for lost sleep. After four 
years he still has a good reputation with his classmates, which 
is more than some can say. His chief claim to a place in the 
Hall of Fame lies in the fact that he is G. Edward Fern's cousin. 
May light wines and beer come back, Ed! 
, JAMES L. GOREY 
Sodality, C. S. M. C , K. of C. Club, Philopedian 
Society, I I I . 
"Smiling Jim" is one of those gay Parisians (Kentucky brand) 
who delight every one with their charming manners and ready 
wit. He still has that school-girl complexion, which pales and 
glows with every passing emotion. He could be a "knock-out" 






LOUIS C. GOREY 
Sodality, C. S. M. C. 
The true type of Southern gentleman—not very energetic, 
polite and affable. "Lightning" arrives every morning ten 
minutes late for class. He tears around in a palatial Chevrolet, 
held together by a miracle or a prayer. Lou has very dicided 
opinions on philosophy, intolerance, and bridge. The only 
man in the class that can "ri le" him is Paul Gosiger; then, 
beware the lion! 
PAUL E. GOSIGER 
Sodality, C. S. M. C , Football, I I I , IV; Basket-ball, I I ; 
Track, ^III; " X " Club. 
"Goose" is a scholar and a gentleman (though we don't know 
that he prefers blondes), he is also an athlete and dancer par 
excellence. Needless to say, the "great lover" has a sport 
roadster and curly hair. Acts like one of "Peck's Bad Boys" 
on the campus. 
J E R O M E H. HAUCK 
Sodality, C. S. M. C , Ring Committee. 
Known as "The little Dutch Hercules" and the "World 's 
Strongest Little Man" , Jerry is almost as broad as he is long. 
Drives a Cadillac, which the boys accommodatingly fill every 
afternoon. Possesses a dynamite punch which he uses on the 
proper occasions. 
CHARLES H. HEALEY 
Sodality, C. S. M. C. 
Known to his friends as "Poker Face", "General", or simply 
"Chas" . He is just a big, virile he-man; a product of Camp 
Knox and the wild and wooly West. Like all his type, he 
shoots, rides, and gambles with the best. "Chas" will become 
a cowboy or join the army. We would advise him to stick to 




JOSEPH W. KELLY 
Football, II , I I I , IV; Basket-ball, II , I I I , IV; Baseball 
I I„ III , IV; C. S. M. C ; Student Council, II , IV; Prom 
Committee; Annual Staff; " X " Club. 
The "Balkan Bonecrusher", stars in the classroom as well as 
on the field. His verbal flow is unsurpassed, so that he often 
makes the professors think he knows what it 's all about, 
" j o e " never mentions it, but he surely does like blonde curls. 
B E N J A M I N W. K I P P 
Sodality, I; Philopedian Society, I. 
Built on the up and down plan. A sure bet for any game of 
chance. Very careless with his money—so's your old man. 
"Benny" will probably be selling hardwood lumber or hard 
liquor next year. 
FRANCIS X. M C C A R T H Y 
President of Freshman Class, Student Council, I, I I I , 
IV; President Sodality, C. S. M. C , Prom Committee, 
Philopedian Society, Annual Staff. 
An ardent Republican, Frank is likely to become a politician. 
He is very unlucky at cards—and you know the rest. Unac-
customed as he IS to public speaking, he is a shining light in 
the Philopedian Society. What he doesn't know about 
"P roms" isn't worth knowing, so he says. 
, W I L L I A M F. M C C A R T H Y 
Sodality, C. S. M. C. News Staff, II , I I I ; Musketeer 
Staff, 111, IV (Editor-in-chief), Cheerleader, IV, Clef Club, 
Alasque, Senior Hop Committee. 
Our sophisticated but muscle-bound cheerleader (cold days 
only). Champion tea drinker of the College. Personality 
plus. May be often seen with a rapt, far-away look in his eyes. 
Reads pink letters every day in class. Bill (alias "Mac" ) has 
a penchant for amorous verse and for hitting low notes. 
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FRANCIS D. M A N L E Y 
Sodality, C. S. M. C. 
"Poke" IS our big butter and egg man—he knows the business 
from the ground up (especially the ground). Surprises every 
one now and then with a joke we had completely forgotten. 
Maybe he'll go back to " loway" , although he says he really 
prefers a " F a r m " near here to the one back home. We hope 
he'll stav. 
JOHN J. MORRISSEY 
Sodality, C. S. M. C , Baseball, III , IV, " X " Club. 
Has a nasty laugh, takes a wicked cut at the ball, and watches 
his athletic heart. The "Lockland Flash" displays his wit on 
the diamond and in the classroom. He is a splendid first-base 
coach, and, when he develops a "bay-window", will give Grover 
Land a tough battle. 
GORDON N E A D 
Sodality, Student Council, I I I , IV; C. S. M. C , K. of C. 
Club, Prom Committee, Annual Staff. 
Gordon is the only Arrow collar man on the football squad. 
Blushes very easily. He is considering offers to pose for Kup-
penheimer, Pepsodent and Palm-Olive. Speaking about the 
answer to a maiden's prayer, he's it. He has but one fault— 
he can't do the Black Bottom. 
JOHN R. O 'LEARY 
Sodality, C. S. M. C. 
Flaming youth. Despite his colorful hirsuite adornment, 
Jack is even-tempered and self-controlled. He is the "goa t" 
of the French dags, but endures without a murmur. Another 
Bourbon bov. 
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E U G E N E J. PERAZZO 
Sodality, Masque, Musical Director I, I I , I I I , President 
IV; Clef Club (Accompanist), C. S. M. C , Dante Club, 
I. II, I I I , IV, President; Pi Alpha Mu. 
The artist of the class. He has the temperament and the 
long hair, too. He is the "King of the Ivories", even if he 
hasn' t served time—yet. "Gene" is also a luminary in the 
classroom, in spite of his radical bent towards Oscar Wilde, 
George Jean Nathan, and Schopenhauer. He will argue on 
any question from atheism to pantheism, and sometimes win, 
too. You may have to pay three-thirty to see him in a few 
years, after he makes the Grand Tour, and completes his edu-
cation abroad. We are all willing to do so, if he cannot get us 
"comps ". 
JOHN A. P H E L A N 
C. S. M. C , Baseball, II, I I I ; " X " Club. 
"Sparky" cavorts around the diamond like a big-leaguer (at 
forty-five). The little rascal is very fond of practical jokes 
and John Morrissey. He rises at four every morning, milks 
the cows, and grabs the " ra t t le r" for school. Yes, he lives in 
Glendale. John loves his books, and just goes to dances out 
of a sense of duty, though he doesn't dance much. 
H E R B E R T L. RAPP 
Football, II , I I I , IV (Captain); Baseball, I I , I I I . IV; 
"X"Club. 
"Handsome H u b " is, of course, the hero of the College. No 
comment on his football ability is necessary, for his deeds are 
ample proof of it. He is quiet, good-natured and good-looking 
—what more do you want, girls? 
E L M E R ROMER 
Sodality, K. of C. Club, C. S. M. C , Ring Committee 
Two hundred and twenty pounds of inertia. If there is one 
thing Elmer would rather do than sleep, it is eat. But every-
body loves a fat man, the more so when he is as genial as Elmer, 
He IS looking for a soft job, with a desk for his feet and a com-
fortable chair. At forty he will be trying to regain his figure; 
just now he is content. 
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WILLIAM A R T H U R R U D D 
Sodality, I ; News Staff, I, I I ; C. S 
Orchestra, 
"Tha t red-cheeked, sartorially perfect, pleasingly plump young 
man, who plays the traps so exquisitely?" Well, I'll say 
that ' s Bud Rudd. Bud gives free information and personal 
demonstration of that the well-dressed man has worn, is wear-
ing, and will wear. He has a positive genius for slipping out of 
the door, after answering to his name, and vanishing for the 
rest of the hour. Sometimes we envy him this talent. 
R O B E R T H. R U N G E 
Sodality, Masque Society, C. S. M. C , Philopedian, I, I I . 
One of the lunch-room magnates. Keeps an eagle eye morning, 
noon and night on the cash, customers and carrots. Serves us 
every day with a delectable and nourishing luncheon (together 
with a sharp knife for the meat), water free. May he ruin 
many a digestion before he passes on! Forgive us, " P a t . " 
JOHN C. RUSH 
Ring Committee, C. S. M. C , Sodality, I. 
The social lion of the class. Appeared in spats one, and only 
one day. Dresses a good game of golf, has a good "line", and 
all those accomplishments that make him so much in demand 
in our best drawing-rooms. We believe he would like to wear 
a monocle and affect an English drawl, but, alas, we are too 
far west for such marks of culture and refinement. " J ack" 
hasn' t missed a fire for vears. 
WALTER A. RYAN 
Sodality, Masque, I, I I , H I , IV; Philopedian Society, 
I, II , iV; C. S. M. C , Clef Club (President), Senior 
Hop Committee, Annual, IV; Pi Alpha Mu. 
The sole proprietor of "Ryan ' s Casino". Noted for his hospi-
tality, buffet luncheons and "sevens". Has never missed any 
game of chance in Hamilton County within the memory of man. 
"Wal t " has a captivating baritone voice, a keen sense of 
humor, and an amazing knowledge of philosophy. "Le t ' s 
have a little game, fellows." 
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Notorious for his flaming ties and collegiate w-ays. He has a 
pleasing smile, an open countenance, and a slight knowledge 
of French. Although he hails from the wide open spaces of 
Circleville, Ohio, believe us, he is no "hick". He has an 
incurable and much-e.xpressed dislike for lunch-room " g r u b " 
and certain professors. 
CARL R. S T E I N B I C K E R 
Sodality, C. S. M. C , Philopedian Society (President), 
IV; Masque Society, I I , I I I ; News, I, II , i f l (Editor) IV; 
Football, II , I I I ; Oratorical Contest (Winner, IV); Stu-
dent Council, I I , H I ; Pi Alpha Mu. 
Carl IS a splendid example of a college man. He has partici-
pated in athletics as well as dramatic and journalistic activities. 
Successful in all that he has undertaken at College, we predict 
for him a successful career in whatever business or profession 
he adopts. One cannot help liking him, even if he is editor of 
the News. 
JOHN B. T A N G E M A N 
Sodality, Latin Intercollegiate, The Classical, H I ; 
C. S. M. C . Pi Alpha Mu. 
The life of any party. John is very locquacious in Latin, 
Greek, and German. Plays the races with cold and deadly 
calculation. He is a great globe-trotter, and has been practi-










Law Glass History 
When one at tempts to write the history of a class he is confronted with the difficulty of 
choosing the proper avenue b^' which to approach the subject and the matter of which to treat. 
For the life of a class does not lend itself readily to the chronicling. Nations are builded, 
progress, decay and finally sink into oblivion and the years encompassed by these stages give 
rise to portentous happenings, crises and conflicts which form the meat and essence of history. 
Not so a class. Were we merely to recount our meeting, progress and the events, that stand 
out in our life from the view of a disinterested observer, it would take but a few lines for the 
telling. But such is not the true history of a class. On the contrary, it would rather be a tale 
of the progress and advancement that has taken place within the mind of the individual 
students, the difficulties and discouragements that have been encountered, the obstacles that 
have been successfully overcome in the quest for legal erudition. 
Beginning the study of the law is akin to setting sail u]5on a sea which, though charted and 
dotted with many other voyagers, present nevertheless many difficulties in the navigation. 
Perhaps for the first two years, the student, possessing only the average layman's knowledge 
of the law which is negligible, is overwhelmed with an avalanche of legal terms and legal 
jirinciples which seem far too subtle and finely drawn for him to comprehend in the meager 
amount of time at his disposal. It seems that the knowledge of the law built uji through 
generation after generation must be crowded howsoever into four swiftly flying years. The 
task appears physically impossible. But at the end of two years abstruse principles begin to 
clarify, obstacles melt away and the studies coordinate. The law assumes definite shape and 
contour. This process of clarification and coordination continues through the last two years, 
when the student feels that at last he has a grasp of the fundamental principles necessary to the 
practice of the legal profession. True, this is but a groundwork, but if the foundation is stable 
and superstructure erected with the same degree of care and attention to detail, the completed 
structure will present a secure and lasting tribute to effort expended in the building. 
And this IS our objective, to form ourselves with the knowledge we h a \ e as a starting point, 
into men who will be a credit, not only to the profession which they have chosen, but likewise 
to their city, their country and their school; men whose every achievement will reflect not only 
vipon themselves but upon the school which gave them birth and city that fostered their 
efforts. 
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Let me but do my work jrom day to day 
Ln jield or jor est, at this desk or loom. 
In roaring market place or tranquil room; 
Ljet me but jind it in my heart to say, 
IVhen vagrant wishes beckon me astray, 
"This is my work; my blessing, not my doom, 
Oj all who live, I am the one by whom 
This work can best be done in the right way." 
H E N R Y V A N D Y K E . 
W I L L A R D B R U N S M A N 
Jurist Society. 
Better known as "Shor ty" . Just a bouncing baby boy. A 
product of St. Xavier High School, Class of '22. Reads the 
Saturday Evening Post and eats yeast. Requiescat in pace. 
CATHERINE M. CARTER 
Jurist Society. 
Half of the feminine element of the class. The possessor of 
numberless certificates. Takes her daily constitutional in the 
second floor corridor and has a habit of running for legislatures. 
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J E R O M E J. C O R B E T T 
A. B., St. Xavier College, 1923. Jurist Society. 
The auJ)urn-haired prophet. A man of small stature but 
prodigious intelligence. Specializes in plate lunches, decrepit 
Fords, vehement outbursts against the prodigality of modern 
youth, and interrogating unsuspecting professors. 
C L I F F O R D J. M c D E R M O T T 
Jurist Society. 
A casual visitor. One of those high-pressure, energetic claim-
settlers. Is referred to as an authority on probate practice. 
He is just a jump ahead of the rest of the boys for he has already 
passed the Bar. You can tell it by that complacent expression. 
H E N R I E T T A A. M c G A R R E 
Jurist Society. 
The other half of the feminine element that lends grace and 
dignity to the class. Known as " M a c " . Has the twin gifts 
of irrepressible humor and infectious laughter. Works at the 
Court House, but looks honest. 
WILLIAM McQUAIDE 
Jurist Society. 
A member of the Junior Class in Arts College. Combines 
classical learning with legal erudition. Business Manager of 
the Xaverian News, '26-27. An expert on corporation law. 









Walks about with that indefinable "man-about- town" air. 
Looks as though he does the night clubs. We suggest carrying 
a cane. Goes in for legal bibliography. A good student and 
congenial companion. 
R O B E R T M. O L I N G E R 
A. B., St. Xavier College, 1925. Jurist Society. 
Had numerous honorable mentions heaped upon him in Arts 
College, but still retains his girlish laughter. Has the habit of 
repeating Gusweiler's mildewed jokes. Editor of the Xaverian 
News, '24-'25. All Hail! 
A N D R E W SACK 
Jurist Society. 
The boy from the provinces. A Pleasant Ridge product of 
unquestionable integrity. Wears O'Sullivan heels and takes 
frequent jaunts through the country lanes of South Norwood. 
Stand back, girls, don't crowd. 
WILLIAM J. S C H R I M P F 
Jurist Society. 
A member of the banking profession. Holds down a position 
of prestige in one of our local institutions of finance. A keen 











I passed beside the reverend walls 
In which of old I wore the gown; 
I roved at random thro ' the town. 
And saw the tumult of the halls; 
And heard once more in College fanes 
The storm their high-built organs make. 
And thunder-music, rolling, shake 
The prophets blason'd on the panes; 
Where once we held debate, a band 
Of youthful friends, on mind and art. 
And labor, and the changing mart . 
And all the framework of the land. 
TENNYSON. 
In the month of September, four years ago, there came to the portals of dear old St. Xavier, 
forty recruits to join the ranks of those who had heard the call of higher education, and who 
were seeking the City of Success. 
With what feeling of isolation we took our places at that first assembly in Memorial Hal l! 
We knew none of the upper-classmen, who were welcoming and renewing old acquaintances! 
But after listening to the addresses of welcome tendered by the President, Reverend H. F . 
Brockman, S.J., and the members of the commerce faculty, our shy feeling began to wear off 
and enthusiasm and admiration took its place. Classes were soon organized, and we were 
initiated into the study of Accounting under the capable direction of Mr. Alfred Brendel. He 
it was, who first fostered in us that loyalty to St. Xavier which is still manifest among the 
fourteen Seniors. The novelty of night school wore off however, as the tasks became harder, 
so that the end of our first year found our ranks thinned. With a sigh of regret for the missing, 
we passed to the second stage of our journey. 
In the fall of 1924 our class was once more ready for work. With determination we began 
that year which, Mr. Stanley Hit tner warned us, would be a hard one. Surely, perseverance 
was needed at this time, for work, and plenty of it, was before us, and the goal was very faint 
in the hazy distance. But with Mr. Hit tner 's assistance, we completed another step in the 
eternity we had so enthusiastically' began the previous year. 
Junior year found our ranks depleted to fifteen members. Sadly did we recall the absent 
members, who had found it impossible to continue. We were given over to Mr. Thomas, 
president of the State Board of Accounting, who instructed us for the first term in the Principles 
of Auditing. Like all adventurers, we encountered many obstacles in our third year. The 
subjects became more intricate, so that more than one was tempted to give up. Then, too, 
came the discouraging news of the ruling with regard to degrees, for which most of the class were 
-striving. Some were disheartened and lightened their course by dropping the less important 
subjects included in the complete course. But others hoped for mitigation of the rule and 
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struggled on once more. The second semester found us under the instruction of Mr. Moeller, 
who ably guided us through hard work, somewhat similar to that of second year, up to the 
portals of that last wall which surrounded the City of Success—the city we sought. 
Then came our Senior year, with old friendships renewed, and with all our enthusiasm 
revived, as we were welcomed to the Cost Accounting Class by Mr. Frank Crane. Here we 
joined forces with the Juniors. If ever a teacher needed to be patient, Mr. Crane certainly 
needed to be patient. How well he succeeded, his students alone can testify. 
Our goal is at hand! The pennant of Success now floats tr iumphantly befxjre us from that 
city we strived so hard to reach. As we look back over the years, we desire once more to thank 
those professors who assisted us along the way, and also the Reverend O. P. D'Haene, Regent 
of the College of Commerce, for his active interest and encouragement in our last year. 
Our loyalty to St. Xavier will always direct our conduct through the social, business and 
moral maze of his life, just as it has directed the conduct of the many before us who have 
gone out from St. Xavier—nobler men and better citizens. 
The friendships which we have formed during these four busy years will always last, for 




F R A N C I S M. JACOB 
Vice-president of Co-ops, in 1926, but candidate in many better 
campaigns before and since—a second Wm. J. B. Has a silver 
tongue and gold fountain pen, both of which he himself at 
times cannot handle—ask some of his victims. " J a k e " is the 
live wire organizer of our "full of pep" parties. Has his mail 
sent to Fontbonne and is attending St. Xavier to impart some 
of his knowledge to our professors. His optimism, enthusiasm, 
and quick wit makes him a favorite with the night school 
students. 
H A R R Y L U C K M A N 
"Smiling Har ry , " is quite a favorite with the young ladies, 
owing to his ability to dance and his method of driving. Doesn't 
mind studying when he isn't sleepy. Always ready and active 
on committees for St. Xavier affairs. Still is the proud pos-
sessor of his class pin. Atta boy, "Har ry , " don't let us ride 
you. Member of Kappa Sigma Mu. 
E D N A TAYLOR 
The Class Flapper, is gay and flippant with an active tongue 
on all matters. Has expressed the desire that all classes be 
held in the dark, and a weekly debate be held on " the laxity of 
chivalry among the St. Xavier boys". Works hard in class 
and on all committees, but does not allow her college education 
to interfere with her social life. Proved herself to be the best 
collector in this part of the country, when working on the card 
party committee. Always on hand for a par ty or dance, but 
likes to arrive a little early for class, and leave a little early 
especially on Wednesday night. Member of Kappa Sigma Mu. 
LOUIS W I L H E L M E 
Doesn't believe in wasting his time talking. Cops all the gold 
medals, even though he brings the Post to class with him every 
night. Isn't bothered by the fair sex, but plays poker until 






E D W A R D B E R N I N G 
The Hercules of the class, always has a clever answer for the 
professors, which is explained by the fact that he belongs to 
the Berning Trio. Works hard, but not often. The Gods of 
Fortune tell us, that Ed is about to depart from the Benedictine 
road, and dedicate the rest of his life to the protection of a fair 
damsel. 
E D W A R D F E C K 
" E d " is just one of the bunch. Fond of classes except on 
"date nights". Likes parties, especially the "quie t" variety, 
and is popular with the "girlies". Claims he never uses 
Stacomb. Has a car and makes good use of it. Doesn't 
believe in chivalry because he thinks, " the man pays" . 
E D W A R D J. H I G G I N S 
Product of Wyoming, Ohio. An ideal collegiate boy. Baggy 
trousers, hot ties, rolled socks, a typical "drug store cowboy". 
Prefers blonds but will accept brunettes. As an individual of 
a charitable nature he always has a smile for the young ladies; 
which, of course, they greatly appreciate. Quite a studious 
chap at times. Writes with right hand, drives with left. 
LEONA L A M O T T 
Leona, "The Mirror of Fashion" and "Champion Bridge 
Player" of the senior class, has a marcel wave, which is the 
envy of all the co-eds, but for your information, dampness 
doesn't effect it in the least. She is prompt at class, a neat and 
chic dresser, studious and ambitious, in a word a girl of 1927 
possessing all the desirable qualities of the "Old Fashioned 
Girl" . Now, boys, don't rush. 
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H E R B E R T L O N N E M A N N 
If you want a job done right, give it to "Herb" . His ability and 
sincere diligence in all matters explains his being our Class 
President as well as President of the Co-ops. He is prominent 
and very much in demand whenever he at tends the school as 
well as social functions. He is a real friend and understanding 
pal to all of us. He is an active member of the Kappa Sigma 
Mu. 
C A T H E R I N E P. P I E N I N G 
Catherine is quiet, until someone winds her up. She believes 
that "Budgetary Control for Households" was maliciously 
omitted from the Accounting Course. Can give novel rules 
and reasons to legal questions. Catherine is a true product of 
St. Xavier and we are proud to call her a fellow student. Her 
winning smile and pleasing personality makes her popular with 
all. Member of Kappa Sigma Mu. 
H A R O L D R I N C K 
They say that Harold is a "marr ied m a n " , and, perhaps this 
accounts for his being a man of few words. Quiet and unassum-
ing yet evidencing a friendly at t i tude toward all, he has distin-
guished himself in his scholastic endeavors throughout his four-
year attendance at St. Xavier. 
JOHN S C H O E T T E L K O T T E 
Hails from Indiana. At the present time is interested in 
reducing the price of Chevrolets. Has a weakness for Font-
bonne. Does not say much, but thinks his share. Aspires to 
the presidency of the Cost Accountants Society of America. 





R A L P H SILBER 
A modest chap with determination in his eyes, and a keen 
mind for remembering important subjects. Our only ex-
banker, and now a financier. His hobbies are snappy bow 
ties and rolled socks. 
M A R G A R E T S T R O T M A N 
"Marg , " all around pal to the co-eds, popular with the fellows 
and prominent in all St. Xavier activities. Speedy at figures, 
loves law discussions, and enjoys dancing, but disapproves of 
moonlights. Insists that it is the duty of all diligent students 
to be on time, especially for law classes. Secretary of Co-ops, 
1924-25; President of Kappa Sigma Mu, 1926; Chairman of 













Senior Class President 
For the third successive year " M a r k " has been elected class president. His re-election is 
ample proof, not only of his popularity, but of his ability. The indomitable courage which 
has characterized him on the gridiron, has made him the fearless champion of our class rights 
and liberties. He is respected by every one, not on account of his strong right arm, but because 
of his integrity and strength of character. We all like him and admire him, because, with all 
his power, he is never autocratic; because with all his honors he is humble, affable and "square" . 
With his ability, his character and his bearing, no man could be a failure; so that we predict, 
and sincerely hope, that Mark will at tain to a high place in whatever field of life he may choose. 




Seated—KELLY, F . M C C A R T H Y , B . M C C A R T H Y , SCHMIDT, FATHER O ' C O N N E L L , N E A D , 
PERAZZO, STEINBICKER. First Row—GOSIGER, J. GOREY, P H E L O N , W E L P , MORRISSEY, 
BLOM, HAUCK, SMITH. Second Row—O'LEARY, H E A L E Y , RUDD, CRONIN, CLARK, BERGER, 
L. GOREY, R U N G E , R U S H , M A N L E Y , F E R N , V E H R . Top Row—BONTE, BECKMAN, W E N Z E L , 
RYAN, R A P P , FOSS, TANGEMAN, K I P P , B R I N K , COLLINS. 
On the threshold of life, as it were, the Class of '27 may pause and recall the good old tidies 
it has had and the services it has rendered the College. The Class of '27 may take m u c h 
credit for the success of the past football season, being represented on the squad by some of 
the best and brainiest athletes in the history of the College. Nor is the class wholly athletic: 
in the productions of the Masque Society, in the Intercollegiate Latin and English contests, 
and in the newly organized Clef Club the Seniors have been prominent. The winner of the 
Washington Oratorical medal, who is also the capable editor of the Xaverian News, is a niember 
of the class. Too numerous to mention are the members of the various periodical staffs, of the 
Dante Club and of every other academic activity. I t is enough to say that , whatever the 
honors heaped upon them, the members of the Class of '27 have no exaggerated ideas of their 
own importance, and will go forth into the world with the conviction that they have still much 
to learn. 
We realize, too, that no matter how much we have accomplished for St. Xavier College, 
we owe it a debt of which we have paid but a part . We can never repay that debt in full, but 





JAMES L. NOLAN 
Junior Pres iden t 
Representing the maturer taste of the Junior Class which has thrice chosen him its leader, 
J im" Nolan is the only class president whose popularity in no ways depends upon athletic 
achievement. His disposition and his efficiency are reason enough for this thrice conferred 
honor. 
Suavity and sincerity, rarely blended, are the inbred qualities which give " J i m " his excellent 
disposition. And initiative and courage, well tried and tempered, are the factors which make 
him the efficient leader. " J i m " is proud of the Junior Class—and the Junior Class is proud 
of "Jim". * 




Top Row—B. G R I F F I N , H . JANSZEN, L . M E Y E R , C . O 'GRADY, F . WULFTANGE, M . ALLGEIER, 
C. SULLIVAN, J. LAMPE, W . DAMMARELL. Fifth Row—J. KUNZELMAN, P. B I E N , R . WILLIAMS, 
F . KEARNS, V. STAUDT, W . M C Q U A I D E , R . DALEY, J. QUILL, D . CRONE, C . SPECHT, J . C R O T T Y . 
Fourth Row—A. SCHULTZ, GELLENBECK, T . P E R R I N E , L . HOMAN, A. HUESMAN, J. LAWLER, 
J. O ' C O N N O R , T . K E L L E Y , F . KOESTER, F . MARCHILDON, C . EITING. Third Row—E. B U R N S . 
L. D I E R K E S , R . FELLINGER, W . O ' D O N N E L L , E . LEININGER, E . BRYNE, C . W H E E L E R , 
F. HABERMAN, J . BUERGER. Second Row—T. BUNKER, H . GILBERT, D . RYAN, G . HOLBROCK, 
J. N E I N E R , R . H I L B E R T , L . BOEH, H . JARMAN, R . K I N G , D . T E H A N , N . ECKSTEIN. First 
Row—M. SCHEIBERT, J . WILLIAMS, R E V . C . A. M E E H A N , S.J., R E V . JOHN F . WALSH, S.J., 
J. NOLAN, T . C L I N E S , A. M C G R A T H . 
The Junior Class! There is no need to begin our history with self-laudatory epigrams, for 
who does not know the Junior Class and its wide-spread achievements? I ts deeds can stand 
without embellishment for whoever reads the record of the Junior Class reads college history. 
In cultural fields the men of '28 have had almost a monopoly on activities. The College 
Debating Team was manned and captained by Juniors and both the College publications, the 
Xaverian News and the Athenaeum have Junior editors. The contestants in the Washington 
Oratorical Contest, in the Intercollegiate Latin Contest and in the Intercollegiate English 
Contest, the high lights of the Masque Society, were for a great part members of this class. 
In athletics what a riot of memories these names conjure u p — " M a t t " Allgeier, " E d d i e " 
Burns, " L o u i e " Boeh, " J o e " Buerger, " T o m m y " Clines, " H e r b " Janszen, " B o b " King, 
Andy" McGrath, " Spot ty" Specht, " M a r k " Scheibert, D a n " Tehan and " Johnny" Williams. 
Yes, we of the Class of '28 are proud of our accomplishments, and with feelings of 
satisfaction we bid the passing year farewell and with eagerness we greet our Senior year. 








Sophomore Class Pres iden t 
" T o m " is one of the most popular men on the campus. Everyone seems to^^know him; 
and to know Tom" is to love him. Both as Freshman Class President and as master of the 
Sophomore ship of state, Tom" was famous for his beaming countenance, his infectious smile 
and his avoirdupois. He is not only a stellar athlete, performing well in every branch of sport, 
but he is also an industrious student. There is no activity of the College in which " T o m " is 
not interested; his natural ability and his enthusiasm have made him the rallying point for 
the Sophomore Class—and how that class can rally! 
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Sophomore II A Class 
Top Row—L. TANGEMAN, C . EISENHARDT, L . MOORMAN, F . BOLTE, G . FLANNERY, 
C. M U E L L E R , L . BOEH, F . WESTERMAN, J. MAHONY, L . BYRNE, E . G E I S E R , P. STEINBICKER. 
Second Row—P. O W E N S , H . SIEMERS, A. D E D D E N S , S. MIDDELHOFF, E . SCHMIO, C . W E S S E L -
KAMPER, R. WlLLMES, FRANK K I N G . First Row W. KOEHL, J. H E N T Z , T . H U G H E S , R E V . 
GREGORY J. DERSCHUG, S.J., L. S. K E L L E R , P. BUSCHMAN, J. CONROY, F . GLUECK. 
The Sophomore Class of this year continued its active participation in every field of 
activity sponsored by the College. Tom Eagen, who ably piloted the Freshman Class last year, 
was again chosen as president by his classmates. The results achieved by the Sophomore 
Class speak volumes for the efforts of Captain Tom and his mates. 
Sophomores entered into every activity on the campus. To begin with " the higher th ings" 
we find two Sophomores, Louis S. Keller and Morse Conroy, occupying positions on the two 
debating teams representing the College. Both of these men, together with Bill Clines, 
participated in the finals of the Oratorical Contest. The Xaverian News had six Sophomores 
on its staff. The Dante Club, having its most successful year, numbered three Sophomores 
in Willmes, Keller and Conroy. The two last named were president and business manager, 
respectively, of that organization. A Sophomore was on the staff of the Athenaeum, and 
several members of the same class contributed to it. In the Passion Play and Masque Society 
production our class was well represented. 
Sophomores figured prominently in athletics. Who can forget the exceptional team 
generalship displayed by that sterling quarterback, Tom Daugherty? Ray King, the "mighty 
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Sophomore B Class 
Sitting—HARTMAN, CAIN, C L I N E S , W I L K E , M R . O ' D O N N E L L , DAUGHERTY, BOLGER, 
M C N E L I S . Second Row—ABERNATHY, DOWNING, HAMANN, SACK, PELLMAN, CONNOLLY, 
Third Row — K I N G , WOERNER, MALONEY, BUCK, K E L L E R , C O W E N , M C G U I N N , L E E D S . 
Fourth Row — HERRINGER, GARDELL, RILEY, ZOELLER, TOOHEY, SCHMIDT, DILLHOFF, 
STERMAN, H A H N , JEWELL. F'ijth Row — D O W D , BEDWEI.L, O ' H A R A , RUSSELL, B I E R N E , 
SMITH, SONNEMAN, BAURICHTER. 
midget", was the cause of many a well-earned cheer because of his shifty, twisting, rapid style 
of line-plunging and broken-field running. " C h i p " Cain proved his mettle at center in football 
and at second base in baseball ever_f time he was given the opportunity. His basket-ball 
playing was worth going miles to see. Hartlage was always good for a gain on the gridiron. 
In addition to these athletes, the Sophomore Class can boast of Jim Bolger; the "smiling 
Musketeer", Tom Eagen; Rolph, the "giant-killer"; John Kelly, the football and baseball star; 
McNeils, a brainy signal-caller; Sack, an assistant student manager; Switalski, Sulliv^an,-
McGuinn, Swann, Eisenhardt, Wilke, Ted Schmidt, Maloney, Schuck and Sterman, the foot-
ball player and peerless basket-ball guard. Bill Clines and Sonneman helped to spread 
Xavier 's name in the world of tennis. Clines also displayed his wares in the fistic arena under 
Xavier 's colors. Hahn and Ted Schmidt were two other sophomore pugilists who made 
Coach Green's team a success. With such men as the above available for athletics next 
year, the athletic season of 1927-28 presents a rosy appearance. 
To depart into other fields of endeavor, we find Frank Dowd, our classmate, directing the 
College Orchestra with all the skill and precision of a master. A large number of Sophomores 
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Sophomore II C Class 
Top Row—E. GUILFOYLE, J. DOOLEY, H . RIESKAMP. Second Row—J. KELLY, J. GASSMAN, 
W. LARKIN, R . BACK, G . DORNHEGGEN, R . KEARNEY, R . W I L K I N S . First Row—H. R O L P H , 
C. ROSE, T . EAGEN, R E V . ALPHONSE FISHER, S. J., F. SCHROER, C . SONNEMANN, W . HARTLAGE 
were in the orchestra and many took instructions to play in that organization next year. 
Perhaps when you are in Recreation Hall you hear the melodious strains of a piano floating 
out into the atmosphere. No doubt you will find Bill Koehl tickling the ivories in such a 
manner that you just have to tap your feet and raise your voice in song. Koehl, together with 
Frank Har tman, help to make the Xavier Musketeers jazz orchestra the success it is. This 
aggregation started this year and played at numerous dances. The success of the Clef Club 
is in a large measure due to the efforts of several Sophomores. Truly, the Sophomore Class is 
a musical as well as a scholastic and athletic aggregation. 
This congenial task of lauding the Sophomores' efforts could assume larger proportions. 
However, modesty and space forbid further chronicling. From the history related in this 
brief sketch the reader can readily see that the members of the Sophomore Class are imbued 
with the Musketeer spirit of "one for all and all for one". As we look back over the events of 
the past year, it is with a feeling of pardonable pride that we point to our achievements. 
We feel that our class has done its share in making St. Xavier College worthy of her brilliant 
name. And so we leave the Sophomore year with happy memories of congenial acquaintances, 
profitable work and pleasant diversions. 




Freshman Class President 
From the vast number of Freshmen, Fred was selected as its leader. Indeed, the mention 
of this fact alone, is sufficient proof of his wonderful personality. As president of the class, 
Fred gave an example of what the ideal Freshman should be. The state of the "Rolling Blue 
Grass Hills" has undoubtedly contributed a worthy criterion of St. Xavier's standards. Those 
who know Fred, as a baseball player, say that he is sure to earn a place on the pitching staff 
next spring. 
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Freshman A Class 
. y . • ,. . . . , . . . . . . . . - . \ . 
Top Row—W. NOLAN, G . GROG AN, O . STIENS, E . M C D O N A L D . Second Row—T. CLARK, 
J. HACKETT, R . BORGER, R . WENSTRUP, T . HOGAN, R . COWEN, J. M C A N A W , R . D I R R . First 
Row—R. SAVAGE, J. PAGE, SCHREIBEIS, R . D O R R , R E V . JOSEPH F . K I E F E R , S.J., R. OTTO, 
E . DOYLE, M . T O B I N , 
In the fall of 1926, the glorious fame of St. Xavier drew the largest Freshman Class since 
the foundation of the school. Were they different than former Freshmen? No, they were 
the same quiet, unassuming, timid duplicates of their predecessors. But strangeness was soon 
overshadowed by fraternal love, so characteristic of St. Xavier students. Since they were 
now better acquainted, the elections were held. The result was that Fred Bamberger was 
chosen class president, and William Wise was appointed Student Council representative. 
This being accomplished, the Freshmen felt more assured that they were holding an active 
position in the student body. They realized their position and immediately set out to do their 
part . The first major activity of the year, "The Rivals," found the class holding prominent 
roles in the cast. Among those whose work attracted notable attention, were Edmund Doyle, 
William Wise and John Conner. In "The Passion Play", the annual St. Xavier Lenten 
offering, the Freshmen were very much in evidence. The great number which took part, are 
to be commended for their splendid co-operation. 
The Dante Club accepted five Freshmen as members: Doyle, Grogan, McAnaw, Nolan 
and Savage. Indeed the Freshmen were elated at being so well represented in such an ex-
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Freshman B Class 
Top Row—P. E W E R S , L . PLATZ, L . ADAMS, A. LAFFERTY, L . ARNZEN, E . DOWLING. 
Fourth Row—L. HELLEBUSCH, J. M U L L A N E , C . HOGAN, E . T E P E , F . K L A I N E , H . H U B E R , 
H . FRISCHEN, J . H E I L K E R . Third Row—T. ZUMBEIL, J. DAUMEYER, C . R I C E , A. SCHMIDT, 
W. HuEsiNG, A. WORST, L . RYAN. Second Row—R. LEUGERS, R . CALLAHAN, V. KRAMER, 
R. BRUENEMAN, J. COOK, J. RENSING, R . W I T T E , F . M C C A R T H Y . First Row—R. D E T E R S , 
F. BAMBERGER, R E V . D . M . O ' C O N N E L L , S.J. , W. W I S E , W . BREITFELDER, C . ROTH. 
elusive club. These new members assisted in lecturing at the different schools and academies, 
and aided materiallv in the good work ot the organization. 
1 
The Poland-Philopedian Society was also early besieged by the Freshmen. William Nolan 
showed the older debaters that a Freshman could merit and hold a position on the representa-
tive team. 
Freshmen journalists were quite prominent, having no less than ten men on the staff of the 
Xaverian News. The most noted of whom were Breitfelder, Deters, McAnaw, Nolan, Tobin 
and Worst. These F'reshmen acted in the capacity of reporters and assisted in collecting news. 
The Athenaeum, the literary journal of the school, while having no Freshmen on its staff, never-
theless was admirably assisted by the contributions of Breitfelder, Cook, Hacket t , Wenstrup 
and Worst. These contributions helped in making the publication more interesting and 
upheld the standards of the magazine. 
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Freshman D Class 
Top Row—J.TIERNAN, E . WHITEHEAD, C . HARROLD, D . POWERS, A. KEMME, V. OBERTING, 
J. CARROLL, J. MARKIEWICZ, J. DOOLEY. Third Row—M. M C M A H O N , J. M C G U I N N E S S , 
G. GROOM, R . PHELAN, A. C. SANDUSKY, F . T E K U L V E , J. REILLY, H . CUTTER. Second 
Row—G. E P P I G , E . H O B A N , J. RUDGE, E . T E N F O R D E , F . HILGEFORD, H . OSTERMAN, 
J. DOWNING, M . UCHTMAN. First Row—C. CRIST, F . O ' B R Y A N , M . R E I T Z , E . B E R N E N S , 
M R . RONALD JEANMOUGIN, C . BARNES, W . MOLONEY, E . GALLAGHER. 
Freshmen were unfortunately eliminated from the major sports, but they showed their 
true school spirit by organizing squads for the purpose of giving the representative team 
practice. The excellent material found in these teams is bound to manifest itself in the coming 
years. 
Stotsbury, from Aquinas High, a huge fullback showed remarkable skill in line plunges, 
and could easily be depended upon to carry five men for fifteen yards every time. He is of 
varsity material and will surely be a big asset on next year 's squad. Tim Hogan and Riley on 
the line and Downing and O'Bryan in the backfield also showed rare form. These men will be 
heard from next year and will be a big asset in the formation of next year 's football team. 
Basket-ball was not unlike football. Freshmen did not participate but their team was a 
likely squad, and showed its determination to be heard from next year: besides giving the 
varsity squad the desired practice that enabled them to win nine out of ten intercollegiate 
games. 
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Top Row F. WiLKIEMEYER, E. ScHWAEGERLE, F. CLARKE. Fourth Row J. U E H L I N , 
J. CONOVER, F. KUNKEL, E. WiLLS, H. OsTERMAN, W. K E N N E D Y , H . KOESTER. Third Row 
C. K R A U S , W . F E R R I S , H . REDMOND, J. SPEIGHT, W . FRANK, A. M A T R E . Second Row— 
R. SEMONS, C . ROSE, C . M Y E R S , A. KOCH, P. URBAIN, W . GUNDLING, F . RULANDER. First 
Row—V. SIEGEL, J . SEGGER, A. CUETO, M R . T . J. O ' C O N N O R , E . GEISER, J. SHEA, J. NICKOL, 
J. MASCARI. 
Owen Meehan, as a Freshman, displayed wonderful ability as a boxer, performing against 
representatives of the Army, Notre Dame, and Washington and Lee. Thus was concluded the 
able support that Freshmen contributed to scholastic and athletic pursuits. 
And then, too, there were the boys who neither distinguished themselves in studies or 
athletics, the great majority who were the life of the school—the ones who made it a pleasant 
and delightful place to attend. These also deserve praise for they were indeed the body of the 
class—today's classmates and tomorrow's comrades. 
And so this class has passed its first year at St. Xavier College. That it is a remarkable 
class is shown by the work it has accomplished in the past, but more remarkable still is the fact 
that it shows prospects for the succeeding years. These Freshmen came in September from 
far and wide, representing many different customs and mannerisms. But in the course of the 
year they have moulded themselves into a spirited and ambitious group, much to the satis-
faction of their superiors. The class feels and believes that it has inculcated the traditions of 
the school and is now prepared to continue—an everlasting source of pride to its Alma Mater . 
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There is no jriend like tfie old jriend who has shared our morning days. 
No greeting like his welcome, no homage like his praise; 
Fame is the scentless sunjlower, with gaudy crown oj gold; 
But jriendship is the breathing rose, with sweets in every j old. 
O L I V E R W E N D E L L H O L M E S . 
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Law IV Class 
Seated 
HENRIETTA M C G A R R E , JEROME CORBETT, CATHERINE CARTER, WILLARD BRUNSMAN 
Standing 
JOHN MOLLOY, WILLIAM SCHRIMPF, ANDREW SACK 
As the story-books have it, "Came then the parting of the ways". We are about to make 
our debut into the legal profession. In a short time nine luminaries will be added to the 
present constellation, an addition not staggering from a numerical standpoint, but worthy of 
some consideration as regards quality. 
The four years of arduous study, lightened greatly by congenial associations, are behind us 
and years of constant study are ahead. These years have flown swiftly by as school days will 
and it is with mixed feelings of eagerness and trepidation that we open the door upon the outer 
world. 
It is regrettable that the pleasant companionship of school days must end, but we feel a 
natural elation at the prospect of testing our metal with the older members of the profession 
and a conviction that these clashes will not always result in victory, for the more experienced 
heads. 
Our trio of professors wtis a happy selection. Too much praise cannot be given to Messrs. 
Ryan, Carney and Harvey for their efforts in our behalf. We were truly fortunate in having 
such able veterans of the bar to direct our studies and it is with a real regret that we leave them. 




\^aw III Class 
Seated 
W. DEDDENS, M A R T I N , STRUBLE, J. DEDDENS, HOODIN 
Second Row 
MALONEY, K E N N E D Y , PRESTO, BARNHORN, GOECKE, STELTENKAMP 
Third Row 
LOCHTEFELD, NIEBERDING, GIGANDET, G R E I N 
The three-quarter post has been passed and we are still running strong with a deep reserve 
of wind and courage. In the brief breathing space allotted to us, we must needs tighten our 
girdles a bit closer and set ourselves for the last and all important lap. Like the water that 
flows under bridges, much law has passed before us since last the deeds of this class were recited, 
and we are convinced that much of it has been absorbed. If sincerity and determination are 
of any avail, and we are told that they are, if they constitute factors of success, then this class 
is destined for a bright future. These characteristics have walked hand in hand with us 
through the year. Cases have been read and texts studied with persistence and assiduity and 
this must in justice bring its own reward. 
We at t r ibute not a little of our progress to the able directive efforts of our professors who 
have been unstinting in giving us the benefits of their long experience, an incalculable aid for 
which we are deeply grateful. 




Law II Class 
Seated 
GAYNOR, M A R T I N , K O H N E N , WOOD 
Standing • . 
CONNERS, RUTHMAN, K N E C H T 
It is only in this publication that the Sophomore Law Class becomes an individual entity, 
and we are thankful for this opportunity of making ourselves known as such; for we believe that 
the quality if not the quanti ty of our class gives us this right to stand alone and assert our 
individual e-xistence. At all other | imes it is our questionable privilege to associate with the 
Junior Class. In one respect we are like the graduating class, namely, that this is our last year 
at St. Xavier Law School. Lest the reader be led to believe erroneously that this is due to the 
extent of our legal knowledge, permit us to explain. Due to circumstances, the Faculty has 
seen fit to abandon the Law School and to graduate only those classes which were fortunate 
enough to be within the fold at the time of such decision. Consequently we are now forced to 
sing our swan song, to recite our valedictory. We wish it were possible to continue here, for our 
term has been both profitable and pleasant, but since such is not our privilege we embrace this 
opportunity to thank those of the Faculty who have assisted in making it profitable, and the 
students, association with whom has made it pleasant and lightened the sometimes inevitable 
tedium. 




Accounting I I I - IV Class 
Seated—LONNEMAN, EDNA TAYLOR, MARGARET STROTMAN, CATHERINE PIENING, 
LEONA LAMOTT, ELIZABETH K E L L E R , NIEMAN, H E H E M A N 
Second Row^Ri^CK, JACOBS, WESTHAUS, ROTH, FEIST , BERNING, SILBER, FECK 
Third Row—PELLMAN, HIGGINS, E . BERNING, REIFENBERGER, ZERBO, LUCKMAN, HOGAN, 
WILHELMY 
What Price Accounting? If you must know, question any member of Mr. Frank J. Crane's 
Cost Accounting class. Under his very able tutelage, we are now prepared to compute the 
price and cost of everything. 
Four eventful years of study and play are over for the Class of '27. Elated over the 
success in preparing for our future, we are confident that , with the same indomitable persistence 
shown in class, we cannot but bring everything we at tempt to a favorable termination. The 
fond memories of those with whom we have found comradeship, will be a joy to us forever. 
We hope that , with the perusal of this volume, these reminiscences will be more vividly re-
called, and bring a pleasant smile to our faces now, and in the years to come. 
As the dawn of our final year approaches, we Juniors feel tha t an added responsibility is 
being placed upon our shoulders. But, happy to say, we are well equipped and prepared to 
take on the new duties—fully confident of success. Before the Seniors go the golden way of 
all graduates, we must say to them: We are thankful for your companionship, friendship 
and leadership during the past three years—we are better students for knowing you. 
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Accounting II Class 
Seated—LANG, CATHERINE TRACY, ADOLPHINA ROEHLING, H U R S T , MARGARET W I L K I N S , 
ALMA WILLENBORG, ALBERTA KOCH, H E I D T 
SecondRow—ZEIL, W I L K I N S , W I S S E L , BLAKELY, H U R M , J. OVERMAN, A. OVERMAN, SCHAFSTALL 
Third Row—SEIBER, AHLERS, H O E L L E , KNOEBBER, KAMP, NIEMAN 
Fourth Row—REIFENBERGER, N I E H A U S , MAYHAUS, BANKEMPER, WILKING 
We are, by our own admission, the most modest and retiring class at St. Xavier. We make 
no boasts of our intellectual or athletic skill. Perhaps, our alert schoolmates from the Law 
College will pounce upon this statement, and in their cutting, judicial manner, remark tha t it is 
well we make no such claims since we never gave the slightest proof of possessing either quality. 
Had we condescended to plead our case, we might have used two defences: First, that 
though we have not as yet, by any prodigious feats of brain or brawn, added to the glory of our 
school, we have shown, in all social activities, a zeal for her honor which few have surpassed. 
Secondly, we might say, in justification of our scholarship, tha t we are concealing a self-
sacrificing genius, who refuses to dim the brilliant achievements of other classes by an exhibi-
tion of his own talent. We are exceedingly hesitant about advancing this last argument, since 
we know only too well that our professors have in their possession very convincing evidence to 
the contrary. We can only hope that in such a situation, they would exercise that restraint 
and forbearance which characterized all their dealings with us. 
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Accounting I Class 
Seated—DiETz, ROSEMARY W I L K E N S , DOROTHY TERWORT, M I L D R E D GLASSMEYER, 
HERINGHAUS, M A R I E GERDING, H E L E N CARTER, DOLORES M E S C H E R , MARTHA RONAYNE 
Second Row—MiNGES, BINDER, L E E , M O E L L E R , FEDDERS, W I N N E R , H . BRAUN, 
E. BRAUN, P E C K , FAUST 
Third Row—MAYHAUS, WILLMAN, H U H N , KORMAN, DIECKHAUS, W E A V E R , CREMERING, 
GROSS, SCHRIMPF, M C B R E E N 
Fourth Row—BRAKE, SCHAEFER, BOWMAN, LINNEMAN, KUHLING, FERMANN, BLANK, 
ALBERTZ, OBERJOHN, BATTERBERRY, EVANS 
When the Freshman accounting class answered the roll call in September it was one of the 
largest in the history of the School of Commerce. Each member of the class was fully deter-
mined to solve the mysteries of the worksheet, the profit and loss statement, and the balance 
sheet. This determination was clearly manifested by the regular at tendance at class and by 
the zealous manner with which each assigned task was accomplished. 
Too much praise cannot be given to our capable and patient instructors, Mr. Alfred Brendel 
and Mr. Alfred Braun. Under their guidance the class work became a pleasure instead of a 
task. Their untiring efforts had much to do with the rapid advancement of the class. 
Mav we all meet again next September and carry on with the same " p e p " and enthusiasm 
that characterized our class during our first year. 







BoKENKOTTER, GRETA SCHUH, SEVILLE BAUER, N O N I E HENNEGAN, ISABEL K U N T Z , SALADIN 
Second Row 
H U H N , CONLON, R U T H BURNS, M U R P H Y , SCHWARTZ, N E I N E R 
Third Row 




Herewith are presented the faces and figures of the Bookkeeping Class which are not found 
in the textbooks. Quite an intelligent crowd, too, judging from their looks. This class of 
ours has not been with you for as a long a time as some of the other classes, but nevertheless 
we managed to keep the Bookkeeping Class in a prominent location on the school map. 
At our inception some thirty students were privileged to answer the roll-call. During the 
year two of us moved to the Accounting Class. Two others were forced to leave our com-
pany due to business pressure. 
As the time for retrospection advances, we look back upon the waning year with a feeling 
of happy satisfaction. Our professor, Mr. William T. Burns, has spared no effort in making 
our year a profitable one. We have fostered new friendships and are profiting by them. 
As we leave one another for the summer vacation, we hope that all the familiar faces will be 
seen at St. Xavier when school resumes again. Perhaps some of us shall not return. To them 
we bid a fond adieu and wish success in all their labors. 
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Special Ethics Class 
Seated 
MARGARET EGAN, G R E V E R , TRAME, MARY SULLIVAN, BANKEMPER, EDITH BREITENSTEIN 
Standing 
A N N SCHAPPEL, ADELE D E B B E L E R , BRAUCH, AMELIA DELANEY, BERTHA SMITH, H E L E N FLAMM 
This being.the first class in Special Ethics ever held at St. Xavier School of Commerce and 
Finance, we are at a loss to tell our story. We have no precedent to follow, and must therefore 
be original, we dare not try to be foolish, for fear of misleading our readers by "strict mental 
reservation . 
Our class boasts a membership of fourteen strong, with Father D'Haene as our very able 
instructor. His knowledge, integrity and wit made this a very practical as well as interesting 
subject. Father D'Haene frequently stirred our imaginations, and many are the nights we 
left for home, after a rather "bloody" session, with the fear of terrible dreams and nightmares— 
wars, suicide, homicide, duels and the like, inducing lengthy discussions. 
Much can be said of the advisability of pursuing this study, but we will leave our followers 
to prove this for themselves. 





JULIANA MORIARITY, M A R Y BROSNAN, FISCHER, T E R E S A H A Y E S , ELIZABETH K I S T N E R , 
MARGARET BRANDHORST 
Second Row 
BRAUCH, R O S E GOLDEN, R O S E KISTNER, R O S E POETKER, M A R Y FISCHER, M A R Y O ' C O N N E R 
Top Row 
GREVER, WOODARD, OLBERDING 
"Psychology?" We asked ourselves last September. "What sorts of subject have we to 
tackle"? What a terrifying outlook we had for the coming months. We saw an intangible 
something which we had set out to overtake and somehow seemed at a loss how we should start 
the pursuit. But now we have ended the chase, but through what labyrinths of reason we 
traveled! Characteristics of enthusiasm and earnestness have marked the Psychology class 
since its initial meeting. There is not one of us who would doubt the enthusiasm when we 
look over the comparatively few absentees for the course, nor the earnestness if we recall 
again some of those spirited discussions that led us from animal psychology to the meta-
physical processes and theories of the human mind. 
Going deep into many subjects, delving into the works of many renowed psychologists and 
wandering through a maze of theories, true and false, we emerge with a broader and more 
beautiful conception of many things, and are deeply grateful to Rev. Ormund D'Haene, S.J., 
who has been so untiring in his efforts to give us a foundation on which to build a knowledge 
of Psychology. 
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GERTRUDE MULVIHILL , M A R Y BROSNAN, CATHERINE NOLAN, BETTY G R E V E , 
FLORENCE SCHUMACHER, M A R IA N LYNCH 
Standing 
L E O WAVRA, M I L D R E D GERVERS, EDNA STRAUB, CHARLES H . TRAME, MARY G R I F F I N , 
BENJAMIN F I N N 
Logic, the basis of all philosophical subjects, is the science of right thinking. Ideas are 
held up before us for inspection and cogitation concerning their existence. We wonder to 
what extent ideas, influence judgments, what par t the faculties of our mind play in the forma-
tion of ideas and judgments. We conjecture how much reliance can be placed on our senses 
for reporting the existence of external reality. We surmise with what amount of credence can 
we accept the testimony of mankind as to the existence of things we have never seen; what is 
the importance of evidence; what is the validity of human testimony and belief. 
We were privileged to have studied this fascinating subject under the guidance of Rev. 
O. P . D'Haene, S.J. His clear, concise methods of explanation, together with his originality 
and humor appealed to all and made our lectures well worth while. No longer are we 
baffled by this mysterious science of logic. It is now well understood. 
With such a foundation, this class has every reason to hope that some day, some of its 
members may be battling in the courts of justice, or taking their places among the great 
philosophers of the day. 
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Economics I I I - I V Class 
Seated 
HIGGINS, MARGARET STROTMAN, CATHERINE P I E N I N G , H E H E M A N , EDNA TAYLOR 
Second Row 
D O E P K E R , REIFENBERGER, LONNEMAN, JACOBS, LUCKMAN, BERNING, F E I S T 
Third Row 
SILBER, N I E M A N , PELLMAN, WILHELMY, SCHOETTELKOTTE, RINCK 
During the first semester of this term, it was the good fortune of this class to be under the 
tutorage of Mr. Wirt D. Hord, investment specialist. Mr. Hord, in his pleasing, sometimes 
humorous way, invested in us a great deal of his knowledge of the financial world, both theoret-
ical and practical. * 
We feel that if at any time a student of this class should be blessed with surplus cash, he 
will be able to choose the best available security, and not be a victim of any "Fly by night" 
thief, to which Mr. Hord so often referred. 
We were all rather downhearted on the examination night; not because the examination 
was difficult, but because it was our last evening in Mr. Hord's classes, which were always 
enjoyable as well as profitable. 
In the second semester we were turned over to Mr. By water, a new member of the Faculty 
of the College of Commerce, who very ably and interestingly informed us of some of the intricate 
questions concerning transportation. 
That his lectures were well taken is attested to by the fact that at tendance at all the sessions 
was very near 100%. 
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Economics II Class 
Seated 
ALMA WILLENBORG, KNOEBLER, CATHERINE TRACY, MARGARET W I L K E N S , J . OVERMAN 
Second Row 
C. W I L K E N S , H U R S T , WISSEL, A. OVERMAN, LANG, BANKEMPER, MAYHAUS 
Third Row 
N I E M A N , W I E K I N G , H O E L L E 
Economics, which concerns itself with the production and distribution of wealth in general, 
was our study this year. A very interesting study, it is necessary for those who are striving 
for success in the business world. With a thorough knowledge of economics, one cannot help 
but manage his business better and minimize his credit losses. 
Unlike the class of last year, our class was blessed by the presence of several of the charming 
sex. Perhaps this was the reason for its interest and good attendance. 
During the first semester, the class was taught by Mr. Brown, who guided us through the 
difficulties of Credits and Collections and gave us a thorough understanding of the ramifica-
tions of that subject. 
During the second semester, the innermost mysteries of Money and Banking were solved 
for us by our capable instructor, Mr. Lee. 
Owing to the earnest and untiring efforts of Mr. Brown and Mr. Lee we feel that our year 
in the study of economics has broadened us extensively, and that it will be of great assistance 
to us in the everyday problems of the business world. We now look forward eagerly to the 
advanced subjects discussed in Economics III-IV. 
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Economics I Class 
Scaled—CREMERING, MARTHA RONAYNE, JUNK, MILUKEU Gi.As>?>>ifĉ  KR. ROLL, 
M A R I E GERDING, D I E T Z 
Second Row—BINDER, H U H N , BRAUN, FAUST, ALBERTZ, GROSS, BRAUN 
Third Row—NIENABER, SCHAEFER, DIECKHAUS, AHLERS, L E E , FINNERAN, OBERJOHN, P E C K 
Fourth Row—^WiLLMAN, FERMANN, HERINGHAUS, FEDDERS, W I N N E R 
A knowledge of economic principles is today very important to the student who is seeking 
a training to fit himself for the business world. It is so important that it is a required subject 
in the Course of Accounting. 
General Ethics, which was taught during the first semester, is the first of the economic 
topics. From this subject we learned of the immutable relations obtaining between God and 
His creatures, and between those creatures themselves. Individual rights and duties, society, 
its nature, origin, and purpose were further topics for discussion. 
A number of the class wished to learn more of the subject of Ethics and a Special Ethics 
class was introduced for the first time. The remainder of the class chose to follow its original 
program and during the second semester a study of Political Economy was taken up. After 
studying this wide and comprehensive subject, we feel that we should be better accountants, 
and better business men. 
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English Literature Class 
Standing 
M A R I E ZURLAGE, EDNA SIEVER, JULIA F E E L Y 
Seated 
RAY BERKEMEYER, REGINA HANEKAMP, CATHERINE TRACY 
There are few things more interesting than English literature. This, at least, expresses our 
thoughts upon the completion of the course we have been pursuing the past year. We have 
made a cursory but lasting acquaintance with the men of English letters from Chaucer to 
Chesterton. Shakespeare with his plays, Scott with his historical romances, and Tennyson 
with his delightful lyrics have done much to make this course one of delight and profit. 
Much of the credit for our interest can be at tr ibuted to Mr. Charles O'Connor, our professor. 
He is gifted with the happy faculty of making even the most uninteresting author a likeable 
study, and we wish to express to him our appreciation of his efforts. 
Though earnest students of English, we have also been represented at the various social 
affairs associated with the St. Xavier night school—the banquets, dances and card parties. 
It is, no doubt, this union of the social with the scholastic that has made our year in English 
literature a most enjoyable one. 
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English II Class 
Seated—CHARLES W I L K I N S , ROSELLA SCHULTE, MARGARET W I L K I N S , EDWARD LANG, 
LOUISE RUMMEL. A N N MALONEY, P H I L I P SEIBER 
Second Row—AUGUST FECHER, E R W I N REIFENBERGER, ALPHONSE MAYHAUS, GEORGE H U R S T , 
ALBERT W I S S E L , JOHN OVERMAN 
Third Row—WILLIAM N I E H A U S , ALPHONSE OVERMAN, HOWARD N I E M A N , L O U I S W I L K I N G , 
RALPH KNOEBBER 
It is daily becoming more evidei^t that .a knowledge of the correct usage of the English 
language is necessary for the successful man or woman. Realizing this fact to be only too 
true, the group which you see above enrolled in this English course. Of course, all of us had 
an idea of the way to speak correct English, but we soon found out that our language contains 
many interesting and instructive parts that were unknown to us before the present time. 
Happily, we have been instructed by a professor who is thoroughly versed in the intricacies 
of the English language; all night school students of St. Xavier know him—Mr. Purdy. He 
has not been chary with his knowledge, but has given us the benefit of what he knows about 
our chosen subject. The result has been a profitable and happy year for the entire class. 
The class of English II completes the school year with the feeling that all its members 
have worked well. By a happy combination of work and recreation, success has been attained. 
We leave St. Xavier with a friendly farewell to all our classmates and professors, hoping we 
shall all meet again. 
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English I Class 
Seated—ANN M A C W E L C H , A N N M U R R A Y , BARBARA M A R T I N , JULIA DONOVAN, HANAHAN 
Second Row—VALERIA K I N L E Y , REARDON, IDA WURZELBACHER, AGNES LEGENKAMP, 
JOSEPHINE W O L F , MARGARET H U E S I N G , KATHRYN K O O P 
Third Row—HUHN, HERZOG, ERONST 
I t is not with pleasure tha t we close our books at the end of this school term. 
Our class, composed of about twenty-five young men and women, assembled in Room 213 
in the fall of 1926 to pursue the study of Business English. 
Since that time, five of that number have left us. Those of us who remain, do not feel that 
we have mastered the subject in its entirety, but we assure you that we are not the same "raw 
material" that we were when our classes began. 
Although we were kept very busy during the year, we have taken an active part in all social 
affairs, and were well represented at all meetings of the Co-operators. 
Too much credit cannot be given our instructor, Mr. James O'Connell. He is a very 
competent teacher, always in the best of spirits and is well liked by everyone. The two hours 
spent in class with him each Monday night were anything but dull and uninteresting. 
We are leaving our classes with a sincere hope that we shall see one another again at old 
St. Xavier in the fall of '27. 
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Advertising and Salesmanship Class 
Seated—MR. R E N MULFORD, JR. , NIKLAS, OWENS 
Standing—SCHOENBERGER, ISKE, STAUNTON, LINSEY, FISCHER 
The Class in Advertising and Salesmanship, "boiled down" by common consent and general 
usage to 'the Ad-Sales Class', made up in enthusiasm what it lacked in numbers during both 
semesters. The call of opportunity came to several of the members very early in the autumn 
and among those who went out of town to new pursuits was Richard M. Bennett, Class Presi-
dent, who assumed an advertising role with a large Chicago advertising corporation. 
Early in the first semester the class organized The Mulford Coffee Corporation and entered 
the market with a new brand of coffee. Sales letters were written and a campaign mapped out. 
One of the happy incidents of the year was the class visit to the plant of the Cincinnati Post 
where the members en;oyed a close-up of the various departments of a daily newspaper, from 
the advertising rooms through to the composing and press rooms. They were enlightened 
during the tour by Clifford R. Fox of the Post advertising staff. Another enjoyable evening 
was spent at the new home of The Cincinnati Process Engraving Company, where Fred W. 
Meyer and his associates gave practical demonstrations of the making of halftones and etchings. 
During the year a number of business men, leaders in their special lines, talked on topics 
allied to both advertising and selling. The Class Instructor was Ren Mulford, Jr., who has 
been associated with the course at St. Xavier since it became a part of the School of Commerce 
course. Perhaps the best summary of class value is made by Homer Iske, who wrote: "The 
class has been a source of real profit to me. Nothing has ever interested me more." 
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Commercial Law I I I - I V Class 
I 
Seated—REIFENBERGER, BERNING, NIENABER, CATHERINE P IENING, MARGARET STROTMAN, 
E D N A TAYLOR, LONNEMAN, LUCKMAN 
Second Row—HOELKER, AUBERGER, BERNING, JACOBS, SILBER, FECK 
Third Row—WESTHAUS, ARNOLD, ZERBO, BICK, RINCK, ROTH 
Fourth Row—HOGAN, SCHAEFER, PELL.MAN, NIEMAN, WILHELMY, HEHEM AN 
A practical example of the theories of economics propounded to us in scholastic sessions 
was given us this year by Mr. Charles Purdy, Secretary of the School of Commerce, when he 
united the two comparatively small classes of Commercial Law H I and IV into one class. 
The year, like Caesar's Gaul, was divided into "partes t res" . The first term devoted to 
Agency was under the able tutelage of Mr. Goodenough. The second term was under the 
direction of Mr. Brown, who expounded for us the principles of that difficult subject "Nego-
tiable Instruments ' . 
I t is a matter of deep regret to the Junior members of the class to feel that next year they 
will have to "carry on" without the guidance and active support of the graduating members 
of the class. Thev promise, however, to fill the hiatus left by graduation as best they can. 
The seniors, although elated because the goal for which they have striven is now to be 
realized, nevertheless, cannot help but regret the passing of their college days. I t is with 
mixed feelings of joy and sadness that they bid "Valete" to their fellow classmates in Commer-
cial Law III-IV. 
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Commercial Law I Class 
Seated—FERMANN, M I L D R E D GLASSMEYER, MARTHA RONAYNE, G E R T R U D E HARRISON. 
M A R I E GERDING, M A D E L I N E ECKEL, GROSS, W I N N E R , FEDDERS 
Second Row—MINGES, JUNK, L E E , H U H N , FAUST, E . BRAUN, FINNERAN, PECK, H . BRAUN 
Third Row—C. D E B R U N N E R , R . D E B R U N N E R , CREMERING, AHLERS, D I E T Z , SCHAEFFER, 
M C B R E E N 
Top Row—BoHMAN, WILLMAN, BLANK, ALBERTZ, OBERJOHN, HERINGHAUS, DIECKHAUS 
If, as has been said, "Law is the perfection of Reason," the students of the Freshman 
Commercial Law class have made a big step toward that end. 
The enthusiasm displayed at the first meeting has never waned, rather, it has increased 
steadily; each student evidently unwilling to miss a single session. This is demonstrated by 
the fact that we have had few absentees, and fewer withdrawals. 
Of course, the "hunger for knowledge" on the part of the students, is not entirely respon-
sible for the good attendance. Much credit is due our able instructors, Messrs. Conway and 
O'Connell, for the patience they have displayed, and for their inimitable style of teaching, which 
added greatly to the enjoyment of the study. Their painstaking care is appreciated, and the 
students are united in their praise and thanks to them. 
A 100% enrollment of the class is expected next fall, to take up the second lap of the journey 
which leads to success in the world of "big business". When these future accountants and 
"accountesses" take up the duties for which they are now preparing, we are sure that the 
principles of law they have learned will fit them well for the tasks they will be called upon to 
perform. 
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"For I dipt into the juture jar as human eye could see. 
Saw the Vision oj the world, and all the wonder that would be; 
Saw the heavens jill with commerce, Argosies oj magic sails, 
Pilots oj the purple twilight, dropping down with costly bales." 
T e n n y s o n ' s LoCKSLEY H A L L 
i',.. 
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'Our doubts are traitors and make us lose the 
good we ojt might win by jearing to attempt." 
S H A K E S P E A R E . 




Awards for 1926-1927 
FOOTBALL 
H E R B E R T L . R A P P , Captain 
Joseph W. Kelly 
Edward T. Burns 
Andrew L. McGrath 
Paul Cain 
Joseph P. Buerger 
Joseph McGuinn 
Edward T. Burns 
George Sterman 
Thomas Daugherty 
Herbert L. Rapp 
Raymond Leeds 
James Shuck 
Joseph P. Buerger 
Joseph W. Kelly 
Louis S. Boeh 
Edward J. Hahn 























Daniel J. Tehan 
BASEBALL 
M A R K A. SCHMIDT, Captain 
Paul Cain 





EDWARD T . BURNS, Captain 
William M. Clines 
Theodore Schmidt 
Matthew J. Allgeier 
Paul E. Gosiger 
Thomas D. Clines 
Mark A. Schmidt 
Daniel J. Tehan 
James Curran 
Raymond Leeds 
Andrew L. McGi 
Thomas Egan 






Joseph P. Buerger 
Owen Meehan 
Charles Sonneman 
T E N N I S 
THOMAS D . C L I N E S , Captain 
James L. Nolan 
Clarence W. Specht 
VARSITY D E B A T I N G TEAM 
EDWARD J. M C G R A T H , Captain William Nolan 
I N T E R C O L L E G I A T E E N G L I S H C O N T E S T 
Edward J. McGrath Louis Boeh 
INTERCOLLEGIATE LATIN CONTEST 
Edward J. McGrath Edmund Doyle 
Albert Worst Robert Willmes 
Paul Steinbicker 
WASHINGTON ORATORICAL C O N T E S T 
Carl Steinbicker (Winner) 
Edward J. McGrath 
John McAnaw 
V E R K A M P D E B A T E 
Carl Steinbicker (Winner) 
Edward J. McGrath 
PI ALPHA MU 
Carl Steinbicker 
John Tangeman 
Louis S. Keller 
Morse J. Conroy 
James Quill 
Morse J. Conroy 
Walter A. Ryan, Jr. 
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Realizing that there was urgent need for a suitable and uniform recognition for the men of 
St. Xavier who had participated actively in the academic activities of the College, in 1926, 
Ronald Jeanmougin, '25, and Edward J. McGrath, '28, devised, organized, and finally suc-
ceeded in gaining the recognition of the Pi Alpha Mu (Pro Alma Mater) honorary scholastic 
fraternity. 
Membership in this organization is restricted to undergraduates and alumni of the College 
of Liberal Arts who have maintained throughout the College course a general average of " B " 
or a total of 256 credit points, and who have rendered appreciable service to the College in at 
least one of the following activities: The Musketeer, The Xavierian News, The Athenaeum, 
the Varsity Debating Team, the Masque Society, the Dante Club. Service must be of at 
least two years ' duration, or, if only one year, that in the capacity of editor-in-chief or business 
manager of one of the College publications. 
Eligibility is also obtainable by securing a place in the final selections at St. Louis in the 
Intercollegiate English or Latin Contests, or by maintaining throughout the entire course an 
average of " A " in all subjects. 
Election to the fraternity is made at the end of the Senior year, and at the Commencement 
Exercises in June, a gold key is awarded to each Senior who has merited election by his devotion 
and service to his Alma Mater. This year the members of the Class of 1927 elected to Pi 
Alpha Mu were: Eugene Perazzo, Walter Ryan, Carl Steinbicker and John Tangeman. 
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The Student Council is the formal title of fourteen young Solons of the undergraduate body 
who lay down the laws, the minor ones, for the edification and education of their fellow-men. 
This organization, which is directly elected by the students themselves was quite active in the 
past year, legislating, under the restraining and guiding hand of Rev. Daniel O'Connell, S.J., 
Dean of the College of Liberal Arts, several much-needed student regulations, beside numerous 
suggestions for elevating the general decorum of the college students. The chairman of this 
directorial body was Francis X. McCarthy. 
Perhaps the greatest achievement of the Council this year was the inauguration of the self-
denial fund for the purpose of obtaining a marble statue of St. Aloysius. This project has 
proved very successful, for now an exquisite effigy of " the patron of you th" graces the Bellar-
mine Chapel. 
The Student Council is typical of the American spirit of democracy, for it gives the student 
a voice in his own government. It has been a feature of the College for some years and it has 
met with the success which it deserves; it symbolizes, like all of St. Xavier 's manifold activities, 
that spirit of democracy for which the College is noted. 
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" 1 here is a magic in the memory oJ 
schoolboy Jriendships."—DISRAELI. 
Through the months that have passed while this volume was in making, we have spent 
many pleasant, albeit busy moments together. Ours was an association, not of leisure, but of 
honest, persevering work. And out of this toil was born a great united friendship—a friendship 
which strove to give you a record, that in some small way, might be worthy of the name of 
St. Xavier and of the traditions of the year-books preceding it. Whether we have succeeded in 
this task the reader alone can judge. 
William F. J. McCarthy Editor-in-Chief 
Edward J. McGrath Business Manager 
E D I T O R I A L D E P A R T M E N T 
Walter A. Ryan, Jr Liberal Arts 
John A. Sack Assistant Liberal Arts 
Thomas D. Clines Sports 
Joseph Kelly Assistant Sports 
William Clines Assistant Sports 
Raymond Daley Alumni 
John T. Gaynor Law 
Ronald Jeanmougin Commerce 
A R T D E P A R T M E N T 
Edward Burns Charles Roth Alfred J. Berger 
Mark A. Schmidt, Photography Miss Lucretia Kinney 
BUSINESS D E P A R T M E N T 
James Quill Assistant Business Alanager 
Francis X. McCarthy Advertising Manager 
Richard Downing Assistant Advertising Manager 
Joseph O'Connor Assistant Advertising Manager 
Gordon Nead Assistant Advertising Manager 
Morse J. Conroy Assistant Advertising Manager 
James L. Nolan Circulation Manager 
Gregory Holbrock Assistant Circulation Manager 
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The bustle of the editorial room and the taint of printer 's ink have become as essential to 
the modern college as its lecture rooms and its laboratories. Yet too often the college news-
paper is taken for granted and the men behind the news are forgotten. 
As regularly as Wednesday morning the Xaverian News appears. During the last year it 
covered every event of interest to the alumni, students, faculty and friends of St. Xavier; it 
editorialized upon the tendencies of the hour; it presented interviews with many men distin-
guished in their professions; not infrequently its scoops were featured in the Cincinnati dailies. 
Back of this achievement stood the flower of Xavier's journalists. Working without 
reward or credit in the material sense, their's was a labor of love, indeed. If it were not, it 
would have been untold drudgery. 
As editor and business manager, Carl R. Steinbicker and John Blom, respectively, were 
ever on the alert and their staff carried out their instructions with the exactness of experienced 
newspapermen. Justice demands that they all be cited here for their sincere efforts to give 
Xavier a paper second to none. 
These men handed their work over to their successors before the end of the year and it was 
noted that as the haunted look lifted from Steinbicker's cultured brow, it overshadowed the 
hitherto unfurrowed countenance of Charles F. Wheeler, who, with William McQuaide as 
business manager, assumed the responsibility of the Xaverian News for the next year. 
A 
I 
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STAFF 
William J. Dammarell Editor 
Ronald Jeanmougin Graduate Manager 
G. Edward Fern Business Manager 
John Lampe Circulation Manager 
Robert Willmes Assistant Circulation Manager 
For some years it had been evident to those interested in literary things at St. Xavier 
that there was an increasing need for a genuinely literary magazine at the College. An organ 
was desired which would give expression to the better work of undergraduates and would find 
favor with interested alumni and the literary circle of friends of the College. 
The new Athenaeum, revived last year after a lapse of seven years, has proved itself to be 
an ideal medium for this interchange of interests. Published in bi-monthly form, the 
Athenaeum maintains a policy which is distinguished by its exacting standard. This year 
among the non-student contributions two outstanding poems were published, one by John 
Bunker the poet and one by Harrison Conrard the novelist, both alumni of St. Xavier. A 
novelty was presented in the form of a French essay by a religious alumnae and a distinguished 
topical article was received from Rev. C. C. Martindale, S.J., one of England's ablest writers 
of the day. Among undergraduates, originality as well as excellence has been encouraged, and 
student contributions include one ac^ plays, short stories, poems, critical essays, contemporary 
comment, book reviews and editorials. 
William J. Dammarell, '28, this year 's editor, succeeds Andrue H. Berding, '26, the first 
editor of the new Athenaeum, now continuing his studies at Brasenose College, Oxford, and 
contributing to leading American reviews. 
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Top Row 
TIMOTHY HOGAN, JOHN McANAW, ALBERT WORST, PAUL STEINBICKER 
Lower Row 
ROBERT WILLMES, EDWARD J. McGRATH, JOHN TANGEMAN, EDMUND DOYLE 
The Latin Intercollegiate Contest 
Like the Intercollegiate English Contest, the Latin Contest is held among the twelve 
colleges of the Missouri Province. For the winner a gold medal is offered by the Rev. Francis 
X. McMenamy, S. J., former Provincial of the Province. 
The contest is divided into two parts of three and two hours each. In the morning the 
contestants devote their time to translating English to Latin and in the afternoon the time is 
given over to rendering Latin to English. The translation in question is, of course, not known 
until the time of the contest, a factor which makes the contest even more difficult. Edward J. 
McGra th was awarded fourth place. 
Each college is permitted to enter eight papers in the finals a t St. Louis. The following 
were chosen this year to represent St. Xavier: John Tangeman, Edward J. McGrath , 
Edmund Doyle, John McAnaw, Albert Worst, Robert Willmes, Timothy Hogan, Paul Stein-
bicker. 




BERNARD BONTE LOUIS BOEH EDWARD McGRATH 
The Intercollegiate English Contest 
Ever\' year the Jesuit Fathers in each of their colleges in the Missouri Province conduct an 
English contest, based on the best essay written on a given subject. To the winner of this 
contest Mr. D. F. Bremner, of Chicago, gives $1,000.00 to be divided among them. In former 
years the contest was held for six hours on one day, but this year the students were given one 
month to prepare and to perfect their essays. 
Three papers are selected from each college in the province and forwarded to St. Louis, 
where they are finally judged. Each contestant is obliged to use a nom-de-plume in order to 
insure impartial selection of the papers which the judges deem the best. Ten papers are given 
places, five of the men receiving the cash awards and the second five honorary mention. 
The topic chosen for this year was "The Catholic Missions". The papers of Edward 
McGrath, '28, Bernard Bonte, '27, and Louis Boeh, '29, were forwarded to St. Louis as repre-
sentative of St. Xavier College. The essay of McGrath was given second place in the contest, 
which is quite a high honor for the school as well as for McGrath, while the essay of Bonte was 
awarded fourth position. 
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CARL STEINBICKER 
The Washington Oratorical Contest 
On Monday evening, February 21, the eve of the birthday of our first President, the students 
of St. Xavier College held the Oratorical Contest, which is dedicated to his honor. As an 
innovation, the contest took place in the Hamilton County Memorial Hall, where the stage 
was enhanced by an impressive oil painting of the Father of Our Country. The audience, 
large and favorably disposed toward the young orators, gave them every mark of appreciation 
and respect. 
Under such auspicious conditions it is not surprising that the contestants presented their 
orations in scholarly and stirring style, and that the judges—Father Horine, S.J., Oscar E. 
Spellmire, '10, and John C. Thompson, '11—had difficulty in awarding the Alumni Medal to 
Carl Steinbicker, '27. In his oration, "Woodrow Wilson," Steinbicker outlined the life of that 
great wartime President so recently deceased, dwelling upon how the man so often displayed 
remarkable courage. He spoke of how the great diplomat fought against overwhelming odds 
for what he believed was the best for the country. At the close of his speech Steinbicker threw 
himself into a masterful eulogy of the great President and his unswerving courage of his own 
convictions. 
The other speakers and their subjects were: 
Louis S. Keller, '29 "The Crusades" 
Edmund Doyle, '30 "Nordics—The Chosen People" 
John McAnaw, '30 "Patrick Sarsfield and His Jackets Green" 
Morse Conroy, '29 "The Irish Legacy" 
William Clines, '29 "Religion and Educat ion" 
Robert Savage, '30 "The Jesuit Mar ty r s " 
James E. Quill, '28 "The Catholic Press" 
Edward J. McGrath, '28 "George Washington" 
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CARL R. STEINBICKER 
The Verkamp Debate 
The twenty-seventh annual prize debate of the Poland Philopedian Society of St. Xavier 
College was held on Monday evening. May 9, 1927, in the Lodge Reading Room of the Library 
Building. The interesting question discussed was, "Resolved: That this society favors the 
principles of the last McNary-Haugen bill." The subject was pertinent to the general topics 
of discussions of the present day American farmer and his needs. Because of the long discus-
sion of this bill in Congress, and of President Coolidge's vetoing it, and his message concerning 
his veto, the debate was marked by unusual interest, by the talented presentation of both 
teams, and by a large and enthusiastic audience. 
The members of the victorious Negative team were, Edward J. McGrath, '28, Morse J. 
Conroy, '29, James E. Quill, '28. 
John T. McAnaw, '30, William A. Nolan, '30, Carl R. Steinbicker, '27, staunchly defended 
the Affirmative. 
The medal for the best debater of the evening, the gift of Mr. Joseph B. Verkamp, was 
awarded to Carl R. Steinbicker, '21. 
The Affirmative team restricted its arguments to the fact that the McNary-Haugen bill 
would furnish and help the farmer in all his wants and needs. The Negative team refuted this 
statement to the extent that the bill is unconstitutional, un-American, and impractical. 
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JAMES E. QUILL ED. J. McGRATH WILLIAM NOLAN 
The Debating Team 
With but one member of last year 's team back, the outlook for the 'Varsity Debating Team 
of 1926-27 was dark indeed. The preliminary contests, however, quickly dispelled the gloom 
by bringing to light much latent forensic ability in all the lower classes. The final selections 
placed James E. Quill, '28, and William Nolan, '30, on the first team, together with Edward J. 
McGrath, '28, captain of the team and member of last year 's victorious trio. The questions 
selected for discussion were: 
Resolved: That the Volstead Law should be modified to permit the manufacture and 
sale of light wines and beer. 
Resolved: That the United States should cancel its Inter-Allied War Debts, and 
Resolved: That the Eighteenth Amendment should be repealed. 
Five debates were scheduled. On March 8, 1927, the team went to Chicago to resume the 
debating relations established with Loyola University last year, and, defending the Negative 
of the Volstead question, won the decision as well as the high commendation of Professor Mau, 
of Northwestern University, the critic judge of the evening. The debate was held before 
Columbus Council of the Knights of Columbus. Messrs. George K. Ray, Frank Walsh and 
Francis J. Naphin represented Loyola. 
Returning to Cincinnati, on Friday, March 11, St. Xavier met and succumbed to the 
representatives of John Carroll University of Cleveland. In this contest, St. Xavier upheld 
the affirmative of the policy of Debt Cancellation. The debators from John Carroll were: 
Messrs. Ralph J. Perry, James Moriarity and Charles McDermott . 
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April 4 found James O'Connor and George K. Ray, of Loyola, at St. Xavier, eager to 
avenge their defeat of a month before. But they were battering against a stone wall. For 
again St. Xavier, in the persons of Edward McGrath and James Quill, came off the victor. 
At the request of the Loyola debators, the subject and the sides had remained as they had been 
in Chicago. 
But the team was not to gloat over its triumph for long. On April 11, there appeared two 
young men of quiet demeanor, apparently harmless, but from Boston. They were William 
Killion and Fred A. McDermott , of Boston College. The subject was again the Debt question, 
and again St. Xavier was advocating Cancellation. At the end of the debate, now historic 
for its intensity. Professor Leon McCarty, of the University of Cincinnati, critic judge, said 
that because of the diversity in the styles employed by the two teams, a decision was virtually 
impossible. "However," he added, "just possibly the decision should go to the negative." 
And we all applauded heartily. For if our men were defeated, they had gone down gloriously, 
and it was an honor to bow to such accomplished debators as the gentlemen from Boston 
College. 
The final debate of the year was held on April 20, at Cincinnati, against St. Viator's College, 
of Bourbonnais, 111., rival of a year 's standing. St. Xavier was defending the repeal of the 
Eighteenth Amendment. At the last moment, William Nolan became seriously ill, and a 
crippled Xavier team met John W. Stafford, James A. Nolan and James T. Conner, the debators 
from St. Viator. The contest was very close, but the odds were too great. A two-one de-
cision went to St. Viator. 
Thus closed the season of 1926-27. True, our men have tasted of defeat, but their defense 
has ever been admirable, and since now they have been together for a year, we can reasonably 
expect a most glorious season in 1927-28. The schedue this year was the largest in the history 
of debating at St. Xavier, but next year promises to outstrip even this. And the members of 
the team promise to bring home a victory for every contest in which they engage. 







The year 1926-27 marked for the Dante Club one of its most successful seasons. New 
features were introduced as a part of the Club's activities, many innovations were made, and 
a great number of lectures were delivered. 
The lecture on the "Divine Comedy", which for four years has been chiefly responsible for 
the organization's ever increasing popularity, remained essentially unchanged. An introduc-
tion prefaces this lecture and gives the salient features of Dante 's life together with a brief 
explanation of the great poem. The lecture, proper, is divided into three descriptive papers 
which tell in detail of the poet's journey thru the regions of Hell, Purgatory, and Heaven. 
Stereopticon slides made from the famous paintings of Gustave Dore are shown as the papers 
are read, and the result is both realistic and artistic. A team of four men deliver the lecture, 
which was originally drawn up by Mr. Joseph H. Meyers, '25. 
This year saw the Club's acquisition of another lecture, "The Jesuit Martyrs of Nor th 
America," written by Rev. John J. Wynne, S.J. This illustrated presentation is divided into 
three parts, which describe the times in which the saintly and heroic Jogues, Lalemant and 
their companions lived, and tell of their martyrdom at the hands of the Indians and of their 
subsequent, recent exaltation to the Calendar of the Church's Blessed. The slides accom-
pan^^ing this lecture graphically and realistically represent the lives and deaths of the mission-
aries. 
A folder describing the two lectures was also drawn up this year, and copies of it were sent 
to convents and schools in a number of cities. Judging from the number of lectures given by 
the Club in this, its fifth season, the folder seems to have done much in securing lecture engage-
ments for the organization. 
A great number of local lectures were given in Cincinnati, Covington, and Newport, while 
several out-of-town tours were made.* Lexington and Georgetown, Kentucky, were visited, 
as well as Louisville. And as this book goes to press, negotiations are being completed for 
lectures in Columbus and Springfield, Ohio, Indianapolis and Terre Haute, Indiana. 
The Dante Club began this year under the presidency of Eugene Perazzo, with Mr. Joseph 
H. Meyers in the capacity of Faculty Director. Upon Perazzo's resignation from office in 
January, Louis S. Keller was elected to the presidency, while Morse J. Conroy was elected 
business manager. Together with these two men, Edward J. McGrath and Robert J. Willmes 
formed the first team, which delivered the bulk of the lectures. A second team consisting of 
Ray Hilbert, James Quill, Gale Grogan and William Nolan, also did much commendable work. 
Three Freshmen, John McAnaw, Edmund Doyle and Robert Savage, were admitted to the 
Club towards the end of the year, and much is expected of them next year. Perazzo accom-
panied the lecturers on most of their engagements, and the musical programs furnished by him 
were everywhere very enthusiastically received. 
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"It's the songs you sing and the smiles you wear. 
That's a' makin the sun shine everywhere." 
R I L E Y . 
The youngest y&i the busiest organization on the campus is the Clef Club. I t was formed 
in November, 1926, with an enrollment of forty members. Under the inspiring direction of 
Mr. David Davis, the celebrated Welsh tenor, rehearsals were held weekly anfl in February the 
first public appearance was made at the Odeon. Since that time the Club has presented more 
than ten concerts. 
The hearty receptions, together with the numerous telegrams and letters which were re-
ceived are ample proof that at last St. Xavier has a Glee Club which will compare favorably 
with the best in the country. The Club was not able to accept all Invitations tendered them 
because they desired to give another concert in the spring and much of its time was spent in 
preparing a wonderful selection of classical and semi-classical songs. Many requests were 
received during the radio concerts which were broadcasted from stations WSAI and WKRC. 
The director, Mr. David Davis, is well known as a splendid conductor of choral clubs, and 
the Clef Club was fortunate in having such a fine leader. Eugene Perazzo, the amiable and 
talented accompanist, pleased audiences with his piano selections; the first number played in 
the spring concert was his own composition. The soloists, Mr. John King Mussio, Walter A. 
Ryan, Jr., Augustine Moorman and Clarence W. Specht, were well received. 
1 
The Club is not solely interested in music but also in the social activities of the College. 
They gave the first social on the campus and the student body is looking forward to more 
affairs of this nature which the Clef Club will foster. 
Joseph Ventura, '29, was elected president of the Club and was succeeded by Walter 
Ryan, '27. Other officers are: Clarence Specht, '28, secretary; Frank Wulftange, '28, 
treasurer; William Hartlage, '29, librarian, and Thomas Clines, '28, business manager. Rev. 
J. F. Walsh. S.J., and Mr. John K. Mussio, A.M., are the Faculty directors, and Rev. Daniel 
O'Connell, S.J., was patron for the first concert. 
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SPECHT, HARTLAGE, VENTURA, R E V . JOHN F . WALSH, S.J., M R . DAVID D A V I S , 
M R . JOHN MUSSIO, PERAZZO, CLINES , RYAN 
Second Row 
WILLIAM M C C A R T H Y , POWERS, M E Y E R , STAUDT, HARROLD, G R E V E R , BANKEMPER, VAUGHN 
MOORMAN, BERGER 
Third Row 
B I E R N E , HOBAN, D O W N I N G , RIESENBECK, KIRSCHNER, KEMME, UCHTMAN, KOESTER 
Fourth Row 
FARRELL, GROOM, CONNOLLY, CRONE, H U R M , M U R P H Y , GALLAGHER, HARTMAN 
Fijth Row 
GUILFOYLE, ZOELLER, RUDGE, WULFTANGE, CONNER, SCHMIDT, ANTON 
COLLEGE CHIMES 
Ring out dear Xavier chimes your message of friends and peace 
Call back those happy days and bid worries cease. 
When from your silvery throat 
Rang out each vibrating note. 
Hands clasped in hands as you blessed us, dear College Chimes. 
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The Philopedian Society 
St. Xavier may be essentially an Arts college, but, if you will spend an afternoon at a 
meeting of the Debating Society, you will be convinced that the College is partially one for the 
training of lawyers, so interested are the various speakers, and usually, so interesting are the 
topics and the treatment. Debates were held every Monday afternoon during the entire 
school year, with the exception of several holidays during the Christmas and Easter seasons. 
And the members of the Society were always prepared for their assignments. We can proudly 
say that no one Philopedian, who was scheduled to debate any Monday afternoon, appeared 
unprepared, or was absent. That alone proves that our Society was a success. 
The officers of the Philopedians were: President, Carl R. Steinbicker, '27; vice-president, 
Raymond Daly, '28; secretary, Henry Jarman, '28. Rev. John F. Walsh, S.J., was moderator. 
The rules of the organization were made more strict this year than the^' have been in the past, 
with a result that some students failed to take advantage of their opportunities to develop 
their talent. We hope that they appear next year. But, all in all, the student body sponsored 
this organization with as much spirit as in any past ten months. 
Each year the debating society will grow, and each year, intercollegiate debates will be 
larger in number; thus, more men will have the opportunity to enter the lists before the public, 
and for the honor of "Alma Mater" . Now, fellow students, you may rest assured that this 
thing is going to grow until you will be proud to belong to it. Join next year, and be a pioneer. 




Top Row—T. SCHMIDT, P. O W E N S , T . H U G H E S , O . ROTH, G . GROGAN, E . W . RUSSELL, E . 
M C G R A T H , F. MARCHILDON. Third Row—P. CAIN, E . MANNING, J. CONNOR, J. N E I N E R , R . 
H I L B E R T , R . WILLMES, R . DOWNING. Second Row—A. G E I S E R , E . SCHMID, L . S . K E L L E R , E . 
HAMANN, M . CONROY, A. DEDDENS, J. QUILL, J. NOLAN, T . CLINES, B . RETTIG. First Row— 
R. B E I R N E , R . D E T E R S , F . GLUECK, W . CLINES , R E V . JOHN F . WALSH, S.J., C. STEINBICKER, 




FR. JOHN F. WALSH 
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The Sodality, one of St. Xavier's largest and most successful organizations of the past year, 
deserves a large amount of credit for the great strides forward which our Alma Mater has made 
in all her endeavors this year; the Sodahsts, both of the Senior and Junior Sodalities, undoubted-
ly are responsible for many graces being showered upon the entire institution. 
Under our moderator. Rev. John F. Walsh, S.J., and our prefects, Carl R. Steinbicker, 
Thomas Clines and William Dammarell, the Senior Sodality completed its most successful 
year in the history of St. Xavier College. The great number of students which joined the 
ranks of the Blessed Virgin at the opening of the school year, necessitated the formation of the 
Junior Sodality for the Freshmen. Both departments have shown a fine spirit. 
In the early part of March, 1927, our moderator was instrumental in forming the Central 
Committee, composed of twenty sodahsts, who took charge of all Sodality activities. Out-
standing among the new activities was the Guard of Honor, which "watched and prayed" in 
the chapel each day during the remainder of the school year. Students who voluntered to 
serve on this Guard are to be complimented. Other committees were formed and were quite 
active. The Mission Committee, the Membership Committee, the Sick Committee, the 
Eucharistic Committee and the Literature Committee showed an inspiring spirit in their 
efforts to further devotion to the Blessed Mother among their fellow students. Next year, 
if the same plan is followed, it is hoped that the other committees which were formed by this 
new ruling will become as active as their predecessors. 
Also the Sodality celebrated Mary 's month by receiving Communion in a body on the 
first Friday in May; this action had no precedent, but will continue. The Sodality was also 
well represented at the Catholic Situdent's Mission Crusade celebration, held on Corcoran 
Field during May. 
The interest in the student body in the Sodality this year is the greatest sign that the 
College is improving; through the Blessed Mother, in whose honor the Sodality functions, 
many graces are assured for the institution, which otherwise, it would not receive. The 
Sodalists of 1926-27 have set the precedent for the future, and it remains for future Xaverians 
to realize their fondest hopes. Carry on valiantly! 
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Junior Sodality 
O F F I C E R S 
Moderator Rev. Joseph F. Kiefer 
Prefect Fred G. Bamberger 
Assistant Prefect Milton Tobin 
Secretary John McAnaw 
Treasurer Joseph McGuiness 
Librarian William Nolan 
Following tradition, a separate Sodality was formed for the ever-increasing Freshman 
Class; and it can truthfully be said that the enthusiastic spirit, characteristic of all St. Xavier 
sodalities, was not lacking. To give you an insight into the success of the Freshman Sodality, 
we need only mention the name of Father Kiefer, S.J., whose short and timely talks were 
always anticipated with the greatest interest. 
At the beginning of the year, the meetings were held on Thursdays, but because there was 
some conflict of classes, it was agreed to hold the meetings immediately after the Freshman 
Mass on Monday, a time when all Freshmen could attend. Consequently, the at tendance 
was unanimous. The procedure included the Holy Rosary, the Office of Our Blessed Lady 
and a short talk by the moderator. 
The most impressive meeting was helid at the beginning of the school year, when more than 
seventy new members were enrolled into the Sodality. The Freshman Sodality was worthy 
of the name of St. Xavier, and each sodalist became imbued with the true spirit of the organiza-
tion. Let us hope that this spirit continues to manifest itself in the years to come, and tha t 
our devotion to Our Mother will persist, not only through college days, but throughout our 
entire lives. 
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REV. JOS. F. KIEFER, s.j. 
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Tuning In on an Earthquake 
For nine consecutive months the curiosity of College students and friends anent the new 
Seismological Station has been held in abeyance. Anxious questionings and impatience mani-
fested at the belated arrival of the equipment betoken a kindly and keen interest in the new-
Department of Geophysics. Yet an air of profound mystery seems to shroud the atmosphere 
of the College in its regard. Doubts perhaps exist in the minds of some as to the practical 
import of this new line of endeavor. Ignorance of its purpose can only be responsible for a 
lack of interest in this deeply penetrating yet interesting science of earthquakes, or more 
properly 'Seismology'. I ts purpose and position in relation to the other departments will be 
briefly outlined here. 
The total equipment will be installed in the vault below the library building. It consists 
of five sections or components, counterparts of the one seen in the cut. Four of these com-
ponents are necessary for recording movements of the ground to and fro, two components 
taking care of long and short period vibrations in the east and west direction, and the other two 
responding to vibrations in the north and south direction. The fifth component will record 
up and down movements. A sixth foreign-made instrument for long period vertical displace-
ments will be installed later. 
The Seismometer proper, or 'measuring apparatus ' , is the small vertical box seen at the 
extreme left of the cut. It resembles a D'Arsonval Galvanometer in appearance. I ts funda-
mental unit is a horizontal pendulum of the torsion suspension type. A tiny mirror at tached 
to the swinging system records its vibrations on the drum seen at the extreme right of the cut. 
A pencil of light supplied by the lamp—housing may be seen in center of picture^—is reflected 
from the moving mirror back to the seisitized paper covering the rotating drum, recording the 
motion of the pendulum, without noise or friction and of the earth acceleration which caused it. 
The power unit for propelling the drum at an even rate is a synchronous motor operating on 
direct four-phase current supplied by storage batteries. The mechanism for securing four-
phase current is the combination Radio Control unit and Reed Viabrator seen in the center 
background of the cut. 
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It will now become evident that the radio set in this hook-up cannot be used to tune in on 
a quake but rather only to amplify and reduce to accuracy the record of the moving system 
upon the drum by reason of the absolutely uniform rotation. This point is of the utmost 
importance in interpretating. seismograms. But whole books could be written to expound 
clearly and thoroughly all the details of the theory and practice of this newest development in 
Seismometry. Almost every branch of physics and mathematics has its application in one 
or another portion of this equipment. Geology, astronomy, meteorology, and mechanics have 
received a new impetus from the recent results of Seismological research. 
Here are some of the ways in which ordinary college physics finds place in Seismometry; 
and hence the St. Xavier College Physics Department may be said to benefit considerably by 
this addition to college equipment. The photographic recording system depends on the laws 
of reflection and refraction of light, and its activity on certain chemicals. The constant 
temperature chamber, in which the Reed Oscillator functions, puts into effect the laws of 
thermal expansion and heating effect of an electric current. The moving pendulum is of the 
simple harmonic type modified by an electromagnetic field. Hence, the mechanical equations 
governing it must be modified accordingly. The wire suspension of the mass of the pendulum 
introduces the elasticity constants. Finally, the radio-oscillator motor driving mechanism is 
a replica of the modern sound-detecting radio with the detector replaced by an oscillator, for 
establishing phase relations. 
H 
The interpretation of Seismograms is a question too broad and difficult to be entered upon 
here. Suffice it to say that the determination of the distance of the origin of the earthquake 
has always been of interest to the popular mind. It is important scientifically as a means 
toward studying the propagation of the earthquake waves; hence ultimately it is made use of 
in all the theoretical discussions concerning earth properties. The final purpose to be obtained 
in all these determinations is a complete and accurate up-to-date map of Ear thquake Danger 
Zones. 
The determination is made as follows: Earthquakes have been found always to propagate 
two distinct kinds of waves with distinctive appearances on the seismograms. In cases where 
the distance of the origin of the quake is known, the speed of these two types of waves can be 
determined. Then it is a simple matter to note on all future grams the interval of time between 
the arrival of the first group of waves and the second. All the data are then at hand for com-
puting the distance which the recording station is from the center of the earthquake. 
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In September, 1924, a new and welcome addition graced the campus. It was Elet Hall, 
the dormitory building erected to furnish living quarters for the out-of-town men entered in the 
College. The Hall is a capacious and modern building with all the facilities and conveniences 
that make it a most desirable home for the students. There, one finds even a chapel where 
every morning the whole "family" of the Hall attend Holy Mass. 
The pioneers in the "Dorm ' s " history numbered only about thirty, but on the registration 
day in September, 1925, almost every available space in the building was taken; the number 
approximating eighty. This year about the same number of men reside in the Hall, but it is 
predicted that it will soon be necessary to add the other proposed wing to the building in order 
to accommodate the "borders". 
This year, as in former years, the largest number of student residents are Freshmen. Next 
in number come the Sophomores, and in the approved order follow the Juniors and the Seniors. 
Elet Hall is presided over by Father Fisher, who does much to make life comfortable, while 
retaining an atmosphere most conducive to good scholarship. Father Fisher is ably assisted 
by Brother Louis Walsh in this supervision. 
The "Dorm" has enjoyed a successful patronage during the short time of its existence. 
The men are well supervised, and the opportunities for physical, mental and moral develop-
ment are many. 
Elet Hall men are good fellows aW—from " Jumbo" Stotsbury to little "J immie" Shea. 
St. Xavier hopes that as the years roll on, the number of Elet Hall residents will mount from 
a few score to a few hundred; and this hope will probably be realized sooner that we e.xpect. 
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REV. A. F I S H E R , S.J. 
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The Junior Promenade of St. Xavier College, which is the inevitable occasion for all the 
students of the Liberal Arts department as well as for the remainder of St. Xavier and her 
friends to bring forth the sombre evening clothes with the immaculate bosom shirt and patent 
leathers, was celebrated on the evening of January 28. 
In previous years the Juniors have invariably proclaimed their Prom as the most 
successful ever given, but the Junior Class of 1926-27 have undisputed possession of that 
honor. The memorable event was characterized by a gay throng of merrymakers who were 
surprised and thrilled beyond expectation with the gorgeous spectacle. 
The Louis Seize Ballroom of the Hotel Sinton was a carnival of color, with blue and white, 
the insignia of the Alma Mater predominating. To further the Mardi Gras effect, the usual 
lighting system of the ballroom was subdued and a battery of rainbow colored spotlights flooded 
the dance floor. The beautiful bowers of roses and garlands of orange blossoms were artistically 
arranged to form a beautiful background for the revelers. The Juniors had engaged Fred 
Damon and his Greenwich Villagers from New Orleans to supply the music, and their tuneful 
melodies fascinated the dancers. The ladies were presented with shoulder pins, bearing the 
insignia of the Juniors. 
The Grand March began shortly before midnight, and was led by Mr. Mark Schmidt, 
president of the Senior Class, and his a t t rac t ive partner. Immediately after them, in a never-, 
ending line, followed the four hundred guests of the Junior Class. From the balcony came the 
indulgent smiles of the patrons and patronesses who beheld the glory of youth as the young 
couples stepped in and out of swaying web. Then several members of the Faculty enhanced 
the affair with their presence. 
The success of the Junior Prom belongs to the Junior Class, but the laurel cannot be 
denied to the members of the committee in charge. It was composed of Messrs. Thomas 
Clines, Thomas Bunker, James Quill, James Nolan and Frank Koester. Mark Schmidt and 
Francis McCarthy, of the Senior Class, acted as advisorv members of the committee. 
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Seated—ANN MURRAY, PELLMAN, LONNEMAN, SCHMITZ, MARGARET MURNAHAN 
Second row—FISCHER, JACOBS, STAUNTON, SCHAEFER, BERNING, H U R S T 
Third row—GREVER, N I E M A N , HERINGHAUS, BANKEMPER, WILKING 
The Co-operators, a student organization of the department of Commerce, is the outgrowth 
of a class club formed by the students in 1911 at the suggestion of Rev. John McCormack, S.J., 
regent at that time. The purpose was to promote sociability among the students. 
As usual, the red-letter affairs of the Co-operators this year were the election and installation 
of officers, the card party and dance,^nd the annual banquet. At the election November 12th, 
which was preceded by many unique electioneering stunts, Herbert E. Lonneman was elected 
president, Joseph G. Pellman was chosen vice-president, Louis J. Wilking, secretary, and Albert 
M. Schmitz, treasurer. The installation of the new officers late in December provided a merr^' 
evening for a capacity crowd. 
The card party and dance, the Co-operators leading social event of the year," at tracted a 
very large crowd to the Gibson Hotel Roof Garden on the evening of January 25th. Mr. 
Herbert Lonneman, who was chairman of the committee, was ably assisted by his fellow class-
mates. 
The year 's activities were brought to a close with the annual student banquet, held at the 
Hotel Alms on May 10th. In appreciation of their year 's work for the students, members of 
the Faculty were the guests of honor. Mr. Feck acted as general chairman, and was aided by 
an efficient committee of students. 
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The Knights of Columbus Club 
Top Row—J. M C G U I N N , C . SPECHT, E . RO.MER, J. O ' C O N N O R , J. GOREY, C . ROSE, T . 
JEWELL. Second Row—F. HARTMAN, P. E W E R S , K . KIRSCHNER, C . CONNOLLY, J. K E L L Y , 
W. F E R R I S , G . N E A D , N . ZOELLER. First Row—W. HARTLAGE, J. LAMPE, M R . T . J. O ' C O N N O R , 
G. HOLBROCK, P. CRONIN, R . D I R R 
Fraternal organizations are not usually sanctioned by the authorities of the College, and, 
consequently, play only a minor part in the activities of the school. There is, however, one 
such organization which receives the whole and undivided support of the Faculty, it is the 
Knights of Columbus Club. This is, indeed, a fraternal body which promotes the betterment 
of the moral character of a man. While it is primarily a social club, one of its basic regulations 
states explicitly that all members must be active participants in the Sacraments. This as-
sures the group of good, moral members, for no conscientious person can worship his God and 
the devil at the same time. 
The purpose of organizing the Knights of Columbus Club was to enable the members of 
the various councils of the parent organization to assemble during the scholastic year in order 
that the principles which they maintain might be discussed. At the first meeting, only three 
years past, scarcely a handful of students considered it of sufficient importance to be present. 
Since that time its merits and benefits have extended over the entire campus. The Knights 
of Columbus Club has grown until today the roster includes more than three times the original 
number of members. Bearing in mind this remarkable progress, we firmly believe that the 
next few years will see the entire Catholic student body enrolled in this splendid organization. 




This organization has been known to the Faculty and students of the School of Commerce 
of St. Xavier College since the year 1920, when a group of students interested in the well-being 
of the night departments gathered together and founded the Kappa Sigma Mu. 
The purpose and object of this organization, which is instilled into the heart of each member, 
is to promote greater loyalty to St. Xavier 's School of Commerce. I ts ideals, paramount 
among which is "Co-operation", are to foster friendly social relations, chivalry, charity and 
loyalty; to promote the interests of the members of this organization, provided they redound 
to the honor and glory of St. Xavier, the Alma Mater of the Kappa Sigma Mu, and the good of 
this active organization. 
With these aims, the organization has functioned accordingly. I ts representation can 
always be found in any affair given for the benefit of St. Xavier, not only in night school 
activities but also in events promoted by the College of Liberal Arts. The reason for this good 
feeling in the organization is that the Kappa Sigma Mu motto is: "They who joy would win 
must share it. Happiness was born a twin." 
The present officers of the organization are: President, Miss Alma Willenborg; vice-presi-
dent. Miss Betty Keller; secretary. Miss Clara Eckes, and treasurer, Mr. Joseph Otte. The 
Board of Directors are: Miss Catherine A. Pellman, Frederick Luebbe, Thomas C. Lindsay, 
and Lawrence Werner. 
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The St. Xavier " X " Club is composed of men who have been awarded a varsity letter in 
some branch of athletics. The Club has been in existence for six years and has done much to 
promote a closer bond of unity between the Graduate letter-men and the undergraduate 
student body. The members of the " X " Club have given their earnest support to all Xavier 
activities since the founding of the organization, and with a growing membership each year, 
the Club expects to undertake more ambitious work in the future. 
The main purpose of the association of varsity letter-men is to bring the student body and 
our future athletes to a full appreciation of what a varsity letter means to the man who has 
received one. 
Another object of the Club is to give due honor to the men who have so nobly upheld the 
honor of their Alma Mater in every branch of sport. The student body, and especially those 
who aspire to athletic renown, have always been guided by the success of the members of the 
" X " Club, and have always tried to duplicate their feats. 
The officers of the " X " Club are: 
ELMER CONWAY President 
JOHN N O P P E N B E R G E R Vice-President 
M A R K SCHMIDT Secretarv 
I 
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The Masque Society, organized four years ago by a band of "drama-lovers" of St. Xavier 
College, has taken its proper place as one of the most important student activities. There is 
no need to explain the purpose of the Masque Society. Since it was organized b3' a "band of 
drama-lovers", it has for its purpose the production of both ancient and modern classical plays. 
I t is hardly necessary to recall its initial performance—the world-famed Sullivan's "Cox and 
Bo.x"; then the following year both the immortal bard's "Comedy of Errors" and a series of 
one-act plays, were produced; in the ne.xt year we face again Shakespeare and the vivid char-
acter portrayals of the "Merchant of Venice"; and this year, the Masque Society presented 
"The Rivals", of Sheridan, outdoing, so to speak, the world renowned production of George C. 
Tyler. The mere a t tempt at these famous dramas would be enough to elicit much praise from 
any drama lover. But the Society has done more than at tempt these presentations. I t has 
actually produced these plays with earnest effort and professional polish. The success of these 
undertakings can be traced to the unfailing enthusiasm of the Masque Society and to the 
skilled direction of the Moderator, Rev. John F. Walsh, S.J. 
This is the day of youth, and acting and stagecraft are youthful proclivities. The student 
body en masse, and the Masque Society in particular, have fostered the better things in the 
drama so that the student talent might have some worthy means of expression. The possibili-
ties of this organization are somewhat similar to those of the Clef Club, insofar as the futures 
of both activities are boundless. Boundless, because these two groups have the wholehearted 
support of the Faculty, the Alumni, and the under graduate body. 
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Top Row—J. LA.MPE, E . DOYLE, J. GELLENBECK, R . WILLMES, W . W I S E , A. SCHMIDT, 
F. K L A I N E , W . HUESING. Fourth Row—T. CLINES, J. NOLAN, B . RETTIG, L . ADAMS, 
E. GALLAGHER, F . KEARNS, W . RYAN. Third Row—F. KOESTER, G . E D . F E R N , J. CONNOR, 
O. ROTH, G . GROGAN, R . H I L B E R T , C . W H E E L E R , E . DOYLE. Second Row—M. CONROY, 
W. CLINES , E . HAMANN, D . CRONE, J. N E I N E R , G . HOLBROCK. First Row—L. K E L L E R , 
J. QUILL, R . DALEY, E . PERAZZO, R E V . JOHN F . WALSH, S.J., W. DAMMARELL, E . M C G R A T H , 
C. M C D E R M O T T . 




That, with the unfolding years, the Masque Society is growing "each day better in every 
way" was proved by the past year 's achievement. Because of the many activities, athletic 
and academic, there was time for only one production, which was marked tor its superior 
quality. Three performances were given on the 12th, 17th and 18th of November, respectively. 
The society chose the scintillating play, "The Rivals" from the pen of the most brilliant author, 
Richard Brinsley Sheridan. When one considers that "The Rivals" has for many years been 
the vehicle in which many great stars of America and Europe rode to fame, it is quite gratifying 
to feel that the young members of the Masque Society, in no measure, dimmed the lustre cast 
by a great play, by a great author and by great actors. 
Much must be said for the judicious direction of the Rev. J. F. Walsh, under whose skillful 
guidance, the play went smoothly. At no time were the players hampered in the:r interpreta-
tions, or their methods of expression. 
"Bob Acres," a role which, by its eccentricity, might be made grotesque and clownish, was, 
by the discernment of Edward McGrath, presented as an interesting bit of character work. 
"Sir Anthony Absolute" lived again in the person of Raymond Daley. His portrayal of 
the irascible, dominating, old gentleman was really finished acting. 
The work of Morse Conroy as the rollicking "Captain Absolute" was artistic. It showed 
clever acting, combined with intelligent thought. It might be said that the work of Mr. 
Daley and Mr. Conroy was excellent team work, so faithfully did they depict the similarity of 
character between father and son. 
William Wise presented the love-obsessed youth, "Faulkland," with sincerity, and with 
just the little touch of humor which made it effective. 
"Sir Lucius O'Trigger," with Mr. Walter Ryan's capable handling, was Sheridan's own 
picturesque, lovable "Sir Lucius" with his delightful "bit o' the brogue". 
The characters of "Fag" , "David ' and "Thomas" because of their marked and widely 
different oddities require understanding. These parts were excellently taken care of by Messrs. 
John Connor, William Clines, and Edward Doyle. 
One might use a modern expression descriptive of Mrs. Malaprop, acted by Aliss Bertha 
Gossman. She was "beautiful, but dumb" . Miss Gossman's appearance lent a powerful 
appeal to the illiterate Mrs. Malaprop. 
Miss Martha Metz, who has many of the attributes of an actress, made a most charming 
"Lydia Languish". 
Miss Esther Spaeth brought individuality to the rather colorless role of "Jul ia". 
"Lucy," the little "gold-digger", was played with much spirit by Miss Mary Switalski. 
Much of the success of the performance was due to the effectual lighting and stage setting 
carried out through the successful work of Mr. Frank Koester and John Lampe. These two 
students should be congratulated for the artistic manner in which they arranged the stage. 
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F. KOESTER REV. JOHN F. WALSH, s.j. J. LAMPE 
REV. JOHN F. WALSH, S.J., Director 
Cast of Characters 
Sir Anthony Absolute RAYMOND D A L E Y 
Captain Jack Absolute MoRSE J. CONROY 
Faulkland WILLIAM J. W I S E 
Bob Acres EDWARD J. M C G R A T H 
Sir Lucius O'Trigger WALTER A. RYAN 
Fag JOHN CONNOR 
David WILLIAM CLINES 
Thomas EDWARD D O Y L E 
Mrs. Malaprop BERTHA GOSSMAN 
Lydia Languish MARTHA M E T Z 
Julia ESTHER SPAETH 
Lucy M A R Y SWITALSKI 
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W i t h t h e a d v e n t of t h e N e w Y e a r , we b e g a n t o look fo rward a n x i o u s l y t o t h e r e t u r n of t h e 
a n n u a l mus ica l p r o d u c t i o n of t h e A l l - X a v i e r T h e s p i a n s . L a s t y e a r , t h e ab le d i r ec t r e s s . M i s s 
F l o r e n c e M o r a n , h a d dec ided t o v a r y t h e m e n u f rom comic o p e r a t o mus i ca l c o m e d y . B u t in 
1927, sat isf ied t h a t she a n d he r T h e s p i a n s cou ld p r e s e n t t h e de l igh t fu l p l a y s of G e o r g e M . 
C o h a n q u i t e as eas i ly a n d effect ively as t h e m a s t e r p i e c e s of t h e o lder c o m p o s e r s , M i s s M o r a n 
e l ec t ed t o r e t u r n t o t h e f ru i t s of t h e gen ius of G i l b e r t a n d Su l l i van . A n d so, a m i d t h e g l a m o r 
of b e a u t i f u l girls , exqu i s i t e voices , s p l e n d i d a c t i n g , a n d s p a r k l i n g wi t , t h e C i n c i n n a t i p u b l i c 
w a s p r e s e n t e d for t h e first t i m e wi th t h e c o m i c ope ra , " l o l a n t h e . " 
M u c h of t h e b r i l l i an t success of t h e p l a y w a s d u e to t h e skilful d i r ec t i on a n d u n t i r i n g l a b o r 
of M r . F r e d r i c k M e y e r , t h e mus i ca l d i r ec to r . I n d e e d , he , if a n y o n e , s tood o u t p r o m i n e n t l y 
in t h e p r o d u c t i o n . O n th i s occas ion , t o o , t h e Clef C l u b m a d e i ts first p u b l i c a p p e a r a n c e , a s 
t h e c h o r u s of P e e r s , a n d i m m e d i a t e l y c o v e r e d itself w i t h glor^'. M i s s M a r g i e B l a n d , w i t h he r 
a m i a b l e p e r s o n a l i t y a n d he r mus i ca l k n o w l e d g e , was t h e a c c o m p a n i s t a n d d i r e c t r e s s of t h e 
o r c h e s t r a . 
A g a i n we were t r e a t e d t o t h e a b s o r b i n g p e r s o n a l i t y of B e r t h a G o s s m a n , t h e m a r v e l o u s 
voice of Ju l ia Ke l ly , a n d t h e i n t r i g u i n g a c t i n g of M a r t h a M e t z a n d M i l d r e d R a n t z . A g a i n t h e 
ro l l i ck ing c o m e d y of E d w a r d H e n n i g a n as t h e love-s ick L o r d C h a n c e l l o r m a d e o u r s ides a c h e 
f rom l a u g h i n g . A n d th i s y e a r , ' u b i n a m g e n t i u m s u m u s , ' we w i tne s sed E d w a r d M c G r a t h 
as S t r e p h o n , t h e l ove r ! 
T h e success of t h e p l a y , h o w e v e r , was d u e , no t to t h e i n d i v i d u a l a c t i n g of a n y one c h a r a c t e r 
so m u c h as t o t h e sp l end id c o - o p e r a t i o n a n d c o - o r d i n a t i o n wh ich e a c h one r e n d e r e d t o t h e 
e n t i r e c o m p a n y in t h e effort to a d v a n c e t h e p l a y r a t h e r t h a n himself . I n d e e d , a s F a t h e r F i n n , 
t h a t m o s t d i s ce rn ing of cr i t ics , r e m a r k e d , " l o l a n t h e was t h e m o s t effective of all T h e s p i a n 
p r o d u c t i o n s . " 
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DUET FROM lOLANTHE 
P H Y L L I S : 
Thou the tree and I the flower. 
Thou the idol, I the throng. 
Thou the day and I the hour. 
Thou the singer, I the song! 
STREPHON: 
I the stream and thou the willow, 
I the sculptor, thou the clay, 
I the ocean, thou the billow, 
I the sunrise, thou the day! 
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During the Holy Season of Lent, 1925, the students and alumni of St. Xavier College 
enacted the initial performance of the Passion of Christ. Thereafter followed three more 
performances, all of which were received with the heartiest pleasure and delight. These 
productions, together with those of last year, added greatly to the renown of the College. So 
numerous were the praises of the audiences, and so enthusiastic were the critics, that it was 
necessary to seek a theatre of greater seating capacity than was available for past performances. 
Accordingly, the Grand Opera House was selected for this year 's presentation. The business 
staff was by no means unwise in making such a selection, for the entire religious populace of 
the city seemed to be present at every showing, and their commendations and manifestations 
of pleasure more than repaid the characters and directors for their noble work. 
The play includes the entire Passion of Our Lord, from the time of His tr iumphant entrance 
into the city of Jerusalem, when His arrival is announced by the cry, "Jesus of Nazareth, the 
Prophet, He comes!" to the appearance of the angel on Easter Sunday, bidding Mary Magdalen 
and Mary, the mother of James and Salome, "Go, tell His disciples, and Peter, that He goeth 
before you into Galilee: there you shall see Him, as He told you." Interspersed between the 
episodes were a number of minor scenes connecting the main scenes in the drama, thus enabling 
the audience to follow the plot more closely. All the episodes were further knit into a united 
whole by excerpts from the Bible read by Gregor B. Moorman, "The Evangelist ." St. 
Lawrence Church Choir, J. Alfred Schehl, conductor, rendered sacred hymns at intervals, in 
accordance with the spirit of the production. 
"The Passion" was directed by Mr. J. Herman Thuman, who was also in charge the two 
preceding years. Mr. Thuman, himself, produced the play and trained all the characters, 
and praises of his version of the sufferings and death of Christ have been sung throughout the 
country. His able assistant, Mr. J. Paul Spaeth, was successful in instilling real feeling into 
the mob scenes. Together, they displayed the greatest skill and facility in manipulating the 
enormous cast. The characters, numbering some 150 people, included students, alumni and 
friends of St. Xavier College, young ladies from Sacred Heart College, and children from St. 
Xavier Parochial School. The role of Christ was vividly portrayed by John C. Thompson, of 
the Class o f ' 1 1 . Rev. A. Fisher was the faculty representative. 
Whatever is acclaimed marvelous by the people one year may seem more incredible the 
following year. This is the at t i tude taken by the at tendants of the sacred drama. Those who 
have witnessed the performances for the last three years have been surprised each time that 
the play seemed distinct from the last, although the plot and dialogue remained unchanged. 
This seeming difference arose from the more elaborate scenic effects and the richness of the 
costumes. And so, every year St. Xavier College prides herself upon "The Passion", and 
every year the glory of that dea*- old Alma Mater rises to greater heights. 
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J. HERMAN THUMAN 
" T H E P A S S I O N " 
Cast ot Characters 
Christ JOHN C . THO.MPSON 
The Evangelist GREGOR B . MOORMAN 
Annas ROBERT SAVAGE 
Caiphas RAYMOND DALEY 
Pilate JOHN P. M U R P H Y 
Peter GEORGE KEARNS 
James the Elder JAMES L . NOLAN 
John RONALD JEANMOUGIN 
Mary, Mother of Christ E D I T H GELLENBECK 
Martha MARTHA M E T Z 
Mary, sister of Martha M A B E L M A D D E N 
Veronica BERTHA GOSSMAN 
Mary of Salome R O S E POETKER 
Mary of Cleophas GRACE GROGAN 
Magdalen M I L D R E D RANZ 
The Lame Girl R U T H G R E I W E 
The Maid Servant MARY SWITALSKI 
The Angel M A R Y L O U I S E GUTTING 
Judas JAMES A. M C D O N A L D 
Simon of Cyrene WILLIAM G . K N E C H T 
Gamaliel RICHARD DOWNING 
Nicodemus. RAYMOND H I L B E R T 
The Centurion H E R B E R T JANSZEN 
Malchus, servant to Caiphas CLARENCE SPECHT 
Barabbas CARL STEINBICKER 
Money Lenders FRANK ARLINGHAUS, M O R S E CONROY, M I L T O N TOBIN 
In addition to the above characters, most of whom had speaking parts, there were the other 
eight Apostles, Scribes, Pharisees, and a throng of men, women and children composing the 
population of Jerusalem. 
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C h a i r m a n of the Boa rd , Xave r i an Booklovers ' Association. 
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MRS. ADELAIDE FOSS 
Donor of the Foss Memorial Chapel in Hinkle Hall. Mrs. Foss' sons, grand-
sons, and great grandsons are graduates of St. Xavier College. 
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\^f(->. he Staff of the "Musketeer of 1927" wishes to thank 
^— Mr. Dan Morgenthaler for his kindness in donating 
the pictures which appear in the following section of this book. 
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To the Athletic Council is due, in many respects, the credit for the rapid progress of St. 
Xavier in the last few years. Of the graduate activities of our Alma Mater, the Athletic 
Association is by far the most progressive and active of any of the Alumni organizations. 
The Alumni Athletic Association has a somewhat short history of nine years, but in those 
nine years they have worked constantly for a greater and better St. Xavier. This year of 
1927 will find the Athletic Association completing their most momentous work when the long 
awaited gymnasium will have been finished. It can be said with true justice that this edifice 
will stand as a memorial to the wonderful work accomplished by our Alumni Athletic Associa-
tion during the first years of its existence. 
The marvelous records made by St. Xavier teams, year in and year out, can be at tr ibuted 
to the efforts of the Athletic Council, for these loyal sons of St. Xavier insist that our athletes 
have the best of coaches, the best of equipment, and the best of opponents. 
We could go on forever singing the praises of these men, of whom we are so proud, but let 
it suffice for us to say that the Athletic Council is a live organization and that they work as we 
work—for a greater St. Xavier. 
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O u r Field House 
The increased matriculation of boarding students, the rapid development of intra-mural 
athletics, the necessity of having an auditorium large enough to accommodate student assemb-
l e s and convocations, and finally the ever increasing popularity of intercollegiate athletics, 
have made it necessary for the College to furnish a suitable building which would meet these 
demands. It was only through the kindness and generosity of Mr. Walter S. Schmidt, of the 
Class of '05, that these demands have been met. 
Work has already begun on the new field house, and hope is expressed that it will be ready 
for occupancy by next fall. When completed it will be one of the finest buildings of its kind 
in the country. It will be located on the west side of Corcoran Field, north of the stadium, 
fronting two hundred feet on the field and running back two hundred feet towards Winding 
Way. The field entrance will be opposite the present tennis courts. The entrance for specta-
tors will be on Winding Way. 
The ground floor on the field level will be devoted entirely to the varsity team. The locker 
room will be equipped with the best sanitary, ventilated lockers, while the showers, the rubbing-
room and the equipment room will be of the finest. Adjoining the rooms will be the athletic 
directors'office, the physician's office and treatment room, and the Athletic Council Chamber. 
The second floor will be given over to the student body in general. Locker space as well as 
an ample shower-room will be provided for all students. 
On the third floor will be an enclosed stadium. The floor-space, 105 by 200 feet, will be 
used for basket-ball and indoor track meets. The running track will be twelve-lap-to-the-mile 
size, and will contain a fifty-yard straightaway. Surrounding the track and floor will be 
seating space for 4000 spectators. 
The tower above the third floor will be used for handball courts. 
The new field house will be of fire-proof construction throughout, and will be ventilated by 
the best and most modern methods. The roof will be upheld by large trusses. There will be 
no unsightly posts to inconvenience players or spectators. The exterior will be designed to 
harmonize with that of the other buildings in the campus group. 
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.54 Cedarville 0 
. 56 Transylvania 0 
.27 Quantico 11 
. 20 Louisville 7 
. 33 Kenyon 0 
.20 Marshall 6 
. 69 Toledo 6 
.48 Murray Normal 0 
.21 W. Va. Wesleyan 7 
. 0 Haskell 27 
Won 9 Lost 1 
BOXING 
0 Notre Dame 6 
0 West Point 7 
2 Notre Dame 4 
4 Wash-Lee 2 
Won 1 Lost 3 
T E N N I S * 
, 3 Ky. State 2 
4 Indiana 2 
3 Detroit 4 
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BASKETBALL 
.22 Circleville 28 
. 23 Loyola 21 
.58 Circleville 27 
.27 Y. M. C. A 43 
.54 St. Louis 31 
. 39 St. Louis 5 
.29 Y. M. C. A 25 
.29 Wilmington 21 
.56 Wilmington 41 
. 13 Loyola 17 
.22 St. Viators 17 
.48 Marshall 22 
.35 Davis-Elkins 28 
,63 Transylvania 50 
Won 11 Lost 5 
BASEBALL* 
Michigan State 1 
Georgetown 5 
Georgetown (Rain) . . . . 5 
Transy 1 
Minnesota 5 
Minnesota (12 innings) 4 
Lincoln Mem 0 
Lincoln Mem 7 
Oglethorpe 6 
Oglethorpe 4 
Tied 1 Won 6 Lost 3 
*Because this publication goes to press before the baseball and tennis seasons are finished, 
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Athletic Review of Year 
" He IS wisest who has the most caution, 
He only wins who goes Jar enough." 
— P R O V E R B . 
The athletic year of 1926-1927, which has almost drawn to a close, will be recorded in the 
history of St. Xavier as the most successful year we have ever had in the field of sport. This 
year we will lose some of the best athletes we have, but we are consoled for their loss by the 
splendid record they are leaving behind them. Certainly, we can never forget the deeds of 
Rapp, Schmidt, Kelly, and the other men who leave us. It has been especially noteworthy 
this year, that much of the success of our teams is due to the splendid cooperation of players 
and coaches in carrying out the Musketeer spirit—"All for one and one for all". This spirit 
of team play has urged all of our teams on to victory. 
Our great Musketeer football team won nine games and lost one, a record which is all the 
more praiseworthy when we consider the calibre of our opponents. The Musketeer eleven 
gained recognition throughout the entire country by the startling victories over the Quantico 
Marines and West Virginia Wesleyan. We played only one Ohio Conference game, defeating 
Kenyon 33 to 0. Defeat, administered the hands of the swarthy Haskell Indians, came on 
Thanksgiving day. Fighting in a sea of mud and a steady downpour of rain, the Musketeer 
afforded little opposition for the heavy red-men. The aerial at tack of the team of '26 was the 
most perfect that has ever been seen in this part of the country, and raised Coach Meyer to 
even greater esteem among football fans who saw his charges perform. 
Following our great football season we enjoyed an even more successful basket-ball season, 
winning nine intercollegiate contests and losing only one. We split even in our other four 
games with independent teams. Our biggest victory was over Davis-Elkins, of West Virginia, 
who had defeated most of the best teams in the East. We beat St. Louis University, Marshall 
College, Loyola (Chicago), Wilmington, Transylvania, and St. Viators in other intercollegiate 
games. 
At the present writing the baseball team has played ten games winning six, losing three 
and tying one. W ê defeated Minnesota in two games, Lincoln Memorial twice, Transylvania, 
and Georgetown once. We lost to Michigan State and to Oglethorpe by close scores. The 
tie game was played with Georgetown. The team's play so far has been characterized by the 
splendid work of the pitchers and the heavy hitting of Captain Schmidt, Joe -Buerger and 
Tommy Clines. 
The Musketeer boxing team did not have a very successful season, winning only one out of 
four meets. However, we can excuse our "pugs" when we consider the calibre of their oppo-
WkM 
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nents. The Musketeers lost two meets to Notre Dame and one to Army, and won from the 
pugilists of Washington and Lee University. 
Dr. Wesley Furste's tennis team has played three meets so far this year, winning from 
Indiana and Kentucky, and losing to Detroit. The Musketeers will be represented in the Ohio 
Conference meet to be held the first part of June, and Coach Furste is confident that his boys 
will carry off the honors. 
Such IS a brief resume of the athletic activities of the year. We have had a truly successful 
season, and have met the best teams of the country in the different lines of sport. We have 
brought to this city teams of national repute, which have been unable to cope with our teams, 
and these men from larger institutions have wondered how a college with an enrollment of less 
than four hundred can have such superior teams. We might be able to enlighten them—it is 
not a wealth of material that wins our victories, but it is the dauntless and courageous spirit of 
our teams, that has carried us to great victories in the past and will carry us to greater victories 
in the future. 
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Coach Joseph A. Meyer 
"All hail to our 'Chief'." To Joseph A. Meyer we must address this salute for during his 
reign of seven years as Athletic Director at St. Xavier, we have had more successful athletic 
teams than ever before. And this season of 1926-1927 has been paramount over the successful 
years we have enjoyed under his tutelage. His football team of 1926, for it was his team in 
every sense of the word, was truly a masterpiece, and the master artist was Coach Aleyer. A 
better coached team never trod a gridiron, as our sensational victories of the past season 
testify. 
' Joe" is probably the most popular man around St. Xavier today, and he is beloved by 
the Faculty, the students and by all followers of the Musketeer teams. His duties as Athletic 
Director call for many important qualities and never has " J o e " been found wanting. He has 
supported every student activity with that same enthusiasm which motivates all his work. 
In coaching our athletic teams, Meyer has enjoyed unusual success in bringing out the best 
in every man, and never has there been a man who has played under the 'Chief who has not 
profited by it. He is gifted with that indefinable dexterity which enables him to develop eager 
but untrained candidates into athletes, and promising men into heroes. It is this quality in 
our coach which instilled into our teams that "Musketeer Spiri t" for which they are known 
throughout the land. It is the hope of everyone that Coach Meyer will be with St. Xavier for 
many years to come, for it would be difficult indeed, to find a more able coach and a finer 
personality than Joseph A. Meyer. 
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"Pude" shaking off Cedarville grid-men 
Football Review 
The football season of 1926 will go down in the history of St. Xavier as a season which broke 
records that have been respected at our school for many years. It was our most successful 
season; it was our longest and hardest season; it was a season unique in that it firmly estab-
lished that spirit of the Musketeers, "All for one and one for all ." To the latter principle may 
be laid the credit for the success of our great team. 
From the very beginning of the season the spirit of victory was in the air, but it was there, 
only because our men had imbibed the Musketeer spirit to give all they had in order that the 
Blue and White might tr iumph. 
Together with this high morale of the players we had the best coaching staff that a St. 
Xavier team has ever had. First and foremost, there was the incomparable Joe Meyer, head 
coach and revered by his men as 'the Chief. In John Noppenberger and " Je r ry" Jones, 
Coach Meyer had two able assistants. " N o p p y " and " Je r ry" drilled together the most 
powerful line that we have ever had, and it was due to this line that we were so successful in 
1926. The spirit of co-operation between the coaches and the players was particularly notice-
able throughout the entire season. 
Before the first game many St. Xavier supporters were a bit skeptical because of the long 
and heavy schedule we were facing and the evident lack of capable substitutes. However, 
from the first game Coach Meyer concentrated on the development of reserve material, and as 
the season wore on these skeptics were converted into firm believers in the worth of our team. 
I\.elly plunges through Louisville jor a marker 
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Burns romping through Louisville 
When Captain " H u b " Rapp led his men onto the field for the first game of the season with 
Cedarville College, no one dreamed of the hurricane about to cut loose on the Cedarville team. 
Despite the heavy rain that fell during the game the Musketeers rolled up a total of fifty-four 
points, while our opponents failed to score. In this contest Coach Meyer used forty-five men 
and every man performed credibly. Cedarville brought a good team to Corcoran Field but it 
could not withstand the assaults of the Musketeer backs nor could it break through the "Big 
Green" line. Kelly, Allgeier and Burns were the main point scorers for Xavier, Burns alone 
romping off for three touchdowns. 
The following Saturday a large early season crowd witnessed another overwhelming victory 
for the Musketeers. The Pioneers of Transylvania College were the victims and they suc-
cumbed to the onslaughts of our team by a score of 56 to 0. In this contest " P u d e " Beatty, 
all-Ohio halfback of 1925, delighted the spectators by crossing the enemy goal line in the 
course of the afternoon's play. Allgeier, Burns and Kelly lent him able assistance, while the 
line opened up enormous holes for the backs to dash through. Captain Herbert Rapp, who 
led his men in superb fashion was given worthy aid by his fellow linemen. 
Then came one of the outstanding victories of the year! The Quantico Marines came to 
Cincinnati with a string of four consecutive early season victories and all the prophets predicted 
the downfall of our Musketeers. But the prophets were wrong. . The Marines lived up to all 
that had been predicted about them, but in the Musketeers they met a team that outcharged, 
outfought, and completely outplayed them. The first quarter passed with Beatty and Mc-
Quaide engaging in a kicking duel with honors about even. Soon after the second quarter 
Transylvania Game—Beatty hits off tackle 
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began. Stock of the Marines dropped back and drop-kicked a beautiful goal from the thirty-five 
yard line. And then the Musketeers cut loose with the most beautiful pass work of the season 
—four straight passes were completed to score our first touchdown of the day, Daugherty 
passing the ball over the line to Beatty. Wenzel added the extra point. The Marines gained 
the lead again a few minutes later when they marked up a touchdown after a forty-five yard 
run by McQuaide. But again the Musketeers were not to be outdone, for only a few minutes 
before the end of the first half, the ever watchful " H u b " Rapp intercepted a pass on the Marines 
thirty-four yard line, from which Beatty hurled a pass to Kelly, who progressed to the seven 
yard line before downed. After three a t tempts at rushing the ball, Daugherty passed over the 
line to Kelly. W^enzel again made the extra point and we led 14 to 9 at the end of the half. 
In the second half Xavier was assured of victory because of touchdowns by Gosiger and Ray 
King; while the Devildogs were able to score only two points on a safety. We were ahead 
27 to 11 at the final whistle. 
The first half of the Louisville game was a rather listless affair, as neither team was able to 
score. Soon after the start of the second half, Eddie Burns made a brilliant forty yard dash and 
marked up a touchdown for the Blue and White. The second Musketeer touchdown came 
after Beatty had completed a thirty yard pass to Kelly, the " Bonecrusher", who carried the 
ball to the five yard line; from this place " P u d e " Beat ty carried it over the line for the six 
points. Wenzel added the extra point as usual. Our third and final touchdown was due to 
the combined work of Eddie Burns, Beatty and Kelly. Burns intercepted a Louisville pass 
and ran thirty yards before he was tackled. Then the incomparable Beatty passed to the 
Louisville game. They finally stop Burns 
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Beatty made six touchdowns against Toledo this day 
waiting Kelly, who plunged over the goal line for a touchdown. Then Louisville opened up 
with soine clever pass work and owing to some fine work by Koster, a halfback, they were able 
to cross our goal line. The game ended with the Musketeers leading 20 to 7. However, it 
might be well to add here, that the score does not fully demonstrate the superiority of the 
Musketeers over the Cardinals from the University of Louisville. Our team gained four 
hundred and seventy-four yards to forty-five for the Cardinals. It was our fourth consecutive 
victory and the first defeat for the Cardinals in eleven games. Schmidt and Burns were stars. 
In our only Ohio Conference contest of the season we easily defeated Kenyon College 
33 to 0. This game was featured by the long runs of Burns, Beatty and Clines. Xavier 
scored only one touchdown in the first quarter, but made two more soon after the second 
quarter began. Burns and Beatty made the long runs for scores; the "Columbus Flash" 
dashing seventy-two yards and " P u d e " running forty-seven for these touchdowns. After 
this evidence of perfection the subs were given their chance and they played for almost two 
quarters. Then the regulars were sent back into the fray and two more touchdowns were 
scored, which brought our total up to thirty-three. The line performed brilliantly in this game 
and Captain Rapp, Schmidt and Wenzel will long be remembered for their offensive work in 
this game. 
The Marshall game was ne.xt and again the Musketeers emerged victors. We gained the 
victory in easier fashion than the score indicates for we were in much better condition than 
our opponents from West Virginia. The game was played on a field that resembled a quagmire 
of mud more than a football field. This was perhaps the main reason that the score of the 
Allgeier going through the "Devil-Dogs' 
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Gosiger scores on the Marines 
Musketeers was only twenty points. Marshall scored their touchdown on a blocked punt, 
but they were unable to add the extra point. Joe Kelly made one of the most unusual touch-
downs of the season when he picked up the ball, laid down by a Marshall player, and ran 
forty-five yards for a touchdown. Kelly along with Captain-elect Wenzel were the stars of 
this encounter. Chip" Cain, substitute center, performed well in the absence of Captain Rapp. 
The next two contests were merely light workouts for the Musketeers, who literally slaugh-
tered their opponents in these games. Toledo was the first of these unfortunate teams and 
they bowed low before our team. The score was 69 to 6. Paul Beatty, flashy halfback, alone 
scored six touchdowns in this game, running for forty, fifty and sixty yards dashes almost at 
will. It was the most sensational exhibition of the year, and again displayed to our followers 
the true worth of Beatty. The subs played most of this contest, for Coach Meyer took advan-
tage of this occasion to give Lis regulars a much needed rest. 
Then came the Murray Normal game. Again the "Blue and White" conquered, the score 
being 48 to 0. Beatty was again the outstanding star romping off for four more touchdowns, 
although ably assisted by Kelly and Burns in this scoring. Coach Meyer again utilized the 
situation to give his subs a workout and the reserve men performed well for more than two 
periods. Of the regulars, McGrath and Gosiger performed the best. 
West Virginia Wesleyan was the best team we had encountered up to that time in 1926, 
and the "Bobcats" fully lived up their reputation as one of the leading teams in the country. 
It was really a great day for the Musketeers as every member of the team played in stellar 
manner, each one realizing that they were meeting their most formidable foe of the year. 
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Part oj the crowd at the Marine game 







T/z^ "Bonecrusher" crushes West Virginia Wesleyan 
Xavier scored in each of the first three quarters, with Beatty, Burns, and Kelly carrying the 
ball over the line, while Wenzel added the extra point in each instance. To pick out any 
individual stars for this game would be impossible, unless we were to name each man from end 
to end, and then add the four backfield stars. An outstanding feature of this game was the 
fact that Coach Meyers used only twelve men, which is quite a tribute to the splendid condi-
tion of his team. 
On Thanksgiving day, quite to the consternation of the Turkey-Day Fans, a heavy down-
pour of rain transformed the field into a heavy sea of mud. This condition was exactly to the 
liking of the Haskell Indians, who, aided by their overwhelming weight and warrior strength, 
overpowered the lighter Xaverians and strode on to victory. Mayes McClain, all-American 
halfback, running behind perfect interference, was the individual star of the day and thrilled 
the 15,000 spectators frequently by his sensational running. When the game was over the 
Indians had amassed a total of twenty-seven points while the Musketeers, baffled by the mud 
and the stamina of their opponents, were unable to score. This game marked the close of the 
football careers of Captain " H u b " Rapp, Mark Schmidt, " J o e " Kelly, " P u d e " Beat ty and 
Paul Gosiger, all of whom again displayed that same fighting spirit which has made the 
Musketeers feared by all. 
Thus terminated the most glorious football season that St. Xavier has ever had, and it is 
only just that the names of the Musketeers of 1926 shall be recorded in the history of the school 
as the most pugnacious and best conditioned team it has ever had. 
Allgeier makes fijteen yards through Haskell 
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W I E N E R JONES " C H I E F " M E Y E R N O P P E N B E R G E R G R E E N E 
During the past football season Head Coach Joseph A. Aleyer was assisted by the best 
corps of men that have ever directed our athletic teams. The assistant coaches were John 
Noppenberger, Notre Dame, '25, and " Je r ry" Jones, another Notre Dame man who played at 
the Hoosier school in 1914, '15 and '16. " Jak ie" Wiener, varsity end in 1924 and '25, directed 
the Freshmen squad, while Harold "Buck" Greene served in the capacity of trainer. 
John Noppenberger, the assistant athletic director, played tackle on the St. Xavier elevens 
of 20' and '21. In 1922 " N o p p y " shifted his activities to Notre Dame University and played 
on the famous "Fighting Irish" team of 1923. "Noppy" has been a member of the Xavier 
coaching staff for two years and much of the success of the teams of the past two years can be 
traced to his earnest efforts. 
" Je r ry" Jones played on the Notre Dame elevens of '14, '15 and '16 and at that time was 
hailed as one of the greatest guards of the country. Jones is a true product of the Rockne 
system, and a typical Rockne guard, being big and fast. Jones assisted Aleyer in coaching the 
Xavier eleven of 1923 and he returned to lend valuable aid in developing the Musketeer eleven 
of 1926. " Je r ry" is possessed of inestimable football knowledge and it is the hope of every 
Musketeer fan that he will be with us when the 1927 football team is assembled next fall. 
Jake Wiener while in College was one of Xavier 's brainiest gridmen, and under his able 
guidance the Freshman football squa^ of 1926 learned the rudiments of Coach Meyer's system. 
There is no doubt that his good work with the Freshmen will prove a great help to Coach 
Meyer in the fall. 
Harold "Buck" Greene has rendered invaluable service to the Musketeer elevens for the 
past two years, proving to be very efficient as the trainer of our teams. Greene attended St. 
Xavier in 1920 and made a remarkable record in his one year under Joe Aleyer. "Buck" also 
coached the boxing team. 




To the student managers of 1926 is due a large portion of the credit for the success of the 
football team. The managers, who worked hard and long, were untiring in their efforts, and 
they really belong in the category of unsung heroes. 
The two "Jimmies", Curran and Nolan, were ideally fitted for the positions of student 
managers. Curran was a member of the Frosh squad of 1923 and the varsity squad of 1924, 
and in 1925 he served as assistant student manager to Joe Manley, '26. " J i m m y " surely 
kept things ship-shape. 
" J i m m y " Nolan is another well known Xavier man, who has been identified with many 
Xavier activities during his three years attendance at this College. Nolan is president of the 
Junior Class and has served the school in many other positions. There is no doubt but that 
•"Jimmy" Curran will leave the managership, in good hands, for " J i m m y " Nolan is certainly 
•capable of handling the position. 
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Captain Herbert C. Rapp 
I t matters not how brilliant are painted the many episodes of the 1926 football season, 
episodes of startling victories and sterling individual performances, for the deeds of the Muske-
teers of 1926 will always go hand in hand with the brilliant achievements of Herbert Rapp, 
center and captain of that valiant eleven. 
" H u b " came to St. Xavier from Hamilton High School, where he was hailed as the State 's 
greatest athlete. " H u b " is a big man, standing over six feet and weighing around two hundred 
pounds. With these physical assets and his admirable grit and determination, it is no wonder 
that this quiet, young man has become known as the ideal athlete of our school. 
In his Freshman year " H u b " was out for practice every night, assimilating all the details 
of Coach Meyer 's system, and giving his best in the daily scrimmages against the varsity. In 
his year on the Freshman team, " H u b " set an example that it would be well for every ambitious. 
Freshman football player to follow. 
In 1924 Rapp made his first appearance on the varsity, and although starting every game, 
he alternated with Earl Sullivan in holding down the center position against the onslaughts of 
the enemy. 
It was in his Junior year that " H u b " forged to the front as the star of the Xavier team and 
as the best center in this part of the country. No one who saw the Ohio Wesleyan game in 
1925 can ever forget the picture of " H u b " Rapp, fighting against overwhelming odds, trying 
to stave off defeat. His labors that day were not rewarded with victory, but he gained the 
admiration of every true sport for his courageous play. 
" H u b " was elected to the captaincy of the 1926 eleven, and it was only fitting that we 
should have an ideal captain for our most illustrious team. " H u b " inspired the Musketeers of 
1926 to gain victories, which several years ago would have been the impossible for the Xavier 
representatives. 
After the close of the regular season, " H u b " was picked on practically every all-Ohio team, 
and was honored by being selected for the all-Western by Walter Eckersall. He also received 
several mentions for all-American teams. 
" H u b " played his last game for Xavier against the Haskell Indians on Thanksgiving Day, 
and again is portrayed before us the inspiring spectacle of Captain Rapp, pleading with his 
men to stop the charges of the Indians, and giving everything he had, fighting doggedly to 
overcome the powerful Redskins. So passes from our midst our captain, the best center that 
has ever performed on a Cincinnati gridiron, and the finest, truest, and ablest athlete that 
has ever donned a green and white uniform. 




Legion of Honor 
S E L E C T I V I T Y 
1. The recipient of this honor must be an outstanding man in football achievement; no 
other sport can qualify a man for the Honor Legion. 
2. The Coach, the Faculty Representative on the Athletic Council and the Athletic 
Council acting by and through its chairman, shall select the recipient of this honor. 
3. Exceptional playing, loyalty to the College and the team, courage and character, will 
be considered in the award of this distinction. 
4. Usually only one man each year will be honored; some years none may be chosen; other 
years more than one may be selected. 
5. This honor shall be awarded at the annual Football Banquet. 
RULES 
Rule 1. No separate photograph shall be displayed anywhere in the College buildings 
unless the subjects are members of the Legion. 
Rule 2. A bronze tablet shall be placed in the Alumni meeting room and a full sized photo-
graph properly framed and suitably marked in brass shall forever be displayed therein, however, 
when the Gymnasium shall have been built, this tablet and these photographs and names shall 
be transferred and permanently placed in the Trophy Room of the Gymnasium. 
Rule 3. A suitable testimonial, to be decided on by the Athletic Council, shall accompany 
this honor. This rule shall not be retroactive. 
Rule 4. These rules or any one of them may be altered, amended, abrogated or changed 
in any way by a two-thirds majority of the Athletic Council. 
At the close of the 1925 football season the St. Xavier Athletic Council announced the 
establishment of the Musketeer Legion of Honor. This organization has for its purpose the 
paying of a due tribute to those men who have especially distinguished themselves upon varsity 
football teams during the past quarter-century. 
In selecting members for the Legion consideration was given only to players on teams subse-
quent to 1899. It is true that football was introduced at St. Xavier many years before that 
date, but the difficulty of obtaining satisfactory information about the players of those remote 
seasons made it seem advisable that nominations be confined to the last quarter century. 
ROSTER OF LEGION OF HONOR 
Ledyard Mitchell 1900 Halfback 
Joseph D. O'Meara 1901 Center 
Ancel C. Minor 1902 Ful lback ' 
Mark Mitchell 1903 Halfback 
John Ryan 1907 Halfback 
Camilus Feltman 1909 Halfback 
John C. Thompson 1910 Tackle 
Mat thew Roll 1911 Quarterback 
Clayton B. Kiefer 1913 End 
Carl Braun 1914 Fullback 
John H. Frey 1916 Quarterback 
Michael Hellenthal 1919 
Joseph J. King 1920 
James J. Cushing 1921 
Herbert J. Davis 1921 
Richard R. Marnell 1922 
Walter J. Bartlett 1923 
William J. Knecht 1924 
Herbert Rapp 1925 
Mark A. Schmidt 1926 
Joseph Kelly 1926 

















PAUL B E A T T Y 
Legion of H o n o r 
Paul Beatty closed one of the most colorful football careers in our history, last Thanks-
giving Day, against the Haskell Indians. For three years " P u d e " has been our great triple 
threat man; and every time he got hold of the ball, something was sure to happen. As a broken 
field runner, Beatty has no superior, as anyone will testify who saw him perform during the 
last three years. His passing and kicking have carried the Blue and White through many a 
trying situation, and his wonderful defensive work has been unparalleled. 
It was during the 1926 season that " P u d e " reached his greatest heights. He was the third 
high point scorer of the country, chalking up nineteen touchdowns for a total of 114 points. 
In the Toledo game, although he played only one-half, " P u d e " gave the most sensational 
exhibition of running ever seen at Corcoran Field, scoring six touchdowns and gaining more 
than three hundred yards. 
The selection of Paul Beatty for the 1926 Legion of Honor was only a fitting climax to the 
athletic career of the flashiest halfback in Ohio. Beatty was chosen on the all-Ohio teams for 
1925 and 1926. 
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JOSEPH W. KELLY 
Legion of Honor 
Joseph Kelly came to St. Xavier heralded as one of the greatest high school athletes in Ohio; 
and during his three years of varsity competition he has earned himself the title of the best all 
around athlete at St. Xavier. Joe has won three letters in each of the major sports, football, 
basket-ball, and baseball, and was captain of the 1927 basket-ball team. 
On the gridiron Joe filled the position of fullback, and he filled it to perfection. Called the 
"Balkan Bonecrusher" by the sporting writers, Kelly has earned the reputation of being the 
hardest hitting fullback to be found. Whenever the team needed two or three yards, it was 
Kelly who was given the ball, and it was Kelly who made that first down. It was not only for 
his offensive playing, however, that he was given that savage appellation, "Bonecrusher". 
His ability to break up passes together with his sturdiness in backing up the line, frustrated 
more than one of the nine teams over whom Xavier emerged victorious. 
As a member of the Musketeer Legion of Honor the name of Joseph Kelly will go down to 
the future undergraduates as the name of a man who always gave his best for St. Xavier. 
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M A R K A. b C l l A U D T 
Legion of Honor 
In the roll call of the Musketeer Legion of Honor there will not be found a man more de-
serving of this high honor than xMark Schmidt. Mark completed his third year on the varsity 
last fall, having played end in his Sophomore year and guard for the next two years. Schmidt 's 
play at the guard position has been of the highest type, as his grit and determination have 
formed an unpassable barrier for opposing teams. His work on the offensive was a mighty 
factor in paving the way for the fleet Musketeer halfbacks. Schmidt and his fellow line men, 
Rapp and Schiebe'rt, formed the most powerful center trio in Ohio. 
Coaches who have seen Xavier perform during the past two years have marvelled at the 
aggressive play of Schmidt, and have ascribed him first place among the leading linemen. 
Mark has performed for Xavier for three years, and his outstanding characteristics have been 
work for the good of the team, and his willingness to sacrifice any personal glory for a victory. 
He was honored with an all-Ohio selection in 1925. 
For Alark Schmidt we will say, that he has worked with that true Musketeer spirit, "All for 
one and one for all." 





On a bright and sunny September day, in the fall of 1923, an old touring car drew up before 
the doors of Science Hall, wheezed, snorted, back-fired and—stopped. The driver slipped 
from under the wheel, and, with a little sigh of relief, ascended the steps and disappeared into 
the office of the Dean. The man who made such an unauspicious entrance through the portals 
of St. Xavier was none other than Captain-elect " D u t c h " Wenzel. 
One of the greatest tackles who pulled on a cleated shoe for St. Xavier. " D u t c h " is a 
charter member in the fraternal order of fine fellows. Quiet, reserved and level-headed, he 
has endeared himself to everyone with whom he has come in contact. 
Wenzel was prevented from playing during 1925, because of a serious injury sustained in 
practice, but came back to the fold last year and displayed some of the best football ever seen 
on Corcoran Field. His long kick offs and his unerring accuracy in goal kicking made him 
doubly valuable to the team. 
" D u t c h " will graduate next year, but before he doffs the moleskins, he will have engraved 
his name indelibly in the athletic annals of St. Xavier. He has all of the qualities that make a 
great leader, and we are sure that , with the benefit of this leadership, the team will enjoy a 
most successful season. 
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Allgeier has been christened the "Flying Dutchman" due to his fine work against the 
Marines and Indians in 1926, and his splendid offensive play against Conference opponents in 
1925. 
Mat t hails from St. Xavier High School in Louisville, Ky., and has one more year of College 
football. 
Paul Beatty for the past three years has been hailed as the best all-around halfback we have 
e\'er had. His passing, kicking, interfering, fine defensive work, and unparalleled running 
startled our opponents throughout all his football career. 
'Pude" is another all-Ohio man for the past two seasons. He came here from Middletown, 
Ohio. He was awarded a position on the Legion of Honor in 1926. 
Joseph Buerger is a fellow townsman of Mark Schmidt, hailing from Reading, Ohio, and 
has played two years on the varsity at tackle and end. In the 1925 season Joe" played most 
of the time at a tackle position, but was changed to an end, because of the long reach and 
uncanny ability at receiving passes. 
Joe" has one more year. 
Edward Burns came to St. Xavier in 1924 from Aquinas High of Columbus. Ed has 
played for two years on the varsity and is one of our best ground gainers. He is also a good 
passer and this, with his ability to punt, pushes him forward as the successor of "Pude ' Beatty. 
Burns was one of our leading ground gainers in 1926 and ran second only to Beatty as an 
offensive triple-threat man. 
Paul Cain faced the practically insurmountable obstacle of competing with Captain " H u b " 
Rapp for the center position in 1926, but never did he fail to give his very best towards victory. 
Whenever " H u b " was not in the game, it can be said to the credit of "Ch ip" Cain that he filled 
in the captain's place almost as well as " H u b " himself. 
"Ch ip" is a product of the local St. Xavier High School and has two more years. 
Thomas Clines is a good example of what grit and determination will do for a boy. Although 
handicapped by lack of size. Tommy overcame these obstacles and became regular quarterback 
after he was given a chance to make good. As a field general Tommy excels, and his fine work 
in directing the team in the West Virginia Wesleyan and Haskell games was especially praise-
worthy. 
Tommy hails from Louisville, Ky., and is a product of St. Xavier High School of that city. 
N 
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Thomas Daugherty, of Indianapolis, Indiana, is another one of the Xavier gridders whose 
season was brought to an abrupt close by an injury. Tom" performed in the quarterback 
position for the first five games when an injury in the Kenyon game forced him to retire for the 
rest of the season. " T o m " is a good man and a hard fighter and will be heard from in the 
future. 
'Tom" has two more years and all Xavier rooters are pulling for his return to the line-up 
for next fall. 
Paul Gosiger, rangy end for the past two seasons, served two seasons as apprentice to J im" 
Boyle, but came into his own in 1926, and played a great game as regular end for the Blue and 
White. "Goose" will always be remembered at Xavier as being one of the best pass receivers 
we have had. His work in the Quantico game will not be forgotten soon. 
Paul lives in Newport, Kentucky. He attended St. Xavier High School. 
Herbert Janszen is another one of our massive tackles, who has performed nobly for the 
Blue and White for the past two years. " H e r b " won his spurs during the 1925 season when he 
gained a position of regular tackle, and he continued his fine work during the 1926 season. His 
great work throughout the entire year has stamped him as one of our most valuable men. 
" H e r b " is a Cincinnati boy and comes from Elder High School. 
Raymond King is Xavier's pounding, hard driving "pony" fullback. Ray began the 
season as a halfback, but Coach Meyers soon decided to utilize the powerful drive of this stocky 
youngster by shifting him to full-back position. Ray is a brother of Joe King, famous guard of 
other years, and a Legion of Honor man in 1919. Ray gives promise of surpassing even the 
achievements of the renowned "Sapper". 
Ray is a Cincinnati St. Xavier High School product and has two more years. 
Joseph Kell^', of Cincinnati, has been varsity fullback for the last three years. Joe" is the 
ideal athlete, a hard worker and always a clean player. He is recognized as one of the hardest 
hitting fullbacks in Ohio. " J o e " is a great defensive player, and always had the necessary 
driving power to gain a few yards when they were most needed. 
Kelly was honored by being placed on the Legion of Honor in his Senior year. 
Andy McGrath is a "whiz" on the gridiron as well as on the basket-ball court. He shared 
honors at right end during 1925 with Jake Wiener and so distinguished himself that he was a 
cinch for a regular berth this year. His vicious tackling and good defensive play won him 
praise on all sides during the past season. 
Andy is a Cincinnati boy and has one more year of varsity 
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Joseph McGuinn, of Norwood, is a man of whom little was heard due to the fact that he 
was a substitute for Mark Schmidt. However, " Joe" gave all that he had to the team and 
gives promise of developing into a star in the future. Watch Joe's defensive work next year! 
Joe" is from Norwood High School and has two more years. 
Herbert Rapp, of Hamilton, Ohio, completed his third year of intercollegiate football last 
"Thanksgiving". Hub has made a record during his three years at St. Xavier that will go down 
in the annals of history as a magnificent example of grit, determination, and unselfishness. 
His work as varsity center won him praise from everyone who saw him play. 
H u b " has been all-Ohio center for two years, all-Western in his Senior year, and received 
several mentions for all-American honors during his career. He was placed on the Musketeer 
Legion of Honor in 1925 and was captain in 1926. 
Mark Scheibert, known to all Xavier followers as "Scheib", was converted into a guard at 
the beginning of the 1926 season. The previous year " M a r k " had shared fullback honors with 
" J o e " Kelly, but as there was a notable lack of guard material this year. Coach Meyers shifted 
Scheibert to that position. There is no need of telling what glory he gained in that position, 
for his work in the West Virginia Wesleyan and Haskell Indians games have put him on the 
ever growing list of Xavier immortals. 
Mark is from Aliddletown, Ohio, and has one more year. 
Mark Schmidt is another three year man. He played part of his first year on the varsity 
at an end position, but suffered a knee injury about midseason which forced him to change his 
style of play, and he was then converted into a guard. And what a guard he did make! His 
aggressiveness and stamina soon made him one of the most feared men on our team. His play 
was always superb and an Inspiration .to his team-mates. 
Mark is a Legion of Honor man and received mention on all Ohio teams for two years. He 
is from Reading, Ohio. 
Dan Tehan, gigantic tackle, was one of the real finds of the past season. Dan suffered a 
serious hip injury the summer of 1925, but he overcame this obstacle and became a regular 
tackle in 1926. His plucky work in the Haskell game won him a place in the hearts of all Xavier 
rooters. 
Dan is a product of the Cincinnati St. Xavier High School. 
Otto Wenzel, captain-elect for 1927, began his varsity football career at St. Xavier in the 
fall of 1924, but lost a whole season due to an operation. " D u t c h " returned to his old position 
at tackle in 1926, and with his massive strength formed an impassable barrier on the left side 
of the line. 
" D u t c h " is from Middletown, Ohio, and will be back next year to lead his team-mates. 
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L. HELLEBUSH E. McGRATH w. MCCARTHY 
O u r Cheer Leaders 
The cheering corps was ably directed during the 1926-1927 athletic season by Edward J. 
McGrath, '28, William F. J. McCarthy, '27, and Louis Hellebush, '30. Theirs was a task 
which required much finesse, enthusiasm, and an untold amount of energy—to say nothing of 
patient and capable lungs, and clear and stirring voices. To keep the fans shouting and 
cheering, to keep the morale of the team at high pitch, to pray and to plead with the Musketeers 
to "hold that l ine" or to "give us a touchdown"—to do these things and more, was their work, 
a work which demanded acrobats, diplomats and "good fellows". But stocky "Eddie" , rangy 
"Bil l" and chubby "Lou" were more than successful in their work. To them must be given a 
share of the credit for Xavier 's long list of victories. 
McGrath and Hellebush will be back with us again next year to lead the cheering, while 
McCarthy will be lost to us through graduation. 
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The Freshman squad of 1926 was coached by " J a k e " Wiener, versatile athlete of the Class 
of 1926. " J ake" played end on the varsity in 1924 and 1925, besides playing three years of 
basket-ball. He was captain of the 1926 basket-ball team. 
The Fresh of 1926 were a most reliable and dependable crew, practicing faithfully in order 
that the varsity might progress, and receiving little reward outside of the knowledge they 
gained. There were a number of promising men who will be heard from next year, when they 
become eligible for varsity competition. Some of the more promising were: Moloney, 
Reilly, Carroll, Tiernan, O'Bryan, Hoban, Hogan, Cowan, Downing, Uchtman, Rulander, 
Oliger, Whitehead, McCarthy, Zoeller, Hilgeford, Dooley, Callahan, and Semons. The Fresh-
men were ably managed b^^ Donald McHale, '30. More power to you. Freshmen! 
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Captain ' 'Joe' ' Kelly 
To Captain " Joe" Kelly must go a large portion of the honor of our basket-ball team of 
1926-27. This year, under his dynamic leadership, St. Xavier was represented by the best 
court squad that ever played under the Blue and White colors. 
For three years " Joe" has been regular guard on the team, and in those three years, his all 
around work has been unsurpassed. A strong defensive man, a swift dribbler, and a deadly 
shot from mid-floor, " J o e " has that natural fighting spirit, which makes stars out of ordinary 
players, and which made a super-star out of " J o e " Kelly. 
" J o e " has made an almost perfect record in athletics at St. Xavier, having won three letters 
in each major sport—football, basket-ball and baseball. He is known far and wide as the 
hardest hitting fullback to be found, which has earned him the cognomen of the "Balkan 
Bonecrusher". He was honored by being placed on the Musketeer Legion of Honor at the 
close of the 1926 football season, and his prowess as a pitcher on the baseball diamond has 
spread into the camps of all our collegiate baseball opponents. Here is a toast to you, " J o e " 
—Captain, gentleman and friend. 

















The Musketeer Basket-ball team of 1926-27 was undoubtedly the smoothest performing 
machine that has represented Xavier on the hardwood court. The team was composed of a 
squad of eleven men, and its great strength was in the fact that each member was capable of 
playing a regular position. Coach Joe Meyer was forced to change his starting lineup almost 
ever\' game, and was always able to make advantageous substitutions at crucial moments. 
Captain Joe Kelly was about the only man on the squad who started every contest, and he 
was ably assisted in his position at back guard by George Sterman, a Sophomore, and Dan 
Tehan, a Junior. Captain-elect Andy McGrath and Bob King divided the work at center, and 
both figured prominently in scoring points against the greatest opposition. Ray Leeds and 
Johnny Williams alternated at one forward position, while "Ch ip" Cain occupied the other 
forward berth. Eddie Burns, Tom Eagan and Tom Daugherty split up the work as running 
guard. 
During the season the Blue and White representatives lost only one intercollegiate contest 
out of ten played. In other games the Alusketeers had an even break, winning two and losing 
two games with independent teams. 
The outstanding victory of the season came when the Musketeers overwhelmed the mighty 
men of Davis Elkins, who had lost only one contest in sixteen before coming to Cincinnati. 
The Blue and White quintet conquered the representatives of Davis Elkins by a count of 35 to 
28 after the West Virginia team had won from such teams as Army, Navy, Princeton, and 
West Virginia University. 
The two stiffest contests of the year were with the basket-tossers from Loyola University of 
Chicago. In the first game, played at Cincinnati, the Musketeers came from behind in the 
closing minutes of play to win by a score of 23 to 21. With eight minutes to play the score was 
21 to 12 in favor of Loyola, Then, the Musketeers began a fight that not only kept the Chica-
goans from scoring, but tied the score at 21 all. Finally, the indomitable Captain Kelly arched 
the ball from mid-floor through the basket for the winning points. 
The return game with Loyola was as equally hard fought as the game at Cincinnati. In 
this contest the Musketeers were greatly hindered by the loss of Johnny Williams, reliable goal 
tosser. This game, played at Chicago, was our only intercollegiate defeat of the year, and 
even in this game the Musketeers displayed the same fight and skill that won the other games. 
The final score was 17 to 13 in favor of Loyola, although the Xaverians held the lead during 
most of the contest. 
The Musketeer quintette scored notable victories over St. Louis University, Marshall 
College, St. Viator's College, and Wilmington in the other collegiate contests. None of these 
teams were able to cope with the excellent passing and floor work of our team, for our men were 
very well trained in this respect and in,all their games kept possession of the ball most of the 
time. 
If Coach Meyer may have labored under any handicap during the basket-ball season he 
certainly could not complain of lack of material. We had men of every type, but it took the 
guiding of our coach to develop them into a team that worked with machine-like precision. 
Due credit must be given to the team itself for it was, undoubtedly, one of the best that has 
ever represented our college. 
Captain Joe Kelly will be the only man lost by graduation, and under the leadership of 
Andy McGrath the Musketeers should enjoy a successful season next year. 






















































Y. M. C. A 43 
St. Louis 31 
St. Louis 5 




St. Viators 17 
Alarshall 22 
Davis -Elk ins . . . . 28 




Total Goals Goal 
1, Cain , 120 51 18 
2, Leeds 90 38 14 
3, King 88 30 28 
4, McGrath n 31 15 
5, Williams 71 32 7 
6, Kelly 28 11 6 
7, Burns 22 9 4 
8, Eagan 11 4 3 
9, Tehen 6 3 0 
10, Sterman 4 0 4 
11, Daugherty 2 0 2 
Totals 519 209 101 
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M C G R A T H KING STERMAN LEEDS 
C A P T A I N - E L E C T " A N D Y " M c G R A T H 
Xavier 's center, par excellence for the past two years. " A n d y " is tall and rangy, making 
most of his points under the basket with several opponents hanging on. He will be a worthy 
successor to Captain " J o e " Kelly. 
R O B E R T K I N G 
B o b " returned this year to the basket-ball court after a year 's absence due to a foot-
ball injury. He is noted for his keen eye and great work under the basket. After a slow 
start . Bob" , towards the end of the season, began to drop them in, as of old. 
G E O R G E S T E R M A N 
Another flashy guard who is very effective at diagnosing the oppositions' plays. His 
fine defensive work has assured him of more activity next year, when Kelly will be missing. 
R A Y M O N D L E E D S 
Another Sophomore who played a ' wha le" of a game for the Blue and White during the 
past season. His great work in the Davis Elkins game will long be remembered by Xavier 
fans. 
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EAGEN CAIN BURNS TEHAN 
TOM EAGAN 
Tom returned to competition this year after a year 's enforced absence due to a broken 
leg. He played a good floor game, passing well and always worrying opposing forwards. 
He has two more years. 
PAUL CAIN 
Playing his first year of intercollegiate athletics, " C h i p " made a wonderful record. 
Besides being high point man for the season " C h i p " is one of the cleverest floor men to be 
found. He has two more vears. 
" E D D I E " B U R N S 
Another all around man. " E d " spent half his t ime boxing and the other half playing 
basket-ball, and he made a great success of both. " E d " plays either guard or forward, is 
exceptionally fast and is a splendid defensive player. He has one more year. 
D A N T E H A N 
"Big D a n " has been substi tute for Captain Kelly for the past two seasons. His enormous 
size coupled with his aggressiveness has made him a very valuable man. Dan should help to 
fill the vacancy left by the graduation of Kelly. 
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Captain M a r k Schmidt 
Never in the athletic history of St, Xavier College was there a man more deserving of the 
captaincy than our baseball leader, Mark Schmidt, When the election of this let ter-man 
was made known, it was received with enthusiastic acclaim throughout campus circles—for 
Mark has never been known to fail in any undertaking. 
He has fully justified the team's faith in him, for besides fulfilling his duties as captain in 
masterly fashion, he also led the team in hitt ing. Captain Schmidt was at once level-headed 
and aggressive, an unusual combination to be sure; yet these splendid qualities were respon-
sible for much of the success of our baseball team of 1927, 
Mark graduates in June, but he leaves behind him a glorious record—one that may be 
equalled, but one that will never be surpassed. Just as his keen hit t ing eye, his fight, and 
his executive ability have made him respected and feared on the diamond, so also will the 
exemplification of these same characteristics make him a success in the years to come. 
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Base Ball Review 
W'hen the call was sounded for baseball candidates this spring the outlook was far from 
optimistic. From the 1926 team there remained only Captain Mark Schmidt, H u b Rapp, 
Joe Kelly, John Morrissey and Joe Buerger, Besides this, the team was handicapped in 
early season workouts by bad weather, and when the time came for the first game with Mich-
igan State they had had only two practice sessions. The infield consisted almost entirely 
of green material with John Kelly start ing his first intercollegiate game at first, " C h i p " Cain 
at second, " T o m m y " Clines at short, and the versatile " H u b " Rapp at third. In the out-
field we had Captain Schmidt in center, Joe Kelly in left, and John Morrissey in right, 
Leeds was picked to pitch the first game and Shuck to receive. The team performed very 
well but was unable to muster a strong a t tack and consequently a close game, 1 to 0, Leeds 
twirled well while Schmidt and Clines did most of the hitt ing. 
The second game, played with Georgetown College, found a few changes in the line-up 
with Droege Sanders at second and John Wilke in right field, Leeds again pitched and the 
Musketeers came through to win easily 11 to 5. Schmidt again hit well, but Leeds' pitching 
was the main feature. The second game of the scheduled double-header was rained out in 
the fifth innmg with the score tied, 5 to 5, 
Transylvania was next and they succumbed to the score of 11 to 1 with Eddie O'Hara 
making his initial appearance in the box. Then came our most notable victories of the 
season, over Alinnesota University. In the first contest with Ray Leeds twirling the Muske-
teers won 10 to 5, The main feature of the game was a home run in the first inning by big 
Joe Buerger with all the bases populated. The next day with Ralph Hess in the box the 
Musketeers scored another victory over their "Big Ten" opponents, 5 to 4, after twelve 
innings of hectic baseball, Hess pitched a very creditable game and was especially effective 
with men on the sacks. In the twelfth inning Minnesota filled the bases with none out, only 
to have Hess retire the side on an infield hit and a double play, 
Lincoln Memorial of Harrogate, Tennessee, came to Corcoran Field for a double header 
and lost both contests, 6 to 0 and 11 to 7. In the first game Ray Leeds was invincible and 
the Mountaineers were unable to score. Eddie O'Hara pitched the second game and 
breezed through to an easy victory. Captain Schmidt hit well in both of these contests, 
while Jimmy Shuck displayed his ability as a catcher in the first game, 
Oglethorpe University of Atlanta, Georgia, furnished the opposition in our next two 
games and the Southerners proved worthy opponents. They displayed skill and form tha t 
can be at tained only by early spring practice and a long schedule. Xavier led throughout 
the first game, and with Ray Leeds pitching in good form it looked as though we were due for 
another victory. However, after tying the score in the eighth, Oglethorpe scored another 
run in the ninth and won out 6 to 5. John Morrissey furnished the hit t ing feature with a 
home run in the fifth inning with two men on bases. The second game was also close and 
again Oglethorpe managed to drive in the winning run in the last inning. Hess pitched a 
good game and deserves credit for his courage. 
The Musketeers have ten more games on their schedule and if they continue in their 
present form, they shall have had a ver^' successful season. 
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G. A . B 
Buerger 6 25 
Schmidt 11 45 
Sanders 5 17 
Haberman 3 5 
Clines 11 45 
Hess 4 11 
John Kelly 5 18 
Rapp 11 32 
Wilke 9 34 
O'Hara 3 10 
Shuck 10 27 
Morrissey 4 13 
Joe Kelly 9 30 
Cain 7 21 
Leeds 6 21 
Specht 2 3 
Griffin 1 1 
McNelis 1 1 
Daugherty 1 1 
Team average 360 






















































































Baseball Letter Men 
JOHN MORRISSEY—Has three years of varsity ball to his credit. John is a veritable 
ball hawk, never missing a fly ball, and is the fastest man on the team. He hits them long and 
far. Home runs a specialty, 
"JIAIAIY" SHUCK—Handles the pitchers from behind the plate. " J i m m y " holds them 
up well and is a good man with the stick. Has two more years and should be a finished product 
when he graduates. 
PAUL CAIN—"Chip" has earned three letters this year which is a rare distinction for a 
Sophomore, He plays second base in great style, and has lots of speed on the bases, 
JOHN WILKE—A left-handed hitter who is always dangerous at the plate. John plays 
right field and is an excellent fielder. He will have two more years of varsity ball. 
F R A N C I S HABERAIAN—Our other backstop, "Porky" throws well and has lots of pep. 
He is very accurate in getting the ball down to second base, as our foes know. He will be back 
next year. 
H E R B E R T RAPP—After playing left field for the past two years, " H u b " was shifted into 
third base this year because of the lack of infield material. " H u b " is our best base runner and 
has the reputation of getting on base more often than anyone on the team, 
JOSEPH BUERGER—Gangly first baseman—a sure fielder and a good hitter, " J o e " 
gives promise of developing into a real ball player. He has one more year. And how he 
can hit home runs! 
D R O E G E SANDERS—Playing his first year of varsity ball and alternates at second base 
with Cain. Sandy" scoops 'em up from any position. He has two more years. 
f' 
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JOHN KELLY—Left-handed first baseman, who plays when we are opposed by right-
handed pitchers, John covers lots of territory around the initial sack and is batt ing almost 
.400, He has two more years. 
JOSEPH KELLY—Another pitcher—outfielder, "Ke l " twirled in 1925 and 1926, but 
because of a football injury he lost the power in his right arm; so this year he has confined his 
activities to the outfield, "Ke l " has the distinction of being the only nine letter-man of the 
Class of 1927. 
THOMAS CLINES—Peppery shortstop—playing his first year of intercollegiate baseball. 
Tommy has exceeded the fondest expectations—hits well and is a sure fielder. He will be back 
next year. 
E D D I E O'HARA—Takes his regular turn in the box and just teases the opposition along— 
has a rare assortment of curves and is a good hitter. 
CHARLEY O'GRADY—The fourth member of the pitching staff. Charley is hampered 
with a bad arm at times, but woe to the opposition when he is in form. Has an exceptionally 
fast ball. 
R A L P H HESS—Another Sophomore hurler who shows lots of promise. Besides being 
an effective pitcher, Ralph is an exceptional batter at crucial moments. 
R A Y M O N D LEEDS—One of the main reasons why we have had such a successful season. 
He knows plenty and is one of the most promising young hurlers in this section of the country. 
Ray has two more years, 
CAPTAIN M A R K SCHMIDT—Completes his second year of varsity baseball. Last 
year Alark alternated between the pitcher's box and the outfield and he performed well in both 
positions. This year "Smi t ty" has played every game in his rightful position in center field, 
a position he has covered in faultless style. He also proved to be a slugger with the willow, 
hitting the ball at almost .430 in the games played this year. 
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Our "Batt l ing Alusketeers ' , as the boxing squad has been dubbed, although losing three 
out of four meets, nevertheless had a successful season. When we consider the caliber of the 
teams they encountered, and the difficulties that had to be met during the season, we must 
give credit where credit is due; for any team that will endeavor to engage the Army, Notre 
Dame, and Washington and Lee in one season, has a big job on its hands. 
In the first meet of the season held at Notre Dame, the Indiana boys carried off the honors, 
winning all of the bouts. They were all closely fought, howe\er, and the Notre Dame mittmen 
did not have an easy time of it at any stage of the proceedings. The fact that it took four 
rounds to decide two of them, speaks well for the efforts of our boys. 
The next engagement found the team at West Point. As was the case Ai Notre Dame, 
St. Xavier was forced to take the short end of the count, but the "Alusketeer fight" was always 
present, and though beaten, our men were in no way disgraced. There was, in fact, a vast 
improvement in the work of our young "pugs" , which speaks well for the coach of our team, 
"Buck" Greene, 
A short two weeks after the meet at W'est Point, Notre Dame came to Cincinnati for a 
return match with the Musketeers. They found a different team waiting for them, however, 
as the Xavier team was weakened by the absence of Billy Clines, who was incapacitated due 
to a damaged ankle, Notre Dame as before carried off the lion's share of the honors, but not 
until after seven of the best fights ever seen in collegiate circles in Cincinnati, were finished. 
After the smoke of fistic battle had cleared away, the score was Notre Dame 4, St. Xavier 2, 
" R e d " Meehan and " E d " Burns were the victors for the Alusketeers. Aleehan won on a foul, 
but up until the time of this untimely occurrence, he had decisively outpointed his opponent. 
There was no doubt about the Burns fight. " E d " had his man "in hot water" from the be-
ginning, and was awarded the much deserved decision at the end of the four rounds. The rest 
of the squad gave a good account of themselves, and were always dangerous. 
Thus after a slow start the Alusketeers improved week after week, until they reached the 
peak of condition at the time of the meet with Washington and Lee, which was the last boxing 
engagement of the season. The boxers from the southern school were able opponents but the 
improvement of the Alusketeers was so great that from the start the result was never in doubt. 
The meet ended with St, Xavier winning four bouts and Washington and Lee winning three 
bouts. 
This in a few words is the history of the season, not a story of glorious victories gained, but 
a story of progress and achievement. The boxers are to be praised very highly for their valiant 
efforts, and we take this opportunity to congratulate them, and to wish them every success next 
vear. 




BURNS CLINES BOEH MEEHAN 
Boxing Letter Men 
E D . BURNS—^Middleweight—The "knockout king" of the Alusketeers, Absolutely 
tears 'em apart with either mitt. Accomplished the versatile feat of boxing and playing on the 
basket-ball team in the same season. For further recommendation see Mr, Canney, Notre 
Dame, Ind, 
BILLY CLINES—Star bantamweight of the Alusketeers, Although he has been boxing 
only two years, he has already made a name for himself at the manly art. He is a real sport, a 
tireless worker and a typical southern gentleman. St, Xavier would be fortunate, indeed, if she 
had more students like Bill, 
LOU BOEH—The "ace" of the team. Undoubtedly the best infighter on the squad. 
Moved into the middleweight class, and although forced to concede weight in most every bout, 
he gave a good account of himself. 
R E D " M E E H A N — T h e sorrell topped welterweight of the squad, has an uncanny amount 
of ring poise besides plenty of speed and skill. Opened up with a knockout in the meet with 
Washington and Lee. 
JOE BUERGER—Heavyweight—One of those fellows who is always trying. Possesses 
a good punch and is very shifty for a big man. Has another year in which to make his presence 
felt in the ring. 
E D . HAHN—Featherweight—Another lad always on the go. Likes it best when the mix-
ing is fast. Eddie specializes in jabs from any position, can absorb a great amount of punish-
ment and IS absolutely fearless. 
T E D SCHAIIDT—Lightweight—Possesses just "oodles" of speed and plenty of fight. Is 
the undisputed hardluck champion of the team. Ted is a real sport and has a spirit that 
refuses to be stopped by any opposition. 





The roster of the team and the individual records follow: 
Name Bouts 
Bill Clines 3 
Ed Hahn 3 
Ted Schmidt 4 
" R e d " Meehan 3 
Lou Boeh 4 
Ed Burns 4 
Joe Buerger 3 
Wulftange I 


























It is the good fortune of St, Xavier to possess a tennis team that will equal, if not surpass 
the fondest hopes and expectations of even the most enthusiastic followers of the Musketeers. 
Because of the limited amount of time we are unable to include the entire schedule in this book, 
but from the results of the meets in which the team has taken part, we are certain that it will 
take an especially brilliant at tack on the part of future opponents to lower the colors of the 
Musketeers. 
So far this season the Alusketeers have participated in four meets and have been returned 
victors in three of them. In the first meet of the year, the Musketeers journeyed to Lexington, 
Ky,, where they defeated Kentucky State three matches to two. Then on Alay 6, Indiana 
University sent a team to Cincinnati to meet the Musketeers, but they found too much opposi-
tion in our men, who were returned winners four matches to two, Detroit City College came 
next, and they presented the best balanced team we have met this year. The Detroit men 
were able to touch either of the Clines brothers, but they won all the other matches and the 
meet ended four to three, Ala^- 14 found our team in Louisville playing the University of 
Louisville Cardinals, who always have a good tennis team, and who are captained by Eddie 
Weber, former Kentucky State Champion. However the Alusketeers were in tip-top form, 
with Billy Clines trouncing Weber in a hard match, and Captain Tommy Clines coming through 
with his regular victory. Then the Clines brothers won their doubles match to clinch the 
meet three to two. 
The outstanding feature of all the Xavier tennis matches this year has been the playing of 
our two boys from Louisville, Tommy and Billy Clines, These two men have yet to taste 
defeat this year in an intercollegiate match, and if they continue in their present brilliant form, 
they will have an unbroken string of victories when the curtain falls on the 1927 intercollegiate 
season. St, Xavier has been invited to send representatives to the Ohio Intercollegiate Meet, 
which is to be held at Oberlin, and it is probable that the Clines brothers will be sent to this 
tournament. 
The team is coached by Dr, Wesley Furste, the popular physician of the Musketeers, who 
was formerly one of the best tennis players in Cincinnati. " D o c " is well versed in the strategy 
of the courts and due credit must be given to him for the success of the Musketeers. 
Not a man will be lost this year by graduation, and with the experience gained this year, 
we have the brightest prospects for the 1928 team. The personnel of the team is as follows: 
Captain Tommy Clines, Billy Clines, Charley Sonnemann, Clarence Specht and Jimmy Nolan. 
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T, CLINES SPECHT 
Tennis Letter Men 
CAPTAIN T O M M Y CLINES—One of Xavier 's best. He has captained the tennis team 
for two years, and also played shortstop on the baseball team this year, proving to be a star at 
both sports. Has the distinction of winning letters in four different branches of athletics. 
Tommy has one more year of intercollegiate competition, 
BILLY CLINES—Our number one man this year. He holds second place in the Western 
Junior ranking list, and is Tri-State Junior champ. Won the Kentucky State Doubles cham-
pionship in 1925 with his brother. Billy has yet to lose his first intercollegiate match for St, 
Xavier and shows promise of developing into a real star. 
C L A R E N C E SPECHT—Holds the distinction of having engaged in more campus activities 
than any other student at St, Xavier, Plays a good game of tennis and is a hard man to beat. 
"Spot" has one more year. 
CHARLEY SONNEMANN—A member of last year 's team. Has improved greatly this 
year and should make a name for himself before his tennis career is ended at the Musketeer 
institution. (Picture unobtainable.) 
J I M M Y NOLAN—Jimmy holds more official positions than seems possible and is one of 
our'^most popular students. He is manager of the varsity football teams, and is an asset to 
inv tennis team. 




Results of the meet held so far this year 
St, Xavier 3 
St. Xavier 
St. Xavier 3 
St. Xavier 3 
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Graduating Letter Men 
" J I M M Y " CURRAN—Our student manager for the past two seasons, has been a mighty 
popular man in most every campus activity, filling his difficult position to perfection. 
PAUL GOSIGER—Two letter-man, rangy end for two seasons on the football team, is a 
living example of the value of determination in athletics. "Gos" was a member of the squad 
of '24, and in 1925 and 1926 proved the best pass receiver St, Xavier has had. "Gos" will be 
remembered for his performance in the iHarine game. 
JOSEPH KELLY—Is the high point man for letters in the Class of '27. " J o e " has 
been awarded nine letters; three in each of the major sports, football, basket-ball and baseball. 
At the close of the 1926 football season, " Joe" was awarded the Legion of Honor, and in the 
same year he captained the basket-ball team. " Joe" is undoubtedly the best all-around ath-
lete St. Xavier has ever had, 
JOHN MORRISSEY—Has been an outfielder on the varsity baseball team for three years. 
John, the genial athlete from Lockland, is exceptionally fast at chasing flies or stealing bases. 
JOHN " S P A R K Y " PHELAN—The dimunitive ball-hawk, earned his baseball letter in 
1925 and 1926. "Sparky" is a hard man to pitch to and hits 'em hard when they are over, 
H E R B E R T L, RAPP—Captain of football, 1926; football letter-man for three years, and 
a winner of three baseball letters. He excelled at the center position in football and in left 
field and third base in baseball and was awarded the Legion of Honor in 1925, also all-Ohio. 
In 1926 he was picked for all-Ohio, all-Western, and honorable mention for the all-American 
teams. " H u b " has been the best lineman ever to play at St. Xavier, and his play at St, Xavier 
will never be forgotten. 
AlARK SCHAIIDT—Is another two-sport man, with three letters in football and two in 
baseball to his credit. iHark was awarded the Legion of Honor in 1926 as one of the most 
courageous guards St, Xavier has ever had. In the spring of 1927, Mark was elected captain 
of the baseball team. 
CARL S T E I N B I C K E R — R a n g y and powerful tackle, earned his football letter as a 
member of the team of 1925. "Red" used his weight to a great advantage in smashing opposing 
plays. 
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Throughout this book, you have met many of 
the students and friends of St. Xavier College. In 
this section you will find those who are none the 
less our friends and benefactors. 
To them we wish to express our sincere appre-
ciation, for they have insured the financial success 
of The Musketeer of 1927. 
T H E BUSINESS MANAGER 
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THE 
SOCIAL CENTER OF CINCINNATI 
Do you know that the New Hotel Alms has more social affairs than 
anv other hotel in Cincinnati? 
There is a certain air of hospitality and charm about entertaining in 
this beautiful new hotel that appeals to those of discriminating taste. 
The Marie Antoinette ballroom, acclaimed by artists a perfect creation 
of beauty, has been the scene of Cincinnati 's loveliest social functions. 
Here is an ideal place to entertain. The Marie Antoinette ballroom, 
the picturesque Italian Grill, the formal Veronese dining room, and the 
handsome private dining rooms lend themselves admirably to entertaining 
on a large or small scale. 
And there is always plenty of room to park a car at the New Hotel 
Alms, which is the only hotel in Cincinnati having a garage m direct 
connection. 
T H E N E W H O T E L A L M S 
DAN M. MYERS, Managing Director 
VICTORY PARKWAY AND M C M I L L A N STREET 




FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
OF 
CINCINNATI 
CAPITAL A N D SURPLUS 
OVER 
T E N M I L L I O N DOLLARS 
COMMERCIAL BANKING 
SAVINGS DEPARTMENT T R U S T DEPARTMENT 
S A F E D E P O S I T BOXES 
TRAVEL DEPARTMENT 
SECURITIES AND INVESTMENTS 
T R A N S F E R AND R E G I S T R A T I O N D E P A R T M E N T 
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T T T H E N memories fail, and we forget ;ust what our friends and asso-
' ~ ciates were in their at t i tudes and personality, then The picture of 
them supplies the need, and the absent one is brought back to us in the 
same old way of old as we view the likenesses of them in the Year Book 
from year to year . . . . Truly we strive to make good photographs of all, 
but better still labor to make something more than the mere mechanical 
picture . . . . Plant that personality of the individual in a way that re-
mains in every ones Photograph. 
Always we will do our very best, but intelligently, too, if we must 
please and succeed . . . . We are appreciative of our business contact with 
St. Xavier College, its Faculty and Student body, and have learned much 
of them that is good in the course of our business and daily life . . . . Then 
with gratitude for all good, and with hope for continued service when 
possible. 
J. ALBERT JONES 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
CINCINNATI, O H I O 
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12 
Banking Service Offices 
To interpret and translate our resources, our 
ideals and service to their individual communities 
—that is the purpose of the 12 offices of The Fifth 
Third Union Trust Company. 
Twelve financial service offices—not "branches" 
but true banks—where the same efficient and 
comprehensive service rendered at the main office 
is available—that Fifth Third Union Trust Com-
pany banking service may become more conven-
ient, more usable, more valuable—to merchant, 
manufacturer and householder. 
Tft* FIFTH THIRD DNIONTRUST CO. 
M A I N OFFICE—14 West Fourth Street 
Mem her Tedeial Reseive System 
Resources exceed N I N E T Y M I L L I O N DOLLARS 
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And Now 
^•"Tr^T'S been wonderful—the four years. And every moment worth 
' " ^ ^ while. A grind at times—and than a song, but a lesson in each. 
And now to leave it—the campus, the crowd, the profs. But you won't 
forget. Into the world now. You have many tools. Choose one and 
use it. Success—it's yours for the trying, and a friendly world stands by 
you and cheers. 
THE COSMOPOLITAN 
BANK AND TRUST CO. 
Se/vice with a Personal Toucli 
The Choice of Famous Singers 
Chaliapin, Bori, Johnson and dozens of others 
use the Baldwin exclusively for recital appear* 
ances, and praise its sympathetic support and 
surpassing purity of tone. 
You will gain a new conception of a great piano 
when you visit our salesrooms and play the Bald* 
win yourself. 
|!a(iuiin 
l̂ fje palbttim ^lano Company 
142 West Fourth Street 
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RICH MAN'S 
FINE, ALL WOOL 
XLOTHES/ 
\.^f/^22^-' 1̂ r 
In the Spring a Youn^ 
Man's Fancy Lightly 
Turns to Thoug,hts of 
Clothes—dark suits, light suits 
—clothes for dress or play. 
Here at Richman's you'll find 
the largest assortment in town 
in all wool suits and topcoats. 
Of course, you'll see your size 
in the new—and very smart—3 
button collegiate model—but-
tons spaced quite far apart— 
pockets set lower—most at t rac-
tively styled in clever novelty 
fabrics. 
Topcoats with a splash of color 
to harmonize with your new 
suit. 
And, for formal occasions. Rich-
man's recommend their 3 piece 
Tuxedo, which includes a hand-
some black silk vest. Acknowl-
edged to be the Best Clothing 
Value in America. 
From Our Factory Dirtct to You 
wIthjostTWO PROFITS-Yours 
ând Ours "Ai? Middfemanls 
Just One Richman Store in Cincinnati 
THE RICHMAN BROS. CO. 
114-116 West Fifth Street 
^ 
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LEOMARt>,CK0SSEr fi RILEY 
CAR JLOT TDEM.KieS' 
i^7K% 
APPLES ~ 
0 H » 0 —NIEVV N ^ O R K 
.Jte'<fai43yt''-̂  
M » H ^4 &SO-r-XJk. - M I C H I G A N 
W I S C O N S I N - I D A H O 
PENNSYLVANIA DIVISION 
P H O N E M A I N 3669 
LUKE^ J . LEOKAQO CLASS l<t)aB 
C A B B A G E - ONliO»^S 
O H I O — i N D I / ^ K A 
icv^Hi^^Mrr^...:^^^^, 
HOME OFFICES 
FRONT AND BROADWAY 
BUDD AND HARRIET STS. 
PEARL AND PLUM STS. 
C I M O I KJ M X \ T - t , 0 ^ 4 1 0 
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FRED TUKE, Pres. EDW. HOLZ, Sec'y 
EAGLE SAVINGS BUILDING 
are evidence of a completed 
education, and serve as tickets 
for the front row at "Life's 
Great Show". But that they 
do not guarantee success has 
oft been proved. 
Millions are striving for the 
same goal. Success is fickle— 
even stubborn, still there is a 
sure way to cut down her re-
sistance. Learn to save, and 
when you have learned, save at 
SAVINGS & LOAN 
^SM 
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SAVING IS MAKING 
^ You are familiar with this old saying, but — do you 
know how to save? 
^ Budgeting your income—carefully planning all expendi-
tures week by week and month by month is the only 
method that can give a consistent surplus to be devoted 
to savings. 
^ Governments, big corporations, prominent and suc-
cessful men and women profit by budgeting their ex-
penses. You, too, can profit, for money saved earns more 
money at the rate of 4% interest if deposited at the 
Provident or any of its Branches. 
One Dollar Sla/is a Sailings Account 
THE PROVIDENT 
SAVINGS BANK & TRUST CO, 
SEVENTH AND VINE 
C I N C I N N A T I 
Elei^en Branches Are Logically Located in 
Different Parts of the City for your Com^enience 
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ST. XAVIER COLLEGE 
1842 
HUBERT F. BROCKMAN, President 
:*lf> 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Evanston Station 
Approved by — American Council of Education, Association of American Colleges, 
Catholic Educational Association, Jesuit Missouri Province, North Central 
Association, Ohio College Association, State Departments of 
Public Instruction in Ohio and Kentucky tor 
Issuing State High School Certificates 
Courses leading to the degrees of A. B., Ph. B., B. S. 
Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Engineering 
(First two years, non-co-operative) 
Pre-Medical, Pre-Dental, Pre-Legal 
D A N I E L M. O 'CONNELL, D E A N . 
SISTERS' COLLEGE 
Seventh and Sycamore Streets 
Courses, Winter and Summer, leading to degrees of A. B., Ph. B., B. S., and to 
State Teachers' Certificates 
G E O R G E R. K I S T E R , D E A N . 
EVENING SCHOOLS 
SCHOOL OF C O M M E R C E A N D ECONOMICS 
Seventh and Sycamore Streets 
I. D O M I N I C CLOUD, D E A N . 
SCHOOL O F SOCIOLOGY 
Seventh and Sytjamore Streets 
O R M U N D P. D ' H A E N E , D E A N . 
ST. XAVIER HIGH SCHOOL 
Seventh and Sycamore Streets 
Four Year Classical Course 
Four Year English Course 
JOHN A. W E I A N D , PRINCIPAL. 
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S A F E D E P O S I T BOXES 
T w o DOLLARS P E R Y E A R 
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
O F N O R W O O D 
W a s h i n g t o n a n d M a i n A v e n u e s 
NORWOOD, OHIO 
Thos. McEvilley, President 
W. E. Thayer, Cashier 
C. H. M. Atkins, Vice-President 
R. J. Dierker, Assistant Cashier 
R. Rees, Assistant Cashier 
4h 
OPPORTUNITY 
^ In your step from the shelter of the classroom to the open spaces of 
life's activities, your choice of vocation awaits 3^our consideration and 
decision. 
^ Whatever field of endeavor at tracts you, your success depends largely 
upon your ingenuity and capacity for making use of those agencies, the 
application of which has contributed so much to the world's progress. 
^ Telephone service—local—national and international, provides the 
only avenue of communication over which immediate discussion of mat-
ters may take place with a probable satisfactory conclusion. 
The 
Cincinnati and Suburban Bell Telephone Company 
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Do Y o u Belong,? 
IT MEANS SOMETHING TO BE A MEMBER OF 
T H E F E N W I C K I 
I t is more than a mere matter of paying dues. Every member 
must belong in a different sense. He Must be A Live Wire, to 
continue as a member. Every member is an "insider," we 
mean a "regular fellow" out to get his money's worth, and we 
will help him get it, too. Get in the Swim To-day. 
LET US SEND YOU A "COURTESY CARD" — IT IS INTERESTING 
THE 




are about to start out in life—^you will have many ideals and ambitions. 
I t is almost impossible to accomplish any one thing without funds. The 
most convenient way to have money is by systematic savings. Open an 
account with 
PEARL AND MAIN STS. ^^ ROCKDALE & READING RD. 
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T H E O A K L E Y BANK 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
"The Bank where you jeel at home" 
Transacts a General Banking Business 
Allows 4 Per Cent on Savings Deposits 
Safe Deposit Boxes, $2 per Year 
R. RUZICKA 
AUG. H. TUECHTER 
WM. BORCHERDING 










3 8 4 7 — M A I N — 3 8 5 8 
NEW CARS 
RENT A CAR 
DRIVE IT YOURSELF 
314 Walnut Street 
JOHN DURKIN, Jlanager 
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French Bauer Ice Cream conta ins bu t t e r fat and sugar which give energy and vigor 
to body and brain. I t is rich in the v i t amins essential to p romote growth in children 
and vitaHze the system of adul ts . 
THE FRENCH BROS.-BAUER CO. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO Canal 5880 
Telephone: Canal 4465 
ED. A. M C C A R T H Y 
CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
R E M O D E L I N G A SPECIALTY 
N o . 7 0 5 B r o a d w a y C I N C I N N A T I , OHIO 
" 7 / / / Swims, I Have It" 
S H E V L I N ' S 
OYSTER AND CHOP HOUSE 
27 Eas t Sixth Street 
A L L SEA F O O D S — S T E A K S A N D C H O P S T O O R D E R 
JIMMIE SHEVLIN 
P H O N E : M a i n 5076 J. A. S H E V L I N , P rop r i e to r 
WE CATER TO PRIVATE PARTIES 
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P E T E R H E I S T E R 
CARPENTER 
117 S y c a m o r e S t r e e t 
Phone Main 4531 
SPECIALIZING IN REMODELING AND REPAIR WORK 
^ > ^ ^ 
^ 
ROOKWOOD 
Always has been an important factor in the 
formation of taste in America. 
The Rookwood Pottery Company 
TILES AND POTTERY CINCINNATI, OHIO 
"BUILD WLTH LUMBER" 
— THE — 
J. B. DOPPES^ SONS LUMBER CO, 
1224 TO 1276 GEST STREET 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
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T H E W. H. A N D E R S O N C O . 
Law Booksellers and Puhlishers 
Reports, Digests, Text-Books, etc.—Law Students ' Supplies Outlines for 
Review, Ouizz Compends on the Major Subjects in the Law. Publishers 
of Page's New Annotated Code of Ohio. 
524 Main S t ree t Cinc inna t i , Ohio 
Main 7288 
T H E DORST CO. 
M A N U F A C T U R E R S OF 
Platinum, Diamond Jewelry, Class Pins and Rings 
WALSH BUILDING, S. E. COR. T H I R D AND VINE S T R E E T S 
E. O. WOLFF HEATING COMPANY 
Guaranteed 
S M O K E L E S S — L E A K L E S S 
F U R N A C E S 
Boiler Plate Iron 




Repairs for any 
Furnace or Boiler 
WE CLEAN FURNACES 
404 Reading Road, Cincinnati, Ohio Cc 6140 
T H E B O O K S H E L F AN OLD-FASHIONED MODERN BOOK STORE 
I N the old days book shops were the natural, constant meeting places of famous literary figures and book-worms. 
They were their second home, if not their first. There mighty discussions reverberated when the quill-wielding lions 
met. And at other times long, enchanted hours passed by the hearth or in a quiet alcove with an old friend or a new 
treasure. 
But pestiferous, ill-baked merchandising methods of the present day have no respect for anything save quick 
sales, whether the victim gets what he wants or not. Book-lovers have been driven from the old delightful retreats. 
The rattle-brained "Go-getters" have done their best and their worst to degrade a genial, high calling and to ruin the 
most refreshing of mental oases. 
The Book Shelf's success is a repudiation of that false salesmanship. Its prime purpose is to make more avail-
able the choicest books people really want. It affords delightful opportunity to get acquainted with the books we all 
need for a fuller enjoyment of life. I t has the true old spirit, with modern facilities added in the background. You 
are welcome to make yourselves at home among its shelves or in its easy chairs. 
15 G A R F I E L D PLACE 
T H E B O O K S H E L F 
{"The Book Loi'er's Hai.'en") DOCTORS B U I L D I N G 
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Telephone: Main 624 Sketches and Estimates Cheerfully Given 
MARTINA BROS. CO. 
ROMAN, VENETIAN AND CERAMIC MOSAICS 
Floor and Wall Tile 
Terrazzo Floors, Bases, Steps, Toilet Partitions, Urinal Stalls, 
Wainscoting, Window Stools and Threshold Specialties 
220 East Pearl Street CINCINNATI, OHIO 
The R. K. LeBlond Machine Tool Co. 
CINCINNATI 
LATHES, MILLING MACHINES 
TOOL ROOM GRINDERS 
. . . Compliments oj 
The United States Playing Card Co 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
BRICK WORK FIREPROOFING TERRA COTTA WORK 
FURNACE WORK CHEMICAL CONSTRUCTION 
CUT STONE 
R O B E R T F U E R S T 
Contractor 
303 PALACE THEATRE BUILDING 
Phone: Canal 5916 CINCINNATI, OHIO 
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Buy Efficient Economical Fuel Service 
C r \ K J O a r I S L A N D CREEK and \J l \ Lf POND CREEK POCAHONTAS 
T H E BEST FUELS FOR T H E HOME 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
Q U E E N C I T Y C O A L C O M P A N Y 
Main 5180 JAS. E. REILLY, Vice-President 913 Dixie Terminal 
PROMPT AND RELIABLE DELIVERY SERVICE 
THE WET WASH LAUNDRY CO. 
Telephone: Woodburn 3356 CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Our Facilities jor Drying Unexcelled 
Compliments oj 
THE CROCKER-FELS COMPANY 
DENTAL and SURGICAL SUPPLIES 
18 West Seventh Street CINCINNATI, OHIO 
The 
T h o m a s J . N i c h o l 
Com pany 
STEAM and HOT WATER 
HEATING 
S. E. Cor. Pearl and Ludlow 
PHONES; Main 5680-5681 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Compliments oj . . . . 
A. Sauer & Company 
Wholesale and Manufacturing 
J E W E L E R S 
Glenn Building Fifth and Race Streets 
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CINCINNATI 
15 E A S T S I X T H S T R E E T 
(Opposite Palace Theatre) 
"Food for Thought —Eat Lightly" 
SANDWICHES 
SALADS 
PASTRIES OF DISTINCT TASTE 
CHICKEN AND STEAK D I N N E R 
SERVED BETWEEN 5 and 8 P. M. 
THE DEVERE ELECTRIC CO. 
CONTRACTORS 
OFFICE: 
1130 Keith Building 
WAREHOUSE: 
Court and Reedy Sts. 
Main 3642 
GEO. E. FERN 
DECORATOR and EXPOSITION CONTRACTOR 
1252-54 Elm Street 
Canal 5584 CINCINNATI, OHIO 
CompUments of a Friend 
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C A L L -
CANAL 50 50 
FOR T I R E A N D BATTERY S E R V I C E 
ALBERT WEHMING 
READING ROAD OPP. ELSINORE 
An establishment with a record of more than eighty years of service 
S. MORTON & SONS 
125 West Fourth Street CINCINNATI, OHIO 
MODERATE PRICED and IMPORTED WALL PAPERS 
SELECTED WITH GREATEST CARE 
Interior Painting—including white, ivory and gray enamel finish; hardwood refinishing; walls 
and ceilings canvassed and painted; walls paneled 
Residences, Churches, Offices Frescoed Estimates given with pleasure 
CHAS. A. ROMER 
" Coi>ers All Risks" 
I N S U R A N C E 
Life Fire 
Auto Bonding 
309 Union Central Building 
Residence Phone, Norwood 1022 
Phone, Main 6399 
G E R W E 
Distinctive Millinery 
n i l Vine St. 1207 Main St. 




Masquerade and Theat r ica l 
C O S T U M E S 
Specializing in 
Cos tumes for Cathol ic Theat r ica ls 
1110 Vine Street C I N C I N N A T I , O. 
Te lephone: Canal 4448 
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STEWART KIDD BOOKSELLERS, 
S T A T I O N E R S , E N G R A V E R S 
ENGRAVED ANNOUNCEMENTS 
jor Graduation Commencements, Fraternity and Sorority Affairs, Novelty 
Dance Invitations, Programs, Coat-of-Arms, Crests, School Pins, Seals. Calling Cards, 
Personal Stationery, Book Plates, Diplomas, etc. 
HIGH QUALITY—MODERATE COST 
The most distinctive eflects, finished in form and correct in detail, hand engraved by 
masters of the craft. Samples and prices furnished on request. 
Keeping alive to the A<'u'c/' and Better Books means at 
least a Weekli/ Visit to The Stewart Kidd Book Store 
19 East Fourth Street Hotel Sinton Building 
REDFIELD, DUFFY & COMPANY 
DECORATORS 
DRAPERIES UPHOLSTERING 
CASEMENTS CHENILLE RUGS 
CHOICE OF MATERIALS BY THE YARD 
10 West Ninth Street Telephone: Canal 1127 
CINCINNATI 
T H O S . M. G E O G H E G A N 
FIRE - INSURANCE - CASUALTY 
902 First National Bank Building 
Telephone Main 511 
LIVE OAK L E A T H E R BELT 
EVERLASTINGLY GOOD * 
Made from the Best, Long Time, 
Oak Barli, Vat Tanned 
No. 1 N A T I V E PACKER S T E E R H I D E S 
Manuiactured and Guaranteed 
Satisfactory by 
The 
Ea^le Counter & Leather 
Company 
Freeman and Hulbert Ave.. C I N C I N N A T I , O. 
J. C. GERINGE A. C. GERINGER 
VALLEY 
PACKING COMPANY 
HAMS, LARD, BACON, B E E F , 
VEAL, LAMB and M U T T O N 
P H O N E : Park 50 
3673-75-77 Colerain Avenue 
C I N C I N N A T I , OHIO 
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FACE BRICK AND T E R R A COTTA 
THE E. F. GRAND BRICK COMPANY 
12th Floor, Mercantile Library Building 
Telephone, Main 891 414 WALNUT S T R E E T 
The Home oj Courtesy and Sen^ice 
Catholic Dei^otional Articles Jor the Indii>idual, 
The Home and the Church 
Printers of Acknowledged Superior Editions of 
L I T U R G I C A L PUBLICATIONS 
FREDERICK PUSTET COMPANY, Inc. 
436 MAIN S T R E E T 
<̂  
GET IT AT F I L L M O R E ^ S 
Full Line of " B U E S C H E R " 
Saxophones—-Trumpets—Trombones, etc. 
' X U D W I G " Banjos and Drums 
All Band and Orchestra Instruments—Music and Supplies 
FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE 
528 ELM STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO 
'Known 'Way Back in '74" 
AUDITS n SYSTEMS - INVESTIGATIONS 
T A X SERVICE 
FRANK J. CRANE 
Certified Public Accountant 
F I R S T NATIONAL BANK BUILDING 
STANLEY A. HITTNER, C . P. A. 
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C I N C I N N A T I , OHIO 
W E H A V E T H E C O R R E C T O I L A N D G R E A S E F O R Y O U R P A R T I C U L A R C A R 
M E R C H A N T S OIL COMPANY 
H. J. SlEMER, General Manager 
HIGH-GRADE 
GASOLINE, MOTOR OILS, GREASES 
" JVe Deliver" 
Phones: Canal 4717-4718 1600-1608 Reading Road 










S W E E T C A K E S 
ROLLS AND 
COOKIES 
PALM BEACH COOKIES 
1422-1430 Walnut Street Canal 1869 
CONROY BUSINESS SCHOOL 
Miss MARCELLA CONROY, Superintendent 
Mueller Building Peebles Corner, Walnut Hills 
COURSES 
BOOKKEEPING, SHORTHAND and SECRETARIAL 
D a y a n d N i g h t C l a s s e s E n t i r e Ye a r — I n d i v i d u a l I n s t r u c t i o n 
FROHMAN & COMPANY 
WHOLESALE AND MANUFACTURING JEWELERS 
DIAMONDS AND WATCHES 
31 East Fourth Street CINCINNATI 
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THE JAMES GRIFFITH & SONS CO. 
Contractors^ Builders 
DEALERS IN LUMBER AND MILL WORK 
Reading Road and East Twelfth Street CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Compliments oj-
CINCINNATI S C I / N \ I F I C C O M P A N Y 
SCIENTIFIC MATERIALS LABORATORY SUPPLIES 
208-210 Main Street 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
W E INSURE YOUI 
LIFE — FIRE - CASUALTY 
THE EARLS BLAIN CO., THE LAW'S INS. AGENCY CO. 
W . A . E A R L S 
Phone: MAIN 3400 301-13 Fourth National Bank Building 
L. B. D I E R K E S 
Agency Director 
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
Atlas National Bank Building CINCINNATI, OHIO 
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^ M e 
^\hat/stai 
514 Vine Street, Cincinnati 
HAVLIN HOTEL 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Vine Street and Opera Place 
'^MODERN — EIREP ROOE^ 
200 OUTSIDE ROOMS 
. RATE, $2,00 UP = = = _ 
COURTESY TO OUR GUESTS 
INSISTED UPON 




Brannin Hotel Company 
JAMES P. BRANNIN, Alanager 













612 Vine Street CINCINNATI, OHIO 
GOOD QUALITY QUICK SERVICE 
REASONABLE PRICES 
'' • Phone: Canal 6504 
OPEN ALL NIGHT 
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(ANationaiinstiMjon) Our Heartiest Good Wishes go with the 
^ Class of 1927 
/^tAMealAMinule'^ 
V Pt»relx_ AiCT.ericaT\ y 
9 E A S T F I F T H S T R E E T 10 E A S T S I X T H S T R E E T 
5 3 5 W A L N U T S T R E E T 
806 M A I N S T R E E T 
«? 
AUDITS TAX SERVICE SYSTEMS 
J. D. CLOUD & CO. 
Certijied Public Accountants 
Members American Institute oj Accountants 
Traction Building, CINCINNATI, OHIO Telephone: Main 1188 
Jos. G. Steinkamp & Bro. 
Archttects 
MILK ANb CREAM 
AND ALL HIGH GRADE DAIRY^ PRODUCTS 
THE J. H. F I E L M A N D A I R Y CO. 
Phones: Avon 3116, Avon 6480 
2519 VINE STREET 
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The Washington Bank & Savings Co. 
w 
LET US HELP YOU SAVE 
Main Office: 
Sixth and Main 
Branch Office: 
Pleasant Ridge 
THE ABSTRACT COMPANY 
PETER J. MCCARTHY, Manager 
Owner oj the Cist Records— The Cotton Records 
Prompt Service—Accurate Work 
Titles Examined—Abstracts Made 
Deeds, Mortgages and Leases Drawn 
313 Temple Bar Building Telephone: Canal 45 
THE NEUER GLASS COMPANY 
GLASS OF ALL KINDS 
FRAMED MIRRORS 
MIRRORS RESILVERED 
512-524 Reading Road Phones: Canal 6684-5-6 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
F R A N K A. N U R R E 
Insurance Sen>tce 
916-919 Union Trust Building C I N C I N N A T I 
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Compliments oj 
Thi 
John A, Spinney Sporting Goods Co, 
644 Main Street 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
293—AVON—294 
J. H. GREIWE & SON 
2426-32 READING ROAD 
PAINTERS — DECORATORS 
FURNITURE REFINISHERS 
W ê are specializing in beautiful and discriminating finishes for the trade. 
Our representative will gladly call and offer suggestions adaptable to your personal 
needs. A call will convince you of our desire to please you. 
m 
Phone: Norwood 4500 
- THE — 
OAKLEY LUMBER COMPANY 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
4 
THE ROBERT J. RENNER CO. 
Distributors of 
FIRESTONE 
TIRES and TUBES 
MOST M I L E S P E R DOLLAR 
At Your Sen>ice Day or Night 
CANAL 38 
1415-25 Walnut Street 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
"Always Nicei All-Ways" 
NISER ICE CREAM 
—the Cream Supreme 
The ice cream with a college education 
ALL FLAVORS—BRICK OR BULK 
At Your Niser Dealer 
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TOWN TAXI JOS. ERMAN, f President 
490Q 
F O R A L L 
STATIONS 
H O T E L ALMS, 
Walnut Hills 
T H E BROADWAY, 
Fourth and Broadway 
H Y D E PARK SQUARE, 
Erie Avenue 
K E M P E R LANE 
A P A R T M E N T S , 
Walnut Hills 
K N O W L T O N ' S CORNER, 
Spring Grove Avenue 
at Ludlow 
R E A D I N G ROAD, 
Opposite Prospect Place 
Avondale 
S P R I N G GROVE AND 
HARRISON AVENUES 
SWISS G A R D E N , 
Reading Road 
V I N E and M C M I L L A N 
M T . AUBURN 
At All Depots and 
Doi,^'ntoi.vn Principal Points 




Tow n Taxi Service is standard-
ized just as Pullman Service is 
standardized—always pleasing 
—never any variation. 
You Know What You Get 
When You Call 
TOWN TAXI 
The same Golden Rule service you get 
today you will get tomorrow. Balloon-
cushioned comfort — spotlessly clean 
cabs—courteous drivers—every detail 
uniformly right—^just as you want it. 
Li mousine oevvice Si Al so 
A 
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h 
WISTON & SMIDH 
976 East McMillan St. 
Strictly Sanitary Barher Shop 
Featuring all the latest styles in hair cutting, and bobbing 
for both, ladies and gentlemen 
h 
THE 
P O L L A K S T E E L C O M P A N Y 
GENERAL OFFICES: CINCINNATI 
The Largest Cincinnati Catholic Structures, 
such as Good Samaritan Hospital and Nurses 
Home; Sisters o£ Charity, Delhi; Sisters of 
Notre Dame, Covin3,ton; Fenwick Club Chapel, 
St. Pius Church, etc., are re-inforced w^ith 
P O L L A K R A I L S T E E L B A R S 
i. 
College of Mount St. Joseph-on-the-Ohio 
MOUNT ST. JOSEPH, OHIO 
A Standard Liberal Arts College, incorporated under the laws oj 
the State oj Ohio, with jull power to conjer Collegiate Degrees 
Academy of Mount St. Joseph-on-the-Ohio 
Accredited by 
NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION 
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUMBUS, OHIO 
CINCINNATI UNIVERSITY, CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Addr THE REGISTRAR 
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BENZIGER BROS. 
Church Goods, Religious Articles and Books 
429 Main Street, above Fourth 
E L E T D I N I N G H A L L 
The Students' Cafeteria 
C A T E R I N G TO B A N Q U E T S 
D I N N E R S AND L U N C H E O N S 
R E C R E A T I O N H A L L 
Dana Ai>e. and IVindmg IVay 
«£C US.PAT.Of 
THE KEEPSIT BOTTLE CO. 
F. C. TERRY, Pres 
Second and Elm Streets CINCINNATI, OHIO 
The 
Star Union Baking Co. 
T H E 
BEST OF E V E R Y T H I N G 
I N B A K E R Y G O O D S 
F. H. T R E N T M A N , President 
The 
1 
Miller Jewelry Company 
wishes to thank St. Xavier 
for the many courtesies extended during 
1927 = = 
Scholastic and Fraternity 
Emblems, Cups and Medals 
Greenwood Bldg. Sixth and Vine 
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H E N R Y F. S T E I O F F 
Contractor jor 
CUT STONE W O R K 
2168 Western Ave. West 988 
URSULINE ACADEMY 
Day School for Girls and Small Bovs 
Oak Street and Reading Road CINCINNATI, OHIO 
TOWNSEND - WEST 
QUALITY DAIRY PRODUCTS 
MILK - CREAM - BUTTER - EGGS - CHEESE 
P H O N E CANAL 5750 HAIL T H E D R I V E R 
We Recommend > ^ -I -1 1 1 C j ' T ^ 1 ' 
MO'TSR*O'.L C a l d w e l l (S l a y l o r s 






Less Valve Grinding 
No Motor Knock 
B E N Z O L G A S 
"It's made its way by the way it's made" 
Always supply your Motor with the B E S T — I t is the Mos t E c o n o m i c a l 
WE G U A R A N T E E E V E R Y T H I N G W E SELL 
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COLLEGE OF THE SACRED HEART 
CLIFTON, CINCINNATI 
Standard Courses leading to Degrees 
Training School for High School Teachers 
Department of Music affiliated to the Conservatory of Music 
Academy—High School and Preparatory Departments 
Accredited to St. Xavier's College, Avondale, and to the 
North Central Association 
Conducted by the Religious oj the Sacred Heart 






THE BETTER KIND OF HALFTONES 
AND ZINC ETCHINGS 
In One or More Colors 
e=»b^ ^ 4 | t = > 
514 MAIN STREET CINCINNATL OHIO 
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ALUMNI D I R E C T O R Y 
NEAL A H E R N 
1107 SETON AVE. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
H. A. Seinsheiiiier Co. 
S T E P H E N S L. BLAKELY 
COVINGTON, K Y . 
WILLIAM T. BURNS, '92 
H O T E L ANDERSON 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Professor in St. Xavier College 
PAUL V. CONNOLLY 
704 F I R S T N A T ' L BANK BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
E L M E R L. CONWAY, '13 
1008 K E I T H BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
A F R I E N D 
SIR R I C H A R D CRANE, K.C.S.G. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
JOHN W. D E V A N N E Y 
1109 SECOND N A T ' L BANK BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
A N T H O N Y C. ELSAESSER 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
JAMES W. F A R R E L L 
3516 WABASH A V E . 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
E D W A R D A. FOSS, '93 
2601 BusHNELL S T . 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
THOMAS A. GALLAGHER, '17 
541 WOODLAWN A V E . 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
FRANK A. GAUCHE, '03 
3016 BATHGATE A V E . 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Richardson-Taylor Printing Co. 
H O W A R D W. G E E R I N , '25 
906 FOURTH N A T ' L BANK BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
W. E. Fox & C O . 
A L F R E D T. GEISLER, '17 
705 MERCANTILE LIBRARY BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
PAUL J. G E O G H E G A N , '11 
1812 F IRST N A T ' L BANK BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
t 
THOMAS M. GEOGHEGAN, '02 
902 F IRST N A T ' L BANK BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
JAMES J. GROGAN, '08 
F R E D ' K A . SCHMIDT C O . 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Real Estate 
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ALUMNI D I R E C T O R Y 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
A F R I E N D 
H E I L K E R & H E I L K E R 
801 F R E D ' K A. SCHMIDT BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Attorney s-at-Law 
LEO G. K U H L M A N , '11 
COLONIAL APARTMENTS 
Covington, Ky. 
Wadsworth Electric Mfg. Co. 
E U G E N E A. L E A R Y 
T H E C I N ' T I STEEL CASTING C O . 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
L A W R E N C E H. K Y T E , '21 
915 MERCANTILE LIBRARY BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
A L B E R T W. LEIBOLD, '05 
F R E D ' K A. SCHMIDT BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Builder 
P. L INCOLN M I T C H E L L 
F I F T H AND M A I N STS. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
GREGOR B. MOORMAN, A.M., LL.B. 
2208 UNION CENTRAL BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
JOHN B. MORWESSEL 
ELEVENTH AND RUSSELL STS. 
Covington, Ky. 
Pharmacist 
E D W A R D P. MOULINIER, '87 
1514 FIRST N A T ' L BANK BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
G E O R G E A. N E E S , '00 
READING ROAD AND HUTCHINS A V E . 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Pharmacist 
WILLIAM J. RIELLY 
915 MERCANTILE LIBRARY BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Attorney-at-Law 
WALTER A. RYAN 
711 MERCANTILE LIBRARY BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
W A L T E R S. S C H M I D T , '05 
F R E D ' K A. SCHMIDT BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Real Estate 
JAMES J. SMILEY 
508 PROVIDENT BANK BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
JOHN C. THOMPSON, '11 
708 FOURTH N A T ' L BANK BLDG. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
R O B E R T B. T R A M E 
2818 WOODBURN AVE. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Fourth and Central Trust Co. 
PAUL H. V E R K A M P 
914 SUMMIT AVE. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Clothier 
WALTER F. V E R K A M P , '11 
2815 M E L R O S E AVE. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Secy.-Treas. Ohio Valley Oxygen Co. 
A L B E R T W E S S E L M A N 
4138 FOREST AVE. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Richardson Paper Co. 
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THE MOUNTEL PRESS CO. 
Prltiters and Binders 
Court and Sycamore Streets CINCINNATI , OHIO 
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Hutograpt^ 
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